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ABSTRACT

Dry.BedTraining(DBT)employsaurine.alarmapParatusbutadds

training in rapid awakening, practice in withholding urination, self.

correction of toileting accidents and increased social motivation to the

standard conditioning treatment of nocturnal enuresis' Initial training is

doneinanall-nightintensiveProgrammeconductedbyaprofessional

trainer in the childts home. A Post-training supervision ProBramme is then

conductedbythechild'sParentsuntilthechildbecomescontinent.

ClaimsfortherelativesuccessofDBToverthestandardconditioning

procedure in arresting bedwetting might be attributable to a higher degree

of patient/therapist contact within DBT',s initial all-night training session'

resultinginhighermotivationdirectedtowardscorrectalarmusageon

the part of Parents and chÍldren'

Thesignificanceofpatient/therapistcontactwasaddressedinthe

firsttwoexperiments.Thefirst,involving45nocturnallyenuretic

children, compared the effectiveness of the standard conditioning procedure'

bothcloselysupervisedandnotsuPervised,followinganinitialdescription

of the procedure. Results showed that supervised training significantly

enhanced the effectiveness of treatment' One hundred and twenty children

tookpartinthesecondexperimentwhichcomparedstandardconditioning

with DBT administered under four different conditions - by the child's

Parentsathome,byaprofessionaltrainerathome,byaprofessional

trainerinhospitalrandbythechild'sParentswithouttheadiunctofa

urine.alarm. When used in conjunction with a urine-alarm, DBT was

equallyeffectiveunderallconditionsofadministrationandwas

significantlymoreeffectivethanstandardconditioning,bothintermsof
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the proportion of children successfully treated and the overall speed of

treatment. The superiority of DBT was not simply attributable to greater

therapist contact. Although the Dry-Bed procedure without an alarm

resulted in significantly fewer bedwettings than a no-treatment control,

it was less effective in arresting bedwetting than any of the alarm-based

treatments.

Results of the second experiment demonstrated that parents could

successfully be trained to administer DBT. The third study attempted to

reduce the time required to instruct Parents in the complex procedure by

initially instructing parents in small group settings, followed by regular

group meetings with the therapist until the child achieved dryness'

Thirty nocturnally enuretic children took part. Results showed that

instructing parents in a group to administer DBT with an alarm is a more

economical large-scale method of treatment than individual instructiont

because of savings in therapist time and effort'

The results of the second and third experiments hishliBhted the

importance of the alarm to the success of the DBT procedure, questioning

the practical efficacy of a 'no-alarm' treatment. Nevertheless, the effect

of the DBT exercises on their own in reducing bedwetting frequency

raisedtheoreticalissuesinrespectoftheroleofoPerantfactorsin

achieving nocturnal bladder control. The fourth experiment aimed to

delineate which aspects of DBT, in addition to the alarm, contribute most

to the procedure's overall effectiveness. The major comPonents were

identified as (i) the waking schedule; (ii) retention control training; and

(iii) positive practice. Combinations of these components yielded six

treatment grouPs each comprising twelve subiects' Together with an
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alarm-only group from the first two experiments and a DBT group from

the second experiment, these grouPs were comPared for effectiveness'

Bedwettingfrequencywasreducedtoslightlybelowlevelsachievedwith

thealarm-onlytreatmentbytheadditionofeitherretentioncontrol

training,orpositivepractice.Amoresubstantialdecreaseinbedwetting

resultedfromtheadditionofthewakingschedule,althoughnoneofthe

effects of the single comPonents was statistically significant' The effects

ofthethreecomponentswerecumulative,sothatthemorecomponents

addedtothealarm-onlyprocedure,thebetterthetherapeuticresPonse.

The retative success of the waking schedule combined with the alarm points

to a possible relationship between rease of arousability from sleepr and

bedwetting.Theresultssuggest,further,thatretentioncontroltraining

andpositivepracticecouldbeeliminatedfromtheDBTschedulewithout

sacrificing its overall effectiveness'

Thefifthstudyaddressedtheproblemofrelapseinbedwetting

following standard conditioning treatment' It was hypothesized that

because of training features in addition to the urine-alarm, DBT would

result in a Iower rate of relapse than standard conditioning. Sixty children

treated by DBT from Experiment 2 and 35 children treated by standard

conditioning from the first two exPeriments were followed up over a two-

yearperiod.Resultsshowedthatafterachievingtheinitialsuccess

criterion of l4 consecutive dry nights, 39 percent of the DBT group and

4lpercentofthestandardconditioninggrouPsubsequentlyrelapsed,so

thatthehypothesisofgreatereffectivenessforDBTwasnotsupported.

children who relapsed following initial treatment were compared with

thoseremainingdryinresPectofthechild'sageandsex,bedwetting

frequencypriortotreatment,thenumberofbedwets(andconsequent
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conditioning trials) during treatment, a history of primary or secondary

enuresis, and a history of diurnal micturitional difficulty. The only variable

found to be significantly associated with proneness to relapse was a history

of day-time wetting accidents beyond the age of four years. Although

the relapse rate following DBT was found to be virtually the same as that

following standard conditioning, the fact remains that the former treatment

was significantly faster in bringing about the initial arrest of bedwetting.

It was concluded that DBT results in significantly less total time for

alarm-usage, a major Practical consideration for large-scale treatment'
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hospital and from the epidemiological surveys' that bedwetting is a

veryPrevalentconditioninourcommunity.secondly,thenumberof

urine-alarmdevicesavailableatthehospitalwasinsufficienttomeet

thedemandsfortreatment.Thirdty,Iimitationswithinthestandard

conditioning procedure itself had contributed to delay in providing

treatment. Studies into this form of therapy have usually reported

averagetreatmenttimesofabouttwomonthsinordertoeffectinitial

arrestofbedwetting,althoughsomechildrenmaytakeseveralmonths

longer. In addition, not all children are successfult in achieving nocturnal

continence following standard conditioning. The average rates of initial
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arrest of bedwetting are usually reported to be in the order of 75 to

g0 percent with some 40 percent of these resuming wetting the bed
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(a) Reduce the time required to achieve initial dryness, thereby

speeding uP the rturn-over rater;

(b) eliminate bedwetting in a Sreater proportion of cases treated

than the success rates commonly reported following standard conditioning;

(c) reduce the relapse rate since relapse is possibly the most

significant shortcoming of standard conditioning; and

(d)developaneffectivetreatmentthatdoesnotrelyontheuseof

a urine-alarm, since it is often the limited availability of these devices

which contributes to the waiting list in many clinics'

Dry.Bed Training, reported by Azrin, Sneed and Foxx (1974), offered

promiseofachievingtheseaimsandthereforeprovidedthebasisfor

rhe research reported in this thesis. Azrin 
"L "I. 097Ð claimed that

DBT is a more rapid treatment of nocturnal enuresis than the standard

conditioning procedure. Furthermore, their results raised the possibility
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time waking schedule, and this treatment regimen subsequently became

theusualformoftherapyfornocturnallyenureticchildrenreferred

to the Adelaide Children's Hospital'
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION 3 NOCTURNAL ENURESIS

1.I DEFINITION OF NOCTURNAL ENURESIS

Functional nocturnal enuresis has been defined as Persistent wetting

of the bed during the night in the absence of neurologic or urologic pathology

(Campbell, 197ù. In more common terms a person with nocturnal enuresis is

known as a bedwetter.

Lovibond and Coote (1970) have emphasised that any definition of

nocturnal enuresis necessarily involves a number of arbitrary features. Firstly,

there is no specific age at which normal children achieve nocturnal control of

the micturition process. All of us, of course, start life wetting the bed.

The incidence of bedwetting decreases steadily from infancy, but a small

proportion of people continue to wet the bed into their teens and even into

adulthood. The age at which chiidren are expected to become continent

at night varies between communities and between social classes within

communities. However, three to four years of age is often considered to

be significant, because according to physiological evidencer normal urinary

control can be established by this age and because potential long-term bed-

wetters can be identified as early as this (camPbell, L970i Muellner, I960a,

1960b).

Secondly, there is no firm concensus concerning the minimum frequency

of bedwetting for a child to be termed renureticr. Patterns of bedwetting

are highly variable, with some children wetting the bed several times each

night, some wetting only occasionally, and still others wetting heavily but

sporadically.

Thirdly, two types of enuresis have been suggestedr based on the child's

history of bedwetting. The 'primaryr or life-long enuretic has never demon-

strated complete control over nogturnal micturition. The rsecondary'or
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,acquired,enuretic has experienced a significant Period of nocturnal continence

(usually for a minimum of six months) prior to reverting to regular night-time

wetting. some writers (e.g. Kolvin & Taunch, 1971) have argued for this

distinction,basedonthehypothesisthatprimaryenuresishasamainlypsycho.

genic basis. However, to date, there is little evidence to suPPort the notion

that this distinction has any Prognostic vatidity and it apPears to exist

primarily for classification PurPoses (Doleys, 1977; Lovibond' 1964i Sacks ðt

De Leon, 197ù-

1.2 INCIDENCE OF NOCTURNAL ENURESTS

Thereisevidencethatnocturnalenuresishasbeenacauseofconcernin

a wide variety of cultures since ancient times (Gticklick' 1951)' However' it

isonlyrecentlythatreliabledataontheprevalenceofbedwettinginthe

generalpopulationhavebecomeavailable,andthisdeveloPmentexistsonly

for more technologically advanced countries'

Therearesubstantialdifficultiesinestinratingtheprevalenceofbed-

wetting. A summary by De Jonge 
.: 

971) of epidemiological studies revealed a

widevariabilityinthepopulationofchildrenregardedasenureticatvarious

age groups. Reasons for such disparate figures are, firstly' that there has

not been consistent agreement amon8 researchers concerning the minimum

frequencyofwettingforthechildtoberegardedasenuretic.Someauthors

(Hallgrenrlg56iNotschaele,Lg64iOppelet-e!"1968)haveusedthecriterion

ofaminimumfrequencyofonewetbedpermonth,whileothers(Blomfield&

Douglas,|956iMartin,I966)haverequiredafrequencyofatleasttwowet

nightsperweek.Secondly,themethodofinvestigationhasvariedwith

different surveys. Incidence data have been collected by personal interview

(Blomfield & Douglas , 1956; De Jonge' 1969i Martin' 1966; oppel et al.l

1968),byquestionnaire(Hallgren,L956,),andbyretrosPectivequestioning

(Thorne,t944).Thirdly,thepopulationssampledhavevariedwidely,for
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example from war-time recruits (Levine, L943i Thorne, 1944)' to peace-time

conscripts (Bieger, 195Ð, to all childrc'n born in Great Britain during the

first week of March, t946 (Btomfield 6t Douglas' 1956\'

Despite these difficulties, studies reviewed by De Songe (19731 employing

acriterionforbedwettingofatleastonewetnightpermonth,higlrlight

several important trends with respect to the incidence of bed wetting' The

vastmaiorityofchildrenarenocturnallyenureticattheendofthefirstyear

oflife,althoughperhapsaboutSevenPercenthaveachievednocturnal

continence by this 1i¡¡s (Hawkins, 1962). The most obvious trend is for the

incidence of bedwetting to decrease with increasing age. This decline in

incidence is rapid from the end of the first year of life to about the fifth

year.Thus,incidenceofbedwettingdropstoabout20percentofthreeyear

olds,15Percentoffiveyearolds,fivepercentoftenyearoldsandtwoto

threepercentofteenagers,reachin8anaPParentasymPtoteinadulthood.

Sincetheseestimatesareconfirmedbyanumberofstudiesfrornseveral

different economically developed countries they may be regarded as represent-

ative of such societies, including Australia'

ItisclearfromtheaboveSummarydatathatbedwettingisavery

common problem during childhood. Lovibond (1964') combined the incidence

datafromthreelarge.scalesurveysconductedinEnglandbyBransby'

Blomfielci and Douglas (1955) with the most recent commonwealth census

returns available at the time, estimating that there were aPProximately

t00'o00nocturnalenureticsinAustraliabetweentheagesoffiveandl4

years.Adiustingforcurrentpopulationdata,thisfigureisnowlikelytobe

in the order of 120,000 children'

A second trend from 1¡e surveys cited by De Jonge $973\, is that more

malesthanfemalesarebedwetters,theratiobeingapproxirr.atelly322.

Shaffer(1980)notesthatthisratioissimilartothatobservedinanumberof
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childhood developmental disorders, although the reason for the gender difference

is not understood.

A third observation is of the association between social and cultural

differences and the incidence of bedwetting. Nocturnal enuresis has been

found to occur more frequently among children from working class homes than

amont children of middle class parents (Douglas & Blomfield, 1958; Miller et

{.r 1960; Stein & Susser, 1967). As this social gradient exists in several

countries (Germany, Sweden, Britain and Israel), it seems unlikely that it is

attributable to biased reporting by parents or investigators' on a larger social

scale, cultural differences in the prevalence of bedwetting have been reported'

Oppel .t 
"1. 

(1968) found nocturnal enuresis to be more Prevalent in the United

states of America and Australia than in Great Britain and sweden'

1.1. THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MICTURITION

1.3.1. The mechanism of micturition

Visce ral

affe rent PathwaY

Ureters

Sp inal cord

Detrusor

muscle

L2

Trigone

lnternal sPhincter

s2
S3 SymPathetics External sPhincter

ParasYmPathet¡cs Urethra

t

s4

FIGURE I.T. The urinary bladder and its innervation' '- ("itãi GuYton, 1966),'
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The urinary bladder, which is illustrated in Figure l.l, is comprised of

two princiPal Parts:

(i) the'detrusor muscle'which is the main body of the organ, and

(ii) the'trigonef a muscular mass near the mouth of the bladder through

which both'ureters' (the tubes conveying urine from each kidney to the bladder)

and the'urethra'(the canal through which urine is discharged)' pass'

The trigonal muscle embraces the'internal sphincter'of the bladder' About

2 cm below the bladder, the urethra Passes through the 
texternal sphincterrof

thebladder.AsurinePassesfromthekidneystothebladderviatheureters'

the detrusor muscle tone is repeatedly adjusted, thereby allowing larger volumes

of urine to be stored with little increase to internal pressure' A normal adult

can store up to about 200 mls of urine in the bladder before intravesical pressure

increases significantly. with further distention of the bladdert nervous impulses

arisingfromstimulationofthesensoryendorgansinthebladderwalltrigger

the micturition reflex. This involves strong rhythmical contractions of the

detrusor'relaxationoftheinternalsphincterfollowedbyrelaxationofthe

external sphincter, and, ultimatelyt the passing of urine' The act of

micturition,althoughdescribedhereasasimplereflex,isactuallyacomplex

resPonse resulting from an integrated chain of reflexes'

L32. The development of bladder control

Infantsbeginlifewithreflexvoidinginresponsetobladderdistention.

Bladder capacity is small, so that sPontaneous voiding occurs frequently during

the first few months of life. Following maturation of the ParasymPathetic

nervoussystemmostchildrenlearntoperceivestimulationfromincreasing

bladder tension between one and two years of age (Muellner' l96Ob)' At this

stagemanychildrenshowbehaviouralsignsofapproachingvoiding.Withthis

awarenesstheabitityisacquiredto''hold||urineforabrieftimeafterthe

sensation of a full bladder is perceived and bladder capacity increases' By
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three years of age most children have learned to hotd urine for a considerable

time when the bladder is full, and so get to the toilet before voiding (Muellner'

lg60a, l96Ob). This requires the voluntary tensing of the perineal muscles in

the crutch wNch raises the bladder neck and tightens the internal sphincter

(Muellner, I96Oa,l960b; Vincent, |959| Lg6o, |964' 19661. Bladder capacity

increases so that there is a drop in frequency of voiding and a larger volume

voided at each elimination. Between three and four years of age the ability

to start the urine flow from a full bladder is required This is achieved by

combiningthepushingdownofthethoracicwallandtighteningofthe

abdominal muscles (Muellner, L960ar 1960b)' By about four years of age most

children can also stop the urinary stream at will. The final stage in the

development of continence occurs at about six years of age, when the ability

ismasteredtostarttheurinaryStreamatalmostanydegreeofbladder

filling. Toitet training is complete when the chiid learns to initiate mictu-

rition only in the appropriate places'

In order to achieve nocturnal continence the child must transfer inhibitory

control over the micturition process to the sleeping state' Normally' this is

achieved by three to four years when, as a consequence of increased functional

bladder capacity together with the reduced levei of urine production during

sleep (Franczak , 1965), the child can effectively hold-on to urine during the

hoursofsleep.IfbladderPressuresexceedthelimitsofcompensatory

adjustmentofthedetrusorduringsleep,feedbackstimulifromthefilling

bladderinterruptssleepsothatthechildawakensbeforethemicturitional

reflex is triggered (Lovibond & Coote ' 
19701'
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I.4 THEORIES OF ENURESIS

Therehavebeenanumberofquitedifferentandattimescontradictory

explanations of the nature and aetiology of nocturnal enuresis' It is possiblet

however, to divide the unifying threads of these explanations into three main

categories:

1. psychodYnamic theories;

?. physiological theories; and

). behaviouristic theories'

I.4.1. PsYchodYnamic Theories

The belief that enuresis is a symptom of underlying emotional disturbance

has been promoted mainly by the psychoanalytical theorists' This explanation

received widespread approval early in the twentieth century and many variants

ofthetheorywereelaborated.Mowrer(t9lo,p.at6)summarizedthemore

commonly held theories as follows:

'l(i)enuresisisasubstitutiveformolgratificationofrepressed

genital sexualitY'

(ii) it is a symptom of deep-seated anxieties and fears'

(iii)it is a disguised expression of hostility directed towards Parents

and parent substitutes which the victim of enuresis does not

' dare to exPress more oPenlY''l

Anumberofimplicationsfollowfromthepropositionthatenuresisisa

surface indicator of some underlying ernotional disturbance of a general and

fundamentally more important nature. Firstly, a rePresentative sample of

enuretic children should evidence a substantially greater degree of malad-

iustment than a matched SrouP of non-enuretics' This association remains

uncertain however, despite considerable research' The problem is that while
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general population surveys such as the Isle of Wight Investigation (Rutter

ü!, lg7?l and the National child Development study (Essen & Peckham,

|gTillhaveindicatedanassociationbetweenenuresisandpsychological

disorders, particularly the common neurotic and conduct disorders, they have

also made it abundantly clear that the vast maiority of children who are wet

are actually well-adjusted and free from other problems affecting their

behaviour. comparative studies of the personalities of enuretics and non-

enuretics have indicated similar results (Collins, L973; Lickorish, 1964;

Lovibond, 1964r. Although the relationship between enuresis and psychological

disorders is somewhat stronger when bedwetting is accompanied by diurnal

enuresis(Hallgren,lgs'lrandenureticchildrenreferredtochildguidance

clinics are more likely to be psychologically disturbed (Hallgren' 1957)t even

so,themajorityofenureticchildrenarefreefromotherbehavioural

difficulties.

Evenwhenanenureticchilddisplayssignsofemotionaldisturbanceit

is not proof of a psychogenic origin since the disturbance may be secondary

to the enuresis itself. A necessary condition which must be met to support

a psychogenic explanation is that the postulated stress or conflict should

have preceded or coincided with the onset of acquired enuresis, or, in the

case of primary enuresis, have been oPeratins at a time when the child would

normally have been becoming dry. To date, the evidence is not clear on this

point.

Asecondexplanationofthepsychociynamicpositionisthatadirect

attack on the symptom itself would be both futile and undesirable' since this

strategywouldnotdealwiththerealproblem.i.e.underlyingemotional

disturbance. Psychoanalytic theorists warn that it is dangerous to attemPt

to eliminate enuresis directly, lest in doing so the underlying anxieties be
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exacerbated, thereby producing some other serious disturbance' De Curtins

(1957), for example, warns that symptom substitution may sometimes be worse

than the enuresis, listing severe neuroses and fire-setting as examples'

Lovibond (1964), however, has suggested that quite the reverse can occurt

prolonged enuresis resulting in psychological disturbance. Thus, although

enuresis is natural for very young children, when it persists into childhood the

child's own reactions and those of others Can lead to serious consequences'

From this perspectivê¡ errUrêSis is less the result of a serious problem; rather

it is a cause. Direct removal of the symptom should, if anythinB, be beneficial

for the overall psychological health of the child'

The evidence clearly has borne out Lovibond. Elimination of bedwetting

following conditioning treatment has been shown to be at least psychologically

benign and more often beneficial (Baker, L969i Collins, 1973i Shaffer' 1973'

and Thomson, 1971I Even if direct treatment of bedwetting is not successful'

parents have generally not reported additional symPtoms (collins, I973)'

A third implication of psychodynamic theories is that psychotherapy must

be the treatment of choice because it is only in this way that the underlying

conflict can be removed. Again however, the facts do not support this

assertion As will be shown in more detail in section l'5'l below, psycho-

therapy has not been shown to be effective in arresting nocturnal enuresis'

Overall, then, while the belief that enuresis has a deep-seated psycho-

genicoriginenjoyedpopularityformanyyears'andindeedisstillheldtoday

in some quarters, there is very little factual evidence in its favour"
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L,I+Z PhYsiotogical Theories

The essence of physiological theories of enuresis ¡s that the disorder

represents a failure for the Person to develop cortical control over sub-

cortical reflex mechanisms (Lovibond & Coote, LgTOl' Possible sources of

this failure include immaturity of the central nervous system connections

governing bladder control, immaturity of the bladder itself, or deep sleep

which makes the child less sensitive to the stimulation reaching the cortex

from the bladder. These sources are discussed in the sections which follow'

(i) t the N CN

Manyauthorssubscribetotheviewthattheprimarycauseofenuresrs

is a type of neurophysiological immaturity of structures subserving bladder

control (Barbour et aI.' 1963; Bakwin 6t Bakwin' 1972i tllingwortht 1968)'

Collins (1976) suggests that this viewpoint, along with its implication that

ageisthebestc.-¡reforenuresis,issowidespreadastohavebecomea

rrcultural truismrr.

Evidence supporting a maturational disorder is derived from a variety of

sources. Firstly there is the strong tendency to sPontaneous improvement

in bedwetting with increasing age, already noted in Section 1.2. Secondly'

evidence for the relative somatic immaturity of bedwetters is often cited in

suPPortofthematurationaldisorderargument.Forexample,Kaffmanand

Elizur (197n and Lockorish (1964) have found higher rates of motor and

speech abnormalities among enuretic Patients than among non-enuretics'

Douglas $g73) also reported an excess of speech deficits in younger enuretics'

and in older boys, a delay in the development of secondary sex characteristics'

P.Miller(|97Ðhassuggestedthatthephysicalgrowthofenureticstends

to be slower than that of non-enuretics. several writers have reported an

increased risk of bedwetting amonS children with low birthweight resulting
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from short gestation (Kaffman & Elizur, 1977; Oppet 99!, 1968)t and children

with low birthweight after normal gestation (Kotvin & Taunch, í973; Neligan

et al., 19761. Compared with the norms for the appropriate aBe SrouPt electro-

encephalogram(EEG)recordsofpersistentenureticshavebeenfoundto

contain diffuse abnormalities, which have been interpreted as indicating

immaturity of cortical development (campbell 6c Young, L966; Turton & spear'

Le53).

Thereishowever,contraryevidenceinrelationtotheaboveclaims

Forexample,oppelgl-g!.(1968),foundnorelationshipbetweenadelayin

the dovelopment of urinary continence and other developmental milestones'

Enuresis has been found to be unrelated to a delay in general intellectual

development (Rutter "t .I, 
197Ð. In addition, Werner 9l-9I' (1971) have

argued that the findings of an association between low birthweight and

increased risk for bedwetting, cannot be accepted as evidence of developmental

delay because later developmental correlates of low birthweight children are

ingeneralpoorlyunderstoodrandinmanycasescanbeaccountedforby

associated adverse environmental factors' In respect of EEG studies' Salmôn

9I-gI.$973)pointoutthatthemechanismsgoverningtheacquisitionofurinary

continence and the significance of statistically unusual features in the EEG's

of children are insufficiently understood to support the notion of immaturity

ofcorticaldevelopment.If,ashasbeensuggested,thedisrythmiainthe

EEG,s of enuretics is a reflection of immaturity in cortical development, then

a prospective study of patients with such EEGts is necessary to demonstrate

thenormalisationoftherecordingoveragivenperiodoftimecoincidentwith

the spontaneous establishment of bladder control' Shaffer (1980) has further

notedthatthedevelopmentofsphinctercontrolisoftenintermittentin

nature which is different from the usual Pattern of acquiring comPetence in

otherdevelopmentaldisorders.This,togetherwiththecontradictoryevidence
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noted previonsly, has led Shaffer (1980) to conclud'that the data do not

indicate a clear relationship between delays in acquiring urinary continence

and other forms of somatic immaturity.

A third source of evidence relevant to the issue of CNS immaturity as a

cause of enuresis has been sought in studies that highlight the influence of

genetic factors and gender differences in the incidence of enuresis' The

greater prevalence of bedwetting among males than females was noted in

virtually all of the reported epidemiological surveys. The higher incidence of

enuresis occurring in the parents, siblings and other near relatives of bedwetters

has also been reported in many studies (e.g. Bakwin, 196l; Kolvin 9EI" 1972;

Turner et al., L97O; Young & Turner, 1965\. Furthermore, the frequency of

occurrence of bedwetting in other members of the family may be directly related

to the closeness of the genetic relationship. Bakwin (1973), for example, found

concordance for enuresis between identical twins to be double that for fraternal

twins.

Fourthly, various authors have reported that enuretics are rremotionallyrt

immature compared with non-enuretics (Biering ðc Jesperson, 1959; Gunnarson

ðr Melin, L95I; Hallgren, 1957i MacFarlane et al, 1954) and this is sometimes

taken as additional evidence for a possible generalized maturational delay (De

Jonge, I969i Kolvin & Taunch, L97Ð, However, the evidence for such emotional

immaturity is not clear-cut. As has been discussed in section l'4'1, the vast

majority of enuretic children apPear to differ little from the rest of the

population in terms of emotional and social adjustment (Lovibond & Coote, 1970ì.

It seems likely that late maturation is an important factor in nocturnal

incontinence of younger children. However, the notion that slow maturation

is, per se' the crux of the older enuretic's problem is difficult to maintain in

the light of certain basic facts. For example, some children who do not advance

from incontinence in infancy to complete dryness in childhood, do nevertheless
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have occasional dry nights or even short sustained periods of dry nights' Miller

gl-gl. (lg60) reported that among five year old children who did not have

complete nocturnal bladder control, 50 percent, while rarely dry, had had

occasional dry nights, 20 percent had intermittent dryness, and 29 percent

experienced periods of dryrress lasting from three to nine months Among the

Baltimore children studied by oppel 9I-gI. (1968)r one third of five year olds

nocturnally enuretic at the time of the study had been dry for at least six

months at an earlier age. one could argue that the more dry nights manifested,

the more probable that maturation of the cNS mechanisms was present'

Accordingly, in about half of Miller g1.g!'t sample and at least a third of Oppel

gg!,, cases, delayed maturation wourd not provide a sufficient explanation

for persistent bedwetting in five year olds. Further evidence which is difficult

to reconcile with the view that late maturation is responsible for enuresis is

that alteration of the clder enuretic childrs environment may lead to temporary

control. Stein and Susser (L967), for examplet rePorted that students at boarding

school are frequently dry on nights sPent in sick bay, but revert to regular

bedwetting Ín their usual quarters. Young (1965) suggested that the high rate

of success achieved with conditioning treatment among nocturnally enuretic

children aged seven years or more provides evidence that in the maiority of

such children, maturation has already occurred'

Thus, while immaturity of cNS mechanisms maY well be a factor in the

failure of young children to achieve normal continence, for enuretic children

beyond the age of about five years, delayed maturation seems unlikely to

provide an explanation for more than a small proportion of failures to become

continent.
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(ii) Immaturitv of the bladder

It has been suggested that nocturnal enuresis is the result of the child's

failure to develop an increase in functional bladder capacity.* This position

originally gained impetus from the work of Hallman (1950) and Muellner (1960a'

lg6ob), and it has subsequently received the support of Esperanca and Gerrard

(1969), Starfield (196Ð, Troup and Hodgson (1971) and Zaleski 9I-g!' (1973) who

have found that enuretic children have smaller functional bladder capacities

than non-enuretic children the same age. This smaller capacity results in

frequent diurnal voidings in response to small volumes of urine in the bladder'

The storage of only small volumes of urine in the btadder is said to not function

as adequate stimulus for the development of a micturition inhibitory response

(Meullner, 1960a, 1960b)'

It is, however, difficult to determine what degree of bladder capacity is

adequatefornocturnalcontrol.Diurnalfrequencyisanindexofdaytime

functional bladder capacity but since young children who pass urine hourly during

thedaycanbedryatnight,diurnalfrequencyisnotareliableindexofan

individual child's nocturnal status. In addition, attempts to increase functional

bladdercapacityasameansofimprovingbedwettinghavemetwithmixed

success. Starfietd and MeIIits (1968)' for example' showed that increasing

bladder capacity by retention control training correlated positively with

decreased bedwetting and suPPort for this finding was provided by Miller $971b)

and Paschatis et al. $97Ð' However' more recent studies using similar bladder

trainingProgrammeshaveshownsomeincreaseinday-timebladdercapacity

but no significant reduction in bed-wetting (Doleys ðt wells' 1975i Doleys

etal.,1977;Harris&Purohit,|977iRocklin&Tilker,L973).Thesestudies

are discussed in nlore detail in Chapter 4' Section 4'2'2'

+ The term rf
will retain

unctional bladder capacity' refers

before voiding and not the actuar
to the amount of urine a child
ritu.iu."f size of the bladder'
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Given these anomalies, it is difficult to establish the relative importance

of bladder maturity to the development of nocturnal continence' An overall

assessment of the theory that nocturnal enuresis is the result of immature

bladder development aPPears to result in a similar conclusion to an evaluation

of the theory which relates bedwetting to immaturity of the cNS; namely'

that while inadequate functional bladder capacity may account for nocturnal

incontinence in some cases, it is unlikety to be the only factor involved,

especially when older enuretic children are considered'

(iii) DePth of SleeP

Thebeliefthatbedwettingisassociatedwithdeepsleepisverycommon

amongtheparentsofenureticchildren,andmanyauthorshavenotedthis

anecdotal evidence (Baller, 1975; Bostock, L962i Fintey È11., 1977; Hallgrent

Lg5Tl.However,earlystudiesoftherelationshipbetweensleepandenuresis

based on clinical observation produced conflicting nesults' Bostock (1958)

compared the'arousability from sleepr of seven enuretic and l2 non-enuretic

children using an auditory stimulus produced by a buzzer' The enuretic children

took an average of 418 seconds to reach the awakened state whereas the non-

enuretics took 319 seconds. Although statistical data were not provided' the

author concluded that the results supported the view that enuretics sleep more

deeplythannon.enuretics.However,Boyd(I960)haspublishedresultsc.ontrary

to this conclusion. He examined I00 enuretic children aged between five and

15years,comparingthemwithacontrolgrouPmatchedforageandsexThe

children were awakened by calling their names, and if they did not respond'

by shaking them gently' The enuretic children' who took an average of 16

seconds to awaken, were quicker to rouse than the non-enuretics who took 20J

seconds, though the differences were not significant'
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Most empirical data relating to sleep and enuresis has come from studies

employing EEG recordings of sleep patterns.*

The issues of interest in relation to bedwetting arer firstly, whether the

overall EEG sleep profiles of enuretics differ in fundamental ways from non-

enuretics, and secondly, whether bedwetting episodes occur predominantly out

of stage 3 and stage 4 sleep; i.e. slow-wave or deep sleep. In respect of the

first issue, studies comparing the amount of time sPent in the four sleep stages

have generally failed to reveal any reliable differences between enuretic and

noh-€rìutêtic children (Graham, !973'). The evidence in resPect of the second

question is somewhat contradictory. Several studies, while observing that bed-

wetting can occur during all NREM sleep stages, rePort that enuretic episodes

are infrequent during stage I sleep and are much more commonly associated

with stage 3 and 4 (Broughton, 1968; Evans, l97I; Pierce et al', l96li Ritvo

et aI., L96g). Broughton (1968) found that bedwetting in childhood and adol-

escence only'very rarely occurs during REM sleep. Howevert more recent studies

have reported that bedwetting events are not associated with any particular

sleep stage (Kates 9I-.3!., 1977i Mickellsen, 1980)'

+Based largely on scoring criteria for E by Dement

un¿ f<l"itñ 
^Å 

$g¡l), hu-man sleep is no r stages'

ihe numbering of thêse from I tõ 4 pth of

sleep', and wíth stágè 4 considered o these

*i"gLé there is rapid-eye-movement of separate

behavioural and;;;."óhytiological night of

normal sleep consists of a series of cycl
movement (NREM) sleep then REM sleep
The first cycle usuallY has
and may lack a REM stage
increases and that of NRE
(Denrent, 1975).
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ThesignificantobservationaccordingtoBroughton(1968)wasnot

so much the particular sleep stage during which bedwetting occurred, but

rather that bedwetting accompanied a marked and maintained "lightening"

ofdeepNREMsleep,occurringduringthetransitionfromstage4tostage

l. Broughton (1968) claimed that this result reconciles the different views

on whether bedwetting episodes are synchronous with EEG patterns of slow-

wave sleep, light sleep or even wakefulness' On the basis of his results'

Broughton concluded that bedwetting is best thought of as a'disorder of the

sleep-arousal sYstemr.

several other studies have confirmed Broughton's (1968) findings in

relationtobedwettingepisodesoccurringciuringarousalfromdeepsleep

(Arguner gl_gl., L97B; Gastaut el al, 1964i Pierce 9!3!', 196l; Szabo ôt

Popoviciu, 196Ð. Arguner 9Ig. (1978) also found that bed-wetting tends to

occurduringthefirstsleepcycleofthenight,whenthereisapredominance

of slow-wave sleep. Finley (1971) offered suPPort for Broughton's (1968)

position by demonstrating that the 'arousal threshold' of enuretics is abnor-

mallyhighcomparedwithnon.enuretics.Finley{ogzLldefinedarousal

threshold in terms of progressive increments of stimulus intensity until the

childisawakebothbehaviourallyandelectroencephalographically,and

distinguished this from the traditional definition of deep sleep based on EEG

recording of sleep sta8e. In addition to being relatively unresponsive to

external stimulation, a study by De Perri and Meduri (L972') has demonstrateci

thatenureticchildrencanalsoberelativelyunresponsivetointroceptive

stimulation, such as a distended and rapidty contracting bladder' simultaneous

polygraphicandcystometricrecordinsswereobtainedduringsPontaneous

sleep,andduringpharmacologicallyinducedsleep,forsevenbedwettersand

sevencontrolsubiects,followingartificialfillingofthebladder.Results

showedthatintheenureticgroup,reflexmicturitionoccurredwithout
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clinical signs of wakefulness but with transient polygraphic evidence of

arousal. The control group showed definite electro-clinical arousal for

cystometricpressurebelowthethresholdlevelsofreflexvoiding.

Thus,theweightofevidencesu88eststhattherelationshipbetween

sleepPatternsandenuresiscanbethoughtofintermsofthebedwetter

having an impairment of the sleep-arousal systemt as proposed by Broughton

(1968).

1.4J. Behaviouristic Theories

Behaviouristic theories of nocturnal enuresis like the physiological

theoriesdiscussedintheprevioussection'conceivethedisorderasbeing

essentially a failure to develop cortical control over subcortical effector

mechanisms. However, while physiological theories hold this cortical control

to result from neural maturation, behaviouristic theories emphasize the role

ofconditioninginthedevelopmentofthecomplexsequenceofProcesses

necessary for urinary continence at night'

Asnotedearlier,theprocessesinvolvedintheachievementofbladder

controlareverycomplexandstillamatterofcontroversy.Theimportance

of neural maturation can hardly be over-stressed but it seems feasible that

conditioningisalsoinvolved.VariousconceputalizationsaStothenature

oftheseconditioninsProcesseshavebeensuggested.Campbell(1934)and

Mowrer and Mowrer (193S) were among the earliest authors to suggest the

view that enuresis commonly reflects a habit deficiency; that is' a deficiency

of inhibitory control over an essentially automatic function because of faulty

habit training. Morgan and witmer (1939) believed that ordinary continence

trainingservestoteachthechildtorespondtobladderstimulationby

awakening,and,ultimately,tosubstituteatoiletactionforbedwetting.
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smith (lg4g) extended the habit deficiency view by suggesting that bedwetting

results from inefficient toilet training, and becomes fixated because of the

atmosphere of anxiety and frustration that it engenders'

Crosby(1950)providedasomewhatdifferentpointofview,arguing

that bedwetting is not necessarily only a habit deficiency' but in some cases

may rePresent the acquisition of a bad habit' He termed the continuation

into childhood of the automatic bladder reflexes of infancy "simple enuresisrr'

,'ComPlicatedenureris|twashetdtooccurwhenthechildacquiredthehabit

ofurinatingduringsleepinresponsetospecificenvironmentalconditions

and both types were ascribed to faulty trairring procedures'

Lovibond's (1964) summary of the behaviourists' viewpoint in respect of

theaetiologyofenuresiswasthatforthemaiorityofchildrencauseis

related to an absence of environmental conditions ordinarily necessary for

learningtheresponseofsphincterinhibition,and/orlowlevelsofcondition-

ability.Inaminorityofcasesthefailuretodevelopcontrolmaybedue

toconditionsinimicaltoefficientlearning<'¡productiveofbreakdownof

previously established linkages (e.g' high levels of anxiety or nervous tension)'

Amorerecentbehaviouristictheoryofenuresishasbeenputforward

byAzrin,SneedandFoxxlJgT),LgT'l.Theseresearchersarguethatthe

achievementofcontroloverreflexbladdervoidingisanoperantProceSS;

i.e.thechildachievesthePotentialforphysiologicalcontrolbyarelatively

earlyagebutmayneglecttoexercisethatcontrolbecauseheiseithernot

reinforced socially when he remains continent orr conversely, he is not

subjectedtosufficientlyaversiveconsequenceswhenhefailstobecontinenl

According to Azrin et al. $973t LgTilrnocturnal enuresis persists after the

child has achieved diurnal continence because of the longer delay in social

reactionstoawettingaccidentatnight,thegreaterdifficultyintoileting
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correctly at night because of interference from sleep, and the reduced state

of alertness during sleeP'

Fromtheforegoingdiscussionitisclearthatbehaviouristictherapists

have turned to an analysis of environmental conditions associated with the

learning of bladder control, in attempting to elucidate the aetiology of

enuresis. The case for behaviouristic theories is supported by demonstration

of the role of toilet training in the establishment of continence both diurnally

and nocturnally. Ntuch of the earlier published information on this topic is

oflirnitedvalue,beingsketchyandbasedonretrosPectiveaccountsgiven

by mothers - evidence which is notoriously unreliable (wenar & coulter ' 196?)'

However,intheirprevalencesurveyofbedwettingtilomfieldandDouglas

(1g56) found that where earlier toilet training had been given' a higher

proportionofchildrendevelopedearlierdryness.Then,inmorerecentyears'

researchers have clearly demonstrated the efficacy of day-time toilet training

Programmes,basedonoPerantconditioningprinciples,forbladderandbowel

control (Azrin & Foxx ,197!, 1974; Bettison, 1978i Bettison 9!.3I'' I976i

FoxxðtAzrin,L97Ð.TheseProgrammeshavebeenusedsuccessfullywith

retarded Personsr as well as with grouPs of normal children'

FurthersuPPortfortheviewthatlearningplaysafacilitativerolein

the attainment of bladder ccntrol is the well-established high success rate

associatedwiththeMowrer.typeconditioningtreatmentofbedwetting'to

be described below in Section 1'5'3'
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IJ TREATMENTS OF NOCTURNAL ENURESIS

Bedwetting was recognised as worthy of attention and treatment as long

ato as l55O B.C. (Glicklick, l95l). Over the centuries a remarkable array of

curative measures for enuresis have been proposed but present day remedies

can be reduced to three main categories - medical therapies, psychotherapy

and behavioural therapies. In general, the form of therapy prescribed reflects

the therapist's theoretical orientation, with resPect to the aetiology of

enuresls.

1.5.1. PsychotheraPY

Therapists who believe that bedwetting is principally a symptom of

psychological conflict or stress are committed to the use of psychotherapy

as the means of identifying and removing the presumed underlying disturbance'

However, when reviewing literature on the efficacy of different forms of

therapy in treating enuresis Behrle 9Ig' O956) and Lovibond (1964) found

so few adequately reported studies of psychotherapy carried out with

reasonably large grouPs of enuretics that no firm conclusions regarding this

type of treatment could be drawn. A similar conclusion was reached more

recently by Kolvin and Taunch (1971iI and Baller (1975). Moreover, there

are two studies frequently cited as providing evidence for the ineffectiveness

of psychotherapy as a method of treating bedwetting (De Leon & Mandell,

1966; WerrY & Cohrssen, 1965)'

SubjectsintheWerryandCohrssenstudywereprimarynocturnal

enuretics who had a wetting frequency of at least one wet bed per week'

They were assigned to one of three grouPs. A 'rno treatmentrr control grouP

(n = 271was simply told that mothers would be contacted after a period of

four months to check the childts Progress. A psychotherapy BrouP (n = 21)

received six to eight sessions of 'rpsychodynamically orientated supportive
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psychotheraPy" over a Period of four months' The third SrouP 6 = Z2\

underwent conditioning therapy with the betl-and-pad apparatus in their own

homes; (this procedure is described fully in the section on behaviour theraPies)'

The apparatus was set uP each night by the Parents and remained in use until

the child had been dry for at least one month, or until four months of treat-

ment had elapsed. After the initial interview, no contact was made with the

parents of this group apart frorn an occasional telephone call' At the end of

four months, the parents of all children were telephoned and asked to rePort

on the childrs bedwetting frequency during the preceding months' Results

showed quite clearly that brief psychotheraPy was ineffective in arresting

bedwetting. Conditioning on the other hand resulted in a significantly higher

rate of inrprovement than either psychotheraPy or no-treatment'

TheseresultswerelatersupportedbyDeLeonandMandeltinastudy

of similar design to that done by werry and cohrssen' subjects were allocated

to one of three groups - no-treatmentr psychotherapy and conditioning' The

exact form of psychotherapy in this case was not made clear although it was

reterred to as 'rpsychotheraPy - counsellingrr and was conducted by a

psychologist or psychiatrist. Twelve weekly sessions were given, each

consisting of 40 minutes with the child and 20 minutes with the mother alone'

At the end of the g0 day experimental period, psychotheraPy was again

shown to be ineffective in eliminating bedwetting comPared witkr the control,

whereasconditioningresultedinasignificantlyhighersuccessrate.

Whiletheresultsofthesestudiesposeproblemsforthetheoretical

stance underlying the belief that psychotherapy is the treatment of choice

for bedwetting, they do not permit the conclusion that psychotherapyrper

se' is ineffective in treating bedwetting' As De Leon and Mandell point

outtherearemanyParametersnotyetexplored,suchastheformofthe
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therapy, the number of therapeutic sessions, the interval between sessionst

and individual differences amont therapists as to skills and experience'

Nevertheless,thesestudiesdonotprovidesupportforpsychotherapyasan

effective treatment of nocturnal enuresis, when compared with the conditioning

treatment.Evenifpsychotherapycouldbeshowntoarrestenuresisitis

difficult to see how this prolonged and expensive form of treatment could

be offered to more than a minority of the large number of enuretic children

suggested by the prevalence surveys'

l,5Z Medical TheraPY

Medical therapists are likely to prescribe either of two treatments for

bedwetting, the choice being determined by the child's age' For younger

children, treatment may involve no formal therapy at all, except for the

advice that the chitd wilt eventually out-grow the problem. This approach is

motivated by the belief that bedwetting results from immaturity of the

appropriatephysiologicalmechanismsgoverningbladdercontrol.Asdemon-

strated in section I.4.2 this advise is difficult to reconcile with the evidence

forchildrenbeyondtheageofaboutfiveyears.Surveysofprevalencedo

suggest that a certain proportion of children will spontaneously stop wetting

the bed as they grow older. However, as noted by De Jonge (197Ð, Forsythe

and Redman (1974), and Lovibond (1964), only about one in six of enuretic

children becsme continent for each year between the ages of five to l5

years, At present one cannot predict which children will become dry sPon-

taneously,northosewhowillconstitutethetwoorthreePercentofthe

population which remain enuretic into the latter teenage years' Furthermoret

the longer bedwetting persists, the greater the risk of developing psycho-

logical problems as a reaction to the bedwetting'

The second and frequently practised medical treatment, especially for

older enuretic children, is the prescription of some form of medication' A
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wide range of medications have been used in attemPts to control enuresis but

their effects have generatly been disappointing. Blackwell and currah (19731

reviewed more than 100 such studies since 1962, coneJuding that only the

tricyclicantidepressantshavebeenshownconsistenttytobebetterthan

placebo. The most commonly used and extensively studied tricyclic is

imipramine (Tofranil).

Althoughthemechanismofactionoftricyclicantidepressantsin

controlling enuresis is not understood, Blackwell and currah (1973) have

suggesteci three possible explanations One is that the drug somehow

increases the childts sensitivity or resPonsivity during sleep to cues arising

from a fining bladder. A second is that such drugs may be effective because

of certain biochemical properties (antichotinergic) which act at the level of

thebladderandsphinctertoPreventvoiding.Thethirdinterpretationis

that,inlinewithpsychoanalytictheory,thedrugactsontheenureticchild's

underlying depression, for which bedwetting is a symPtom'

Theresponseofenureticstotricyclicantidepressantsisusuallyquite

rapid,withareductioninbedwettingfrequencyoccurringinthefirstweek

oftreatment.Aplateauofreducedbedwetting(perhapstwoorthreewet

nights Iess per week) subsequently results for most children still wetting

(Stewart,1975,..Whilethisreductionistypicatlyofthec;rdertobe

statistically significant, it is nonetheless unsatisfactory for most families who

hope for normal, total continence. Total remission is usually seen in under

hatfthepeopletreatedandisoftenintherangeofonlyl0to20percent

at six months follow-up (Blackwell & Currah, lg77\. In addition, relapse

tendstooccurimmediatelyfollowingthewithdrawalofmedication,an

obviousshortcomingoftreatment.BlackwellandCurrahhavereportedthat

the lowest immediate relapse rate from among a number of well controlled

studies was 70 Percent'
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Afurthershortcomingofdrugtherapythatisoftenoverlookedisthe

possibility of the chitd suffering imipramine poisoning (Collins' 1976i Meadowt

1981). This risk is not limited to the enuretic child but includes siblings who

mayhaveaccesstothetabletslmipraminepoisioningisanawkward

condition to treat and there remains a possibility of long-term heart damage

(Goel&shanks,IgT4l,Furtherrnorethelong-termeffectsofthese

medicationsongrowthanddevelopnrentareyettobeestablishedandare

therefore of concern (Collins, 1976\'

L.53. Behavioural TheraPies

Behavioural treatments of nocturnal enuresis encomPass a collection of

procedures based on the common the(rry that achievement of nighttime

continence involves the learning of discriminative cues that enable inhibition

of urination until appropriate toileting is possible' In the following discussion'

behavioural therapies for nocturnal enuresis are subdivided into two procedures

or procedural categories

(i)Theuseofabell-and-paddevice.commonlyreferredtoasthe

standard conditioning nrethod'

(ii) Dry-Bed Training.

Inadditiontotheabove,thereareotherbehaviouraltreatmentsof

bedwetting'sucnasretentioncontroltraining,andproceduresthatmani.

pulate external environmental conditions without the use of a bell-and-pad

apparatus. These procedures are discussed in Chapter 4' Section 4'2'

(i) Standard Conditioning

Thefirstsystematicrationaleforthetreatmentofnocturnalenuresrs

based on conditioning principals was Put forward by Mowrer atrd Mowrer

(tg3s). The Mowers' postulated that enuresis results from failure to acquire

thehabitofrespondingtothestimulusarisingfromafillingbladderinthe
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night, by awakening and/or contracting the urethral sphincter muscles to

prevent reflexive voiding. The develoPment of the bell-and-pad procedure

was a logical outcome of the Mowrersf theoretical analysis, although the

potential therapeutic effects of an apparatus of this kind had earlier been

recqnised bY Pfaundter (1904)'

Treatment involves having the child sleep on a urine sensitive pad

which is connected to a loud bell or buzzer. when a bed-wetting occurs

theloudalarmistri8gered,therebycausingthechildtoawakenandmic.

turitiontocease.Thechildisthenrequiredtocompletetheactofmic.

turition in the toilet before drying the detector pad, resetting the alarm

andretirin8tobedagain.Withyoungerchildrenthealarmalsoservesto

wakenanattendant,usuallytheparent,whohelpsthechildthroughthis

procedure. Treatment is usually regarded as successful when l4 consecutive

drynightshavebeenreached.Modernequipmentstillfollowsthebasic

designoftheMowreraPParatus'thoughincorporatingmorerecenttechno-

logicaladvancestoeliminatemanyofthehazardsinitiallyencountered,

such as dangerous electrical currents and ulcers, caused by contact with

the pad electrodes, and to improve its overall efficiency (Borrie & Fentont

1966;Coote,1965;Greaves,Lg6giNeal&Coote,|969;PheifferðrLloyd'

Le78\.

Mowrer and Mowrer's (1938) explanation of the mechanism of condit-

ioning treatment was based on the principals of classical conditioning' They

reasoned that in the childts enuretic state, increasing muscle tension acts

as an unconditioned stimulu5 (US) to produce the unconditioned reflex voiding

response (uR). With conditioning training, increasing detrusor muscle tension

(US)producesvoiding(UR)thatinturntriggersthealarm(USz).Thesounding

of the alarm has two effects: it wakens the child (uR2) and inhibits uri-

nation by producing reflexive sphincter contraction (uR3)' As this Proce
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is repeated, increasing detrusor muscle tension (now acting as a conditioned

stimulus, cs) itself eventually comes to wake the child (cR) and inhibit

urination (cR2). Because increasing detrusor muscle tension involves a

gradient of intensity, it was argued that with training the process would

move backwards in time and the child would wake without having urinatedt

before the alaram was triggered. Thus, as this cs became established by

the conditioning procedure, the child would become dry'

Crosby (1950) introduced the itDri-Nite[ conditioning instrument which

is similar in concept to the Mowrer apparatus excePt that the waking stimulus

took the form of an electric shock. Crosby (1950) was less expiicit than

Morvrer and l\'lowrer (1938) in describing the conditioning Process by means

of which the respective instruments were believed to have their effectt

butCrosby'scommentssuBgestthathealsohadtheclassicalconditioning

model in mind.

IntheyearsthatfollowedtheMowrersloriginalpostulation,writers

such as Place (as reported by Lovibond, L964) and Jones (1960) began to

question the validity of the classical conditioning explanation' Lovibond

(l963arb; Lg64) criticised the classical conditioning explanation on several

grounds. Firstly, unlike the cs in the classical Pavlovian model for salivary

con<litioning, the presumed CS in the conditioning treatment for enuresis

(bladder distention) is not originally a neutral stimulus with respect to mic-

turition but is an unconditioned stimulus for reflexive voiding' secondlyt

the classical conditioning model would not predict the sustained dryness

noted after treatment because of the phenomenon of experimental extinction'

Thirdly, according to the classical conditioning model, awakening to urinate

is essential to the conditioned tinkage between bladder distention (cs) and

the awakening response (CR). However, as Lovibond and Coote (1970) noted,

somechildrenresPondtotheconditioningtreatmentwithoutwakingto
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urinate. Furthermore, the Mowrer explanation does not account for children

who initially demonstrate nocturnal continence by waking before urinating

butthenacquiretheabititytosleepthroughthenightwithoutwakingor

wetting.

Lovibond (1963a) proposed an alternative explanation for the conditioning

treatment based on passive avoidance learning, or punishment, rather than

classical conditioning. Influenced by studies on avoidance learning by church

and Solomon (1956) and Mowrer (1950, 1960)' Lovibond initiatly considered

that escape from the noxious stimulus (the alarm) might facilitate the devel-

oPmentofpassiveavoidance.Accordingly,hedesigneda''Twin-Signal|'

instrument providing the opportunity of escape from the auditory stimulus'

Thisapparatusemittedabrielloudsignalattheonsetofwettinganda

second alarm after one minute of silence' A duration of one second was

chosenforthefirstsignal,thisbeingslightlylongerthanthelatencyplus

the duration of the response of sphincter contraction. Thus, this response

wouldaPPeartoprovideescaPefromthenoxiousstimulationandshould

beconteconditionedmorereadilytotheprecedingstimuliarisingfrom

sphincter relaxatioru The second alarm operated continually until switched

offandwassirnplytosummontheattendant.ComparisonoftheTwin-

signal conditioning treatment with the continuous signal used in the Mowrer-

typealarmprocedureandtheCrosbyaPParatus'showedasignificanttrend

towardstheTwin-SignalbeingthemosteffectiveandtheMowrertheleast

effectiveinbringingabouttheinitialarrestofbedwetting.

After this initial experiment, Lovibond (1964) discussed the confounding

of provision for escaPe and stimulus intensity in accounting for the apparent

superiorityoftheTwin-Signaldevice.Lovibondpointedoutthatif,as

previouslyarguedrtheconditioningtreatmentofenuresisconformsin

essentials to passive avoidance learning, the key variable might be the total
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aversiveness of the stimulus rather than the provision of escape from

thenoxiousstimulus.ThedifferencebetweentheMowrerandTwin.

Signalinstruments,intermsofacquisitionofdrynessmighttherefore

result from the greater intensity of the auditory stimulus of the Twin-signal

deviceandnotitsprovisionforescaPelearning.

Thenotionthattheconditionin8treatmentofenuresiscanbest

be explained in terms of punishment (iæ. passive avoidance learning) was

also asserted by Turner 9I-gl. (1970). It is surprising to note howevert

that in making essentially the same claim as Lovibond (1963a) in respect

of the underlying conditioning paradigm, Turner et al' (1970) were critical

of Lovibondrs theoretical stance. As subsequently pointed out by Lovibond

(lgTzl,itseemsthatTurnerg!j!.(1970)hadmisinterpretedLovibond|s

original work

Thetheoreticaldebatenotwithstanding'ampleexperimentaldata

showtì¡atproceduresutilizingconditioninginstrumentsareveryeffective

inarrestingnocturnalenuresis.ThreetypesofconditioningaPParatus

havebeenused;namely,theMowrerbell-and-Pad,Lovibond'sTwin-Signal

instrument, and Crosbyts Dri-Nite device' Of these' the case for the

Mowrer-typeinstrumentappearstobethestrongestonpracticalgrounds

andthisdevicehasbecomethemostextensivelyusedandstudied.While

Lovibond 0961a) reported the Twin-Signal to be more effective than

theMowrerinstrument,helatercommentedthatthecaseforadopting

the Twin-signal instrument for run of the mill therapy is not strong since

the Mowrer device is also very effective in arresting bedwetting and

hastheadvantageofbeingrelativelysimpleandcheaptoconstructand

maintain (Lovibond, L964'r. In a later study' Turner 9æI' (1970) found

nodifferenceineffectivenessbetweentheTwin.SignalandMowrerdevices.

TheDri-Niteapparatushasnotbeenshowntohavesignificanttherapeutic
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advantages over the Mowrer device and indeed the Dri-Nite apparatus has

very distinct drawbacks since most Parents and enuretics find the delivery

of electric shocks in response to bedwetting, excessively frightening and

distasteful.

A review or. LZ studies since r9G5 by Doleys $977\ indicates that on

averaSe'bedwettingisarreste<|inaboutT5percentofcasestreatedby

the Mowrer bell-and-pad procedure. Earlier reviews (Jones, I960i Lovibondt

1964; Yates, 197ù have suggested that the rate of initial arrest can be

ashighas80tog0percent.AmongstudiesreviewedbyDoleys(|977),

the average duration of treatment with the bell-and-pad procedure ranged

from five to L? weeks. This method has been shown to be more effective

in arresting bedwetting than drug therapies (Blackwell & currah' 1977;

Meadow, lg74; shaffer g!3, 1968), dynamic/supportive counselling psycho-

therapies (De Leon & Mandell , 1966; Novick, 1966i werry & cohrssen'

L96Ðradvice and encouragement (Dische' I97Û' and retention control

training (Fielding, 1980)'

Overtheyearsseveralproblemsassociatedwiththestandardcon-

ditioningmethodhavebeenobserved.Youngandllorgan(I9724)'for

example,suggestedthattheprocedureisinconvenientformanyfamilies

and there is a consequent lack of co-oPeration from both parents and child

whichresultsinfailuretopersistwithtreatmentinaboutathirdofcases.

Frustrationswiththeprocedureareparticularlymarkedwhenthechild

wetsseveraltimeseachnightorwhenfalsealarmsoccurbecauseof

machinemalfunctionorexcessivesweatingduringthenightbythechild.

occasionally treatment is sabotaged by the child switching off the buzzet

beforegoingtosleep,orSometimesbyParentsforgettingtoswitchitoru

However, Dische $9771had suggested that these problems can largely be
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overcome by closer supervision from the cliniciaru In addition, the overall

efficiency of currently available conditioning devices has been improved with

advances in technology wNch have reduced the incidence of malfunction

(Coote, 1965; Pfieffer & Lloyd, l97ïl'

Anothercomplicationthatarosefromtheuseofearliermodelsofthe

bed-buzzer device was the possibility of ulcers caused by contact with the

electrode pads of the conditioning aPParatus (Dische, 1973; Lovibond &

Coote,IgTo).Fortunately,guidelinesforthedesignandmanufactureof

conditioning devices were issued by the Minisfiy of Health in England in 1968

and nowadays ulceration is extremely rare; in fact, collins (L976') reported

thattheMinistryhadnotreceivedareportofulcerssince1963.

Byfarthebiggestshortcomingofthestandardconditioningprocedure

isthesubstantialnumberofchildrenwhoresumewettingthebedafter

achieving an initial periorJ of dryness Doleyst ¡977) review of the relevant

studies suggests that, on avera8e a relapse rate of approximately 40 percent

can be expected following standard conditioning'

countermeasures to relapse have generally followed two strategies;

an intermittent schedule of alarm presentation (e.g' an alarm following 50

percent or 70 percent of the wets on a variable ratio schedule) and over-

learning (i.e. increasing the child's fluid intake towards the end of treatment)'

Both strategies have been shown to reduce relapse rates following conditioning

treatment. However, this reduction appears to be at the exPense of increasing

the duration of treatment time to achieve initial dryness (Taylor & Turner'

Lg75).Thus,relapseremainsoneofthefundamentalproblemsofthestandard

conditioning procedure. This issue is discussed in more detail in chapter 5'
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(ii) Dry Bed Training

Azrin, sneed and Foxx (L973,19741 view the achievement of nocturnal

continence as an operant learning Process in which social and motivational

factorsplayasgreataroleasdoessensitivitytobladdersensation.

Enuresis is seen to persist because of both insufficient social reinforcement

and insufficient social inhibitory influences. In keeping with this model'

Azrin et al. developed a procedure termed Dry-Bed Training (DBT) which

emphasizes positive reinforcement for nocturnal bladder control and aversive

consequences immediately following bedwetting accidents' DBT employs

the standard urine-alarm apparatus but the role ascribed to the alarm

is different from that originally conceived by Mowrer and Mowrer (t938I'

AccordingtoAzringls,theurine-alarminDBTservesaSaconvenient

tool for organising important social reinforcement factors to be applied

as close in time as possible to the occurrence of a bedwetting accidentt

rather than providing direct conditioning of the bladder sphincter'

In developing DBT, it appears that Azrin 9I3!' have taken a variety

of operant training procedures which have been shown in other studies

to curb bedwetting, and incorporated them into one comprehensive training

programme. These operant procedures are discussed in chapter 4, section

4.2. In addition to the standard urine-alarm conditioning procedure' the

major features of DBT include regular night time awakenings, increased

fluid intake and practice in withholding urine before voiding, practice

incorrectnighttimetoiletingbehaviour,positivereinf<lrcementfor

nocturnalcontrolandpunishmentforbedwettingaccidents.

DBT'asdescribedindetailbyAzringlg.0gT4lconsistsofthree

stages - the ,'initial training nighttl, l]post-training supervision|', and the

rrnormal routinerr.
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(a)InitialTralnineNieht.Thiswassupervisedbyaprofessional

trainer in the childts home. About an hour before bed time the trainer

described the Dry-Bed procedure to the parents and the child, includingthe

rationale for each steP as well as hightighting the advantages of eliminating

the bedwetting problem. In order to increase the frequency of urinationt the

child was then given a glass of a favourite drink and the urine-alarm placed

on the bed in the usual way. The child next rehearsed the tpositive Practicel

procedure, which involved lying in bed with the lights off and slowly and

silently counting to 50 (younger children counted to a lower number)' Once

the counting was done the child rose from bed, walked to the toilet and

attempted to urinate. He/she then returned to bed and began counting again,

repeating the procedure until 20 such trips had been made. This procedure

was designed to establish the habit of rousing and self-toileting' The parents

remained outside of the child's bedroom but kept a check on the number of

trips to the toilet. Then the chitd again had a large drink, reviewed under-

standing of the ensuing procedure, and went to sleep'

Every hour thereafter, the trainer awakened the child using minimal

prompts and directed the child to the toilet. At the toilet door the child

was encouraged to inhibit urination for another hour. If the child agreed

to try, he/she was praised for bladder control and allowed to return to bed'

If unable to inhibit urine for another hour, the child was Persuaded to hold

on for just a few minutes, after which he/she was praised for control and

allowed to urinate in the toilet. Immediately following urination the trainer

praised the child for correct toileting and the child returned to bed' At

the bed-side the child was directed to feel the sheets, praised for having

kept them dry, and encouraged to remain dry for the next hour. Finally'

the child was asked to repeat the instructions for the next hourly awakening,
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given another drink, and then allowed to return to sleep. The hourly

awakenings were continued throughout the first nighu

Wheneverabedwettingaccidentoccurredthechildwasawakened

by the alarm (or by the trainer if the alarm alone was insufficient) and

reprimandedforhavingwetthebed.Thechildwasthendirectedtothe

toilet to finish urinating. upon return to the bedroom the child was given

,cleanliness training, which involved changing pyjamas, removing the wet

sheets from the bed, depositing them in the laundry, and drying off the

urine-detectorpad.Oncecleanlinesstrainingwascompletedthechild

was told that the accident indicated the need for more practice in correct

toileting in order to stay dry in the future. He/she was then given another

20 positive practice trials before returnin8 to sleep. Positive practice was

repeatedbeforeretiringtobedoneveryeveningthatfollowedabedwetting

accident.

(b) Post-training supervisiglr' This stage of training commenced on

thenightaftertheintensiveall-nightsessionandwasconductedbythe

childrs parents. If the child had had a bedwetting accident during the

previous night he/she was given 'positive practice' before retiring to bed'

During this phase of training he/she was awakened once only during the

nighttogotothetoilet.Thefirstawakeningoccurredthreehoursafter

thechildhadgonetobed.Afteroachdrynighttheparentsawakened

the child for toileting a half hour earlier on the following evening' The

nighttimeawakeningwasdiscontinuedwhenthetimeofawakeningwas

scheduled to follow the childts bed-time by no more than one hour'

Increased fluid intake and encouragement for inhibition of urination were

discontinuedduring'post-trainingsupervision'.Theurine-alarmcevice

remained on the child's bed and wetting accidents were managed in the
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same manner as they were during the initial all-night session; Le' awakeningt

reprimand for wetting, cleanliness training and positive Practice in toileting'

Theparentswereinstructedtopraisethechildasmuchaspossible

at appropriate and convenient times following a dry night' Family relatives

and significant others in the child's life were also invited to add reinforce-

ment for not wetting.

post-training supervision continued until the child had been dry for

seven consecutive nights.

(c) Normal routine. After the child had achieved seven consecutive

drynights,thefinalstageoftrainingwasentered.Atthispointthe

urine-alarmwasremovedfromthechild'sbedandthenighttimeawakenings

werediscontinued.Thechildwenttobedintheusualwayandslept

uninterruptedthroughthenight.Theparentsinspectedthebedeach

morning,andifwet'thechildwasrequiredt<¡remakeitimmediatelyand

before bedtime that evening, he was given another 20 positive practice

trials. If bedwetting occurred on two nights within a week, training reverted

back to the 'post-training supervision'phase until the child had no accidents

onsevenconsecutivedrynights.Trainingwascompletedwhenthechild

achieved 14 consecutive dry nights'

Azrin,sneedandFoxxperformedtwoexperimentswhichtheyinter.

preted as supporting the overall effectiveness of DBT in arresting bedwetting

and, at the same time, supporting their theoretical concePtion of the nature

and aetiology of enuresis. tn the first experiment Azrin gl-gt r977)

compared the effectiyg¡ess of DBT with a simple associational procedure

thatemployedaurine.alarmbuthadnooPerantorsocialconsequences

forbedwetting.Subiectswerel2profoundlyretardedinstitutionalized
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adults They were randomly assigned to one o two grouPs and treated

according to the following experimental design:

TIME

3 weeks 3 weeks after 6 weeks

-
Group I

Group 2

Baseline bedwetting frequency was collected over a three-week period

ineachgrouP.DuringthestandardmethodforGroupl,theurine-alarm

device was placed on the subiect's bed each night. when a bed-wetting

occurred, the alarm sounded and was allowed to continue for five minutes

beforebeingswitchedoffbyastaffmember.Nootherconsequences

followed the occurrence of bedwetting; i.e. the subiect was not awakened

and directed to the toilet nor was there a requirement to change the

wetsheetsandpyjamas.Thisprocedurewasimplementedforthreeweeks

afterwhichsubjectsweregivenDBT.SubjectsinGroup2weregiven

DBTimmediatelyfollowingtheestablishmentofthebaseline.

Results indicated that the standard method reduced bedwetting

somewhat but this was not statistically significant. ultimately, all 12

subjects were given DBT and under this treatment re8imen, bedwetting

was arrested very rapidly. Following the intensive training night, the

frequencyofbedwettingwasreducedby35Percentduringthefirstweek,

byg5PercentafterfiveweeksandbygTpercentafterthreemonths.

Theauthorssuggestedthatthestandardmethodprovidedanestimate

of the degree of reduction in bedwetting attributable to the passage 61

time (three weeks), to the sudden concern of staff about bedwettingt to

thepurelyassociationalrelationbetweenthealarmandtheactofurinating,

andtotheawakeningeffectofthealarm.Thesefactorswereinsufficient

Baseline

Baseline

Standard Method

DBT

DBT

DBT
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to effect a substantial decrease in bedwetting frequency. The immediate

reduction of bedwetting following DBT was attributed to the additional

reinforcement, the practice at correct toileting and the other social moti-

vational features of the Dry-Bed procedure'

The results of this study suggested the possible use of DBT for non-

retarded subjects for whom Azrin, Sneed anC Foxx (1974) predicted an even

better response than the retarded subiects in the previous experiment since

learning ability would be intact and verbal instructions could be used' Azrin

9l-gl.$g7Ðthereforeconductedasecondexperimentwith24childrenof

normal intelligence and whose average aqe was eight years'

Theexperimentaldesign,shownbelow,providedawithin.subiectas

well as a between-subject comparison of the standard conditioninS method

with the DrY-Bed Procedure'

First two weeks After two weeks

Experimental
Group

DBT (parent and
child alarm)

DBT (Parent and
child alarm)

Condition I

Condition 2

Control
Group

Experimental
Group

Control
Group

Standard
Conditioning
(child only alarm)

DBT (parent
only alarm)

Standard
Conditioning
(child only alarm)

DBT (parent and
child alarm)

DBT (parent
only alarm)

DBT (parent
only alarm)

subiects were divided into pairs matched for age, sex and frequency of

bedwetting. \ilithin each pair, the children were randomly assigned to

the Control Group (Standard conditioning) or the Experimental Group (DBT)'

In one condition, the urine.alarm sounded in the parentsl bedroom as well

as in the child,s room, thereby providing the additional likelihood of
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awakening the parent. [n another condition the urine-alarm sounded

ontyintheparents|roomandnotinthechild'sroom'therebyenabling

an evaluation of the Mowrer interpretation which involves direct conditioning

of the bladder via the alarm. The within-subjects comparison was provided

by instituting DBT for the children in the control Group after two weeks

of standard conditioning treatment'

Results indicated that DBT was more effective in arresting bedwetting

than the standard conditioning procedure. Before treatment, all subjects

were reported to be wetting the bed every night. The standard conditioning

procedure reduced accidents to an average of six bedwettings during

the first week of treatment and to an averaBe of five accidents during

the second week. After the one night of intensive training by the Dry-Bed

procedure,theaveragenumberofaccidentswasoneduringthefirst

week, one during the second week and none after the third week' ultimatelyt

all 24 subiects treated by DBT reached the dryness criterion of l4 consecutive

dry nights and the average tinre required to achieve this was four weeks'

None of the children relapsed to his/her pre-training level of bedwetting

cÍuring a six month follow-up. The procedure required that the urine-alarm

apparatusbereinstatedshouldtwoaccidentsoccurwithinoneweek.

ln seven instances, two or more such accidents occurred during follow-up

andineachinstancebedwettingwasagainarrestedwithinoneweek

following reinstatement of the alarm and the Dry-Bed procedure'

Asecondfindingofthissttidywasthatbedwettingwaseliminated

justaseffectivelywhenthealarmsoundedonlyintheparents|bedroom

as when the alarm sounded in both the child's and the parentsf bedroom'

Azrin et al. (1974) concluded therefore that Pavlovian conditioning did

notcontributetothesuccessofDBT,sinceomissionofthealarmfrom

the child's room precluded direct conditioning of the bladder' Rathert
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the alarm was seen as a means of produCing other more important eventst

such as annoyance on the part of Parents and child at being awakened,

the need to change the wet sheets and pyjamasr etc

At first glance, the results of the studies by Azrin 9I-91. $973, 1974)

strongly support the claim by these authors that DBT is more effective in

arresting bedwetting than urine-alarm associational procedures. However,

closer scrutiny of these studies reveals a serious deficiency in the control

procedures. tn both experiments, the results of the DBT groups included

data from subjects who had urine-alarm treatment immediately prior to the

DBT procedure. In the first study (Azrin e! al., 1973), six of the 12 subjects

were given DBT immediately following three weeks of alarm-only treatment.

In the second study (Azrin et al., 197Ð, lt of the 24 subjects were given

DBT immediately following the standard conditioning rnethod for a two week

period. The alarm-only phase of treatment was found to reduce bedwetting

frequency, albeit slightly, in both experiments. It is likely that this prior

gain, together with general experience of the urine-alarm, would have

affected subjectsrprogress during subsequent treatment by DBT.

A second drawback to the claim by Azrin g]j!. olll, 1974') that DBT

is more effective than alarm-only conditioning procedures is the brief period

over which the latter form of treatment was given. To date there is

surprisingly little experimental data relating to the effectiveness of standard

conditioning with profoundly retarded enuretics, but that which does exist

(e.g. Smith, l98l) suggests that this procedure requires considerably longer

than three weeks to effect significant change to bedwetting frequency.

Evidence from the much more extensive literature on normal enuretic

subjects also suggests that significant treatment effects of standard

conditioning are not usually seen until after the first few weeks (Baker, 1969;
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Turner 9I4, t97ll. Thus, while the results of Azrin gl-gl. Illl, 1974)

indicate a more rapid arrest of bedwetting following DBT than the alarm-

only procedure during the initial stages of treatmentr a more valid assessment

of the ultimate effects of these two treatments would require comparison

over a longer time Period.

Three studies using DBT were reported in the interval between the

Azrin gl_gt $973, 197Ð articles and the research contained in this thesis'

In the first of these, Doleys gljl. 1977) administered DBT to t3 nocturnally

enuretic children whose average age was 6'6 years' Results showed a

significant decrease in mean bedwetting frequency following six weeks of

treatment. Five of the 13 subjects had 14 or more consecutive dry nights

and two subjects demonstrated a one-to-two week dry period by the end of

six weeks of treatment by DBT. A further three subjects met the success

criterion of 14 consecutive dry nights after the initial six-week treatment

phase. one child became dry during baseline and the remaining two children

presumably did not improve significantly. A three-month follow-up of subjects

showed four to have had zero to two wets per month, five had three to five

wetsPermonth,twosubjectswetsixormoretimesPermonthandtwohad

dropped out.

Doleys 
"1_.I" 

0977) claimed these data supported the efficacy of DBT

in the treatment of nocturnal enuresis but at the same time noted that the

results were less remarkable than those reported by Azrin 9l-gl' lJ9741'

Doleys gjj!. iog77l commented that it is difficult to determine the factors

responsible for these different results although it was speculated that there

may have been differences between the two studies in terms of parental

co-operation, a factor which has been shown previously to correlate highly

with success rates of conditioning treatments (Collins, 1973; Forsythe &

Redmond, 1970i Taylor & Turner, lg7 51. It is also possible that the
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discrepant results were related to the ages of the children treated in that

Doleys g3lt 0977, subjects were younger on average than the subjects in

the Azrin gl-g!. $974) study, and they may therefore have had more

difficulty coping with the demands of the procedure.

The second study to appear, by Bollard and Woodroff.e (L977), examined

the effectiveness of DBT with two important modifications to the original

procedure. The first modification was to instruct parents to administer the

intensive alt-night training, rather than introducing an outside trainer into

the child's home. The second modification involved administering the Dry-Bed

procedure without the adjunct of a urine-alarm device. Thirty-four subjects

were divided into three SrouPs. Fourteen children, whose ages ranged from

four to l4 years, were assigned to the Dry-Bed procedure outlined by Azrin

gl_gl. Q97q, with the modification that the parents and not a p.roÍessional

trainer conducted the initial night of intensive training. Ten children under-

went the same Procedure excePt that no alarm was used at any stage. The

remaining l0 children formed the Control Group which received no treatment

at all. All children who received parent-administered DBT with the adjunct

of a urine-alarm reached the success criterion of 14 consecutive dry nights,

the median time to attainment of dryness being just less than four weeks.

Two of the 14 children relapsed during a six month follow-up period although,

as it was left to the parents to contact the experimenter if bedwetting

recurred, this figure may underestimate the actual relapse rate. Of the l0

children who received parent-administered DBT without the adjunct of a

urine-alarm, none reached the dryness criterion within a l3 week treatment

period. However, there appeared to be a substantial drop in wetting

frequency in this group during the first week of training, followed by a

plateau of reduced bedwetting. Parents of the l0 children in the Control

Group reported that the bedwetting frequency of their children was

unchanged over the l3-week experimental period.
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Nettelbeck and Langeluddecke (1979) used a similar design to the

Boltard and woodroffe study, treating eight children by DBT with the

adjunct of a urine-alarm and seven cNldren by the Dry-Bed procedure

without an alarm. Subjects ages ranted from four years to 13 years (mean

= 8 years). In both treatment SrouPs the intensive all-night session was

conducted in the child's home by the second author. seven of the eight

children with a machine attained 14 consecutive dry nights' For the

remaining child in this group, treatment was terminated soon after its

commencement due to the motherrs inability to coPe with the Programme"

Of the successful children, treatment time ranged from 17 to 53 days with

a median of 20 days. However, in the Nettelbeck and Langeluddecke study,

the Dry-Bed procedure without the adjunct of an alarm was ineffective in

reducing bedwetting frequency comPared with a control grouP over a lo-week

period. Furthermore, Nettelbeck and Langeluddecke (1979) correctly

criticised the claim of reduced bedwetting frequency following the Dry-Bed

procedure without an alarm in the Bollard and Woodr ofte $977) study, on

the grounds that baseline measures and control data had not been collected

during the study but assumed, on the basis of parentsr reports, to be seven

wet nights per week throughout the course of the study. This may therefore

have exaggerated the effectiveness of therno-machiner treatnrent'

In more recent articles, Azrin and TNenes (1978)r Azrin 9i-9!' 0979),

Besalel-Azrin et al. (1980) have claimed that with some modifications to

the Dry-Bed procedures, bedwetting can be eliminated effectively without

an alarm, although results are still not as good as the original, machine-

based method. The results of the modified Dry-Bed procedure without an

alarm, developed by AZrin and his colleagues, are discussed in more detail

in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2.
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I5 AIMS OF THE PRESENT PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH

It would appear from the studies by Azrin .t .I' $973, 1974\, Bollard

and Woodr ofle (1977), Doleys et al' |og77l and Nettelbeck and Langeluddecke

(l979lrthat DBT, when used in conjunction with a urine-alarm device is very

effective in arresting nocturnal enuresis and is possibly the most effective

of the treatments reviewed here'

Flowever,furtherresearchintoDBTisindicatedforseveralreasons.

Firstly,itisacomplexprocedureandtherelativecontributionofthe

various training comPonents to the overall effectiveness of the programme'

havenotyetbeensystematicallyinvestigated.Secondly,todatethereare

onlyahandfulofstudieswhichhaveemployedDBTandthereisconsequently

aneedforfurtherreplication.Thirdly,becausethecomplicatedand

demanding nature of the training schedule is likely to restrict its widespread

use, there is a need for simplification of the training protocol, or alternat-

ively, development of strategies that would facilitate its implementatiorL

Fourthly, the long-term effects of DBT are yet to be established'

The primary aims of the studies reported in this thesis were to

systematicallyexaminethevariousfeaturesofDBT,whichwouldhave

relevance for the current theoretical debate about the conditioning Processes

underlying the effectiveness of behavioural treatments for nocturnal enuresis'

and,bysodoing,possiblyovercomin8someofthepracticallimitationsof

DBT noted earlier. These aims were attempted by:

(a) examining the effectiveness of DBT when the initial all-night training

is administered by the child's parents or by a professional trainer and

comparingtheseprocedureswiththestandardconditioningmethod;

(b)comparingtheeffectivenessofDBTwithandwithouttheadjunct

of a urine-alarm device;
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(c) examining the efficacy of DBT when initial instruction and subsequent

follow-up is done in small grouP settings, as opposed to individual

administration;

(d) delineating the specific components of DBT that account for its apparent

effectiveness. tn addition to having theoretical value such a delineation

might suggest modifications to the DBT procedure in the ciirection

of increased simPlicitY;

(e) providing long-term follow-up data on enuretic children treated by

DBT and comparing this with commensurate data following treatment

by standard conditioning.
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CHAPTER L

A: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PATIENT THERAPIST

CONTACT IN THE TREATMENT OF NOCTURNAL

ENURESIS BY CONDTTIONING METHODS

LI. EXPERTMENT ZI.

?2. INTRODUCTION

Azrin 9I-9I. $g741have claimed that DBT is a more effective and

rapidtreatmentofnocturnalenuresisthanthestandardurine.alarm

conditioning procedure (Mowrer & Mowrer, 1938)' Azrin flfl' $974\

attributedtheapparentsuperiorityofDBToverthestandardconditioning

method to the additional training features of DBT, such as regular nighttime

awakenings,practiceatwithholdingurination,andpositivepracticeand

cleanliness training in response to bedwetting accidents'

DBTalsorequiredaprofessionaltrainertoconductanintensive

trainingProgramfrleinthechild'shomethroughoutthefirstnight.Itis

possible,therefore,thatthisadditionaltherapistcontactcontributedin

part to the success of DBT reported by Azrin 91-91' $974\ when compared

with results commonly reported following standard conditioning' Experi-

mentersandclinicianshavelongbeenawareoftheimportanceof

patient/therapist contact in the treatment of bedwetting (collins' L97V;

Dische, 197:,;Doleys, 1977; Lovibond' 19641' Thus' more therapist contact

mayenhancemotivationdirectedtowardscorrectalarmusageonthePart

of parents and child'

An initial experiment involving three ErouPs was conducted in order

toexaminethesignificanceofpatient/therapistcontactinthetreatment

ofbedwettingbyconditioninsmethods.Twogroupsofchildrenunderwent

thestandardurine-alarmprocedure-onewithclosesupervisionand
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follow-up, and the other without supervision after initial instruction of

theprocedure.ThethirdgrouPservedasano-treatmentcontrol.This

experimental design permitted: (i) comparison of the effectiveness of

urine-alarm conditioning treatments with a no-treatment control; and

(ii) comparison of the effectiveness of closely supervised conditioning

treatment with unsupervised conditioning treatment'

23, METHOD

SubiectsÆ
subjects were 45 children (32 males and l3 females) referred for

treatment of nocturnal enuresis as outPatients of the Adelaide childrenrs

Hospital. Ages ranged from five to 14 years (mean ê$e = 9 years 8 months)'

AII children appeared, on the basis of an interview with the author and

from parentsr reports, to be within normal limits of intelligence and mental

health. Atl subjects had been examined by a medical practitioner in order

to rule out the possibility of underlying organic PatholoBy' This procedure

involved a thorough physical examination, micro-urine analysis and blood

Pressurecheck.Altchildrenhadaregularlong-termbedwettingfrequency

of at least one wet bed per week. while many of the parents had previously

sought medical and/or psychological assistance with resPect to the child's

enuresis,noneofthechildrenrrasundergoinganyformofenuresis.

relateddrugorpsychotherapyatthetirreforthestudy.

A atus

The urine-sensitive recessed electrode pad was that available from

Ramsey-Coote lnstruments (Aust.) and described by Coote (1965)' Alarm

units were constructed at the Adelaide children's Hospital in accordance

with the requirements of the British Ministry of Health Performance

specifications for Enuresis Alarms. Details of the alarm's circuit are

described in Pfeiffer and Lloyd (1978)'
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Procedure

Children were selected from a waiting list* in accordance with

hospital policy that those waiting longest should be treated first and

that older children be given priority. They were assigned at random

to one of three troups of t5 children; two were experimental (treatment)

groups and the remaining group a no-treatment (control) group. Sample

characteristics of the three troups are presented in Table 2,1.

TABLE 2.1. Experimeni- 2.L. Sample characteristics of sr':'bjects
assigned to treaünent and control groups

Ratío males to
f e¡naIes

Mean lvet nights
per week during
four week baseline

Nu¡nber

Mean Age (years and
months)

5.1

1I:4 11:4 I0 :5

9-10 9-9 9-5

15 15 15

5.3 4.7

VARTABLES

Standard urine-
alarm with
follow-up

St¿ndard urine-
alarm without
follow-uP

GROUP

NO

Treatment

x,{ll children referred to the Adelaide Childrenrs Hospital for treatment
of enuresis are seen with their parents at an initial interview during
which a detailed history of the child's bedwetting is takenr along with
information relating to the family history of the problem, and Previous
treatment attemptJ and attitudes towards the Problem. Childrenrs names

are then placed on a waiting list for treatment which, depending on 
^their age and circumstances, could be delayed for as long as 12 to 18

months.
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(i) Treatment Group I

Parents were sent a letter informing them that their childrs name

was approaching the top of the waiting list for treatment. They were

requested to record the child's bedwetting frequency on an enclosed

calendar for four weeks. This record constituted the child's baseline.

An appointment at the hospitat with the author was arranged for four

weeks hence. The parents were instructed not to alter their method of

managing the child's bedwetting during the baseline period.

After baseline data had been collectedr the mothers and children

all attended an interview with the author at the hospital Fathers were

also invited to attend but in many cases did not, presumably because of

employment committments. The author demonstrated the equipment by

pouring a small amount of sterile saline on to the detector pad thereby

triggering the alarm. The child subsequently repeated this with one hand

placed on the pad, thus being reassured that there is no electric shock

and nothing to fear. The standard urine-alarm procedure was then

described in detail and the child was required to role-play the various

steps, using a demonstration bed, in order to ensure that the method was

understood. Written instructions for the procedure were issued together

with a calendar to continue recording bed wets. This procedure involves

placing the urine-alarm in the childrs bed such that when the loud alarm

is triggered by a wetting accident the child is awakened and required to

go quickty to the toilet in order to finish voiciing. After returning to the

bedside, the wet sheet is removed, the detector pad dried thoroughly and

the alarm re-set. Then the child gets back into bed and returns to sleep'

The child is encouraged to take full responsibility for this process but

the parents are requireci to assist if the child is unable to manage alone
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Instructions for the use of the apparatus and the standard conditioning

procedure aPPear in Appendix 2.1 and 2.2 respectively'

The parent (or child if mature enough) was required to contact the

author weekly by telephone and rePort on Progress and a specific time for

reporting was arranged. Parents were encouraged to make contact

immediately if difficulties arose before the designated weekly time' Any

cases not reporting at the designated time were contacted by telephonet

or by letter if they could not be reached by telephone'

Treatment continued until the child achieved 14 consecutive dry

nights, at which time the alarm was returned to the hospital' The parents

were encouraged to contact the hospital if the child relapsed, Le' if he

resumed wetting the bed more than once Per week during a four week

period. In order to monitor relapse more thoroughly' the first author

contacted the family at three months, six months and 12 months intervals

after the success criterion had been reached'

(ii) Treatment GrouP 2

This group underwent the same procedure as Treatment Group l,

except that no weekly follow-up was arranged after issuing the machine'

That is, the parent and child attended the hospital receiving the same

instructions regarding the alarm procedure and recording of Progress on

the calendar, but thereafter were not required to make weekly reports'

Instead, they were instructed to return the alarm after the child achieved

14 consecutive dry nights. Relapses were monitored in the same way as

for the previous grouP.

(iii) Control GrouP

ParentsofchildreninthisgrouPwereinterviewedatthetimeof

referral to the Adelaide childrenrs Hospital clinic and a detailed history
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of the child's bedwetting taken in the same manner as for the two treatment

groups. The parents were informed that it would be some time before

their child's bedwetting could be attended to. They were asked to keep

a daily record of the child's bedwetting on the calendar provided. During

this period parents were instructed not to alter their method of managing

the childts bedwetting in any way. To ensure a good resPonser a return

paid envelope was sent to the parents each month. The record was kept

throughout a six month period, after which these children were treated

as soon as an alarm became available.

2.4. RESULTS

A summary of the data for all subjects aPPears in Appendix 2.3.

Figure 2.1 shows the mean number of wet nights per week for each

Eroup of children over the 20 week experimental period. Two curves

have been plotted for Group 2 (standard urine-alarm Procedure without

supervision). This was done because three subjects discontinued after

five weeks, six weeks and eight weeks respectively. In curve (a) the

average bedwetting frequency of the three children at the point of dropping

out was retained in the calculation of mean scores for the remair¡der

of the 20 week experimental period. Curve (b) rePresents the group's

average bedwetting frequency when these children are excluded. Since

the ciropouts were among the poorest resPonders to treatmentr excluding

their scores from subsequent data, as in curve (b)r obviously exaggerates

improvement in this grouP. It can be seen from the curve (a) that when

adjustment for dropouts is made this group did much less well.

Results were examined by planned comparisons incorporated in

analysis of covariance with baseline wetting frequency as the covariate.

When data from the three drop-out subjects were excluded from the



FIGURE 2.I.

Mean wet nights per week for three groups throughout

four weeks of baseline and 20 weeks of treatment:

(a) average bedwetting frequency of three drop-out cases

retained,

(b) three drop-out cases excluded.
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analysis lcurve (b)], planned comparison between the two treatment SrouPs

combined, and the control grouP, at the end of the 2o-week experimental

period, yielded a statistically significant difference with respect to the

number of wet nights (t(38) = 7.53, p < .001)¡ and the number of days

taken to reach dryness (t(38) = 5.55e P < .OOt). However, the two treatment

groups did not differ significantly with respect to the number of wet

nights or the number of days to dryness (t(38) = O.9lr P > .05; t(38) = l'29t

p > .05) lsee Appendix 2.4.] When average data for drop-out subjects

were retained in the analysis, as described above, planned comparison

between the two treatment grouPs and the control at the end of 20 weeks

again yielded a statistically significant difference with respect to the

number of wet nights (t(38) = 5,73s P < .OOt) and days to dryness (t(38) = 5'A7¡

p < .oo1). Furthermore, with the data for drop-outs included, the two

treatmentgrouPsalsodifferedsignificantlyinrespectofthenumber

of wet nights (t(38) = 2,121P < .05) and the number of days taken to

dryness (t(38) = 2,12¡ P < .05). [See Appendix 2'4']

Thusn the results demonstrate the superior effectiveness of supervised

conditioning treatment comPared with unsupervised conditioning treatment

of bedwetting. when data from all subjects were retained in the analysis'

children who underwent suPervised training recorded significantly fewer

wetnightsduringtreatmentandweresignificantlyquickertoattain

the dryness criterion of 14 consecutive dry nights'

TheoutcomeoftherespectivegroupsissummarîzedinTable2.2.

Noneofthel5childrenwhounderwentthestandardprocedurewitlr

supervisiondroppedoutoftreatmentduringtheZO-weekperiod,whereas

three out of l5 undergoing the standard urine-alarm procedure without

supervision failed to persist with treatment. with respect to the proportion

of cases reaching dryness, and the proportion of relapses during a l2-month
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TABT'E 2.2.

(a)
(b)

excluding data from subjects who dropped out

including data from subjects who dropped out

follow-upperiod,thestandardprocedurewithsupervisionalsoproduced

marginallybetteroutcomes'asshowninTable2.2,butthesedifferences

were not statistically significant'

25. DISCUSSTON

Thereareseveralpossiblereasonstoaccountforthefindingfrom

thisexperimentthatSuPervisedtrainingenhancedtheeffectivenessof

treatment. Psychologists have long been aware of placebo effects in

psychologicaltherapiesandsuchaneffectiscommonlythoughttobe

anaPPreciablecomponentintheeffectivetreatmentofbedwetting'

though usually not sufficient to result in a cure. Thus, greater patient/

therapistcontactpossiblyincreasestheeffectofthesenon.specific

treatmenta8ents.However,itislikelythatthemaiorbenefitsofgreater

Control

St¿ndard
urine-alarm
witTr
supenrision
St¡ndard
urine-alarm
without
supervision

I5

66

N.A.15 N.A. 95

9 5

4 29

0

15 L2

(a) 83
(b) e6

38
57

GROUP Cases
reaching
dryness
criterion

Relapses
during
12-month
follow-uP

![ean number
of daYs to
Iast wet
night

Mean nuutber
of wet
nights

N
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patient/therapist contact are by way of increasing the familyrs motivation

to persist with the urine-alarm procedure, thereby increasing the likelihood

of correct alarm uËge. It was readily apparent when questioning Parents

in the non suPervised group upon return of the aPParatus and record

forms, that some had not implemented the procedure correctly. Some

parents had not always checked that the macirine was switched on at

night, some were lax in supervision of the toileting regimen following

the detection of wet beds and in some cases the batteries of the returned

machines were so flat as to indicate that they had not been oPerating

efficiently during the latter stages of treatment'

Thus, patient/therapist contact aPpears to be an important factor

in the effective treatment of nocturnal enuresis in children when the

treatment is based on the use of an urine-alarm device. In the light

of this, DBT could have an advantage over the standard conditioning

method because of the greater therapist contact associated with the

former treatment during the initial atl-night training session. This issue

was considered further during Experiment 2'2'
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B: A COMPARISON OF DRY-BED TRAINING AND

STANDARD URINE-ALARM CONDITIONING

TREATMENTS OF NOCTURNAL ENURESIS

2ß. EXPERTMENT 2¿

2,7. INTRODUCTION

It was noted in chapter l, section L.5.2 that in comparing the effective-

ness of standard conditioning with DBT, Azrin 9l-g!. (o974) did not control

for experience with the urine-alarm prior to treatment by the DBT procedure'

so that treatment effects by standard conditioning and DBT procedures

were confounded. Further, a comparison of DBT with standard conditioning

was limited to two weeks. No other study has yet compared the effective-

ness of these two procedures over a longer period of time while controlling

tor the effects of prior experience with the urine-alarm device'

Azrin gt_gl. 1o974) have also regarded the urine-alarrn as a convenient

device for organising social and motivational consequences of bedwettingt

rather than affording direct conditioning of the bladder sphincter' This

analysisthereforeimpliesthatitmaybepossibletodeviseaneffective

modification of the DBT schedule which did not include a urine-alarm'

InExperiment2.2,sixgroupswerecompared.Threeofthesewere

givenDBTwiththeadjunctofaurine-alarmdevice,administeredunder

different conditions: (a) by a professional trainer in the childrs home;

(b) by a professional trainer in hospital¡ (c) by the child's Parents at

home. The fourth grouP was given the DBT schedule without the adjunct

of a urine-alarm, administered by the parents at home. The fifth group

was treated by the standard urine-alarm conditioning procedure and the

sixth served as a no-treatrnent control. This experimental design permitted:

(i)acomParisonofDBTwiththestandardurine-alarmprocedure;
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(ii) comparison of the relative effectiveness of treatn¡ents utilizing the

urine-alarm with no-alarm treatments; (iii) comparison of the alarm-based

DBT procedure administered under varying conditions of therapist involvement'

Ttre design also enabled further consideration of the issue of patient/therapist

contact in accounting for the relative effectiveness of DBT and the standard

conditioning treatments, together with consideration of the relative importance

of various situational variables which could be controlled more effectively

in the hospital ward than in the home'

2,5. METHOD

Subiects

one hundred and twenty children referred to the Adelaide childrenrs

Hospital for treatment of nocturnal enuresis served as subjects' As in

Experiment 2.1 they had all undergone a thorough medical examinationt

and were of apparently normal intelligence' At the time of the study

none of the children was undergoing any form of drug or psychotherapy

forbedwetting.Thesampleconsistedofs2malesand38femaleswhose

asesrangedfromfourto15yearswithameanageofnineyears.All

children included in the study had a regular bedwetting frequency of at

least one wet night Per week

Aooaratus

The urine-alarm aPParatus was as described for ExPeriment 2'l'

Procedure

Subiectswereselectedfromawaitinglistaccordingtotheirtime

of referral, and assigned at random to one of six Eroups numbering twenty'

ofthefivetreatmentgroups,fourunderwentvariantsofDBT(Azrin

É3!.,IgT4,.TheDBTscheduleisoutlinedinTable2.3.Theinitialtraining
nightforDry-Bedgroupswascarriedoutunderfourdifferentconditions:
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T ABLE 2,?, Dry-bed procedure (from Azrin, Sneed & Foxx, 19741'

l. lntensive training (one night)'
fAl One hour before bedtime
'^' i'ðnìiãl^r*..¿ or all phases o[ training procedure'

2. Alarm Placed on bed'

ã, p"tìii"J pt..tice in roilcting (20 practicc triuls)

(a) child lics down in bctl

(b) child counts to 50

ì"j 
"ftif¿ 

arises and attempts to urinate in toilet

(d) child retums to bed

i;í ;i;p; (a). (b). (c) and (d) repearêd 20 timcs

(B) Al bedtime
l. Child drinks fluids'
i. Cftif¿ repeats training instructions to lralner'

3. Child retircs lor the night

(C) Hourl)' awakenings' L Minimal prompt used to awaken child'

3 Îi'ltrü1::'r'"0:åt¡i;:,ir. urination) chld is auketr ro inhibir urin¿rt¡on ror one hour (omit ror

children under 6)

(a) if child could not inhtbrl urination
(i) child urinates in toilet

iii) troin". praises child for correct toileting

liiil child retLrrrts tó bed

tpl ìi årrir¿ in¿i""itJ ihat he could inhibit urination for one hour
't' (r) lrainer praised child for his urinary control

tii) child relurns t\a bed

4 At bedside, rh. Ã;iä ià"i, in. bcd shccrs antl comments on their dryness

i.îr^ur", praises child for having a dry bed

ó. Child is given ffuids to drink'
7, Child returns to sleep

(D) Whcn an accidont ()ccurlcd

l. Trainer disoontrects alarm

2. Traincr o,of"n' 
"nil¿ 

and reprimands him for wetting

3. Traincr directs child 1o bathroonl to ñnish urinating'

4 Child is givcn ('luanlincss Training
(a) child ìs requircd to changc night, clothes

(b) child is 
-- - 

11oî. w-et bed sheets and place it with dirty laundry

(c) trirlncr 1

(d) child o ts and remakes bed

5 Positii'c P toilcting (20 n"ì'tä" trials) pcrlormed immcdiatcly ufter the Cleanliness

T rarn ing
6 Positivc Practicc in cr-¡rrcct toilcting (20 practicc trials) pcrlormcd the following evening belolc bed-

tlme
2 Post t.ainrng supervísion (begins thc night after training)

(A) Before bedtime
l. Alarnr is Placed on bed

L Positive ero"titt-gìut;t (if an acciderrt occurred thc prevtous 1t*nL ..t'."". Trainins and Posi
L Child i, ,"rini.å'oî'nï"i io ,.roln ¿r,,"'onì îi iíi. "tt¿ 

foi óleanliness Training and Positive

Practice if wetting occurred

4 Child ls asked to repeat the parent's lnstruclìons'

(B¡ Night-Limc toilcting
l. At parenrs'utäiitt thcy awakcn the chikl ancl send him to totlet

L Afrer each ori;isi,:';ï."iï":,rï"r ;h,t; üi;i";,cs carlicr than on previous night'

3 A$akenings ¿ir"ä"i*ï.a whcn thcy rr""r.rr"å"Ëã ,o occur within onc hour of child's bedttmc'

{Ct Whcn accidents *äri.i .f ii¿'re.einós Cl.-i;;;;î;tine un¿ Positive Practice immediately upon

$ctting and al bedtime the next day'

(D) Al^tcr a drY night
l. Both palents praisc child for-not wetting hìs bed'

L Parcnïs praistl chrld ût least 5 ttmes during thc dav.

I C hiltl's lì'ut'u'ir" relatives arc encouraged to praisc him

3 Normal roultne inltiated dfter ? consecutive dry nights- 
i¡,1 ui¡n.'¡larm rs no longer 

.1 
laced on bcd

ìt; fîî::'i:ï:l'iiä',::::i:t.il:li',lå. r,o,ning rmmcdiarerv and positiie Practice the rorrowrng

c\cntng
2 ll bccl is rjrY.

(Cì If r$o accidents
child rcccivcs pruisc for'kccping his hed^dry . .

ä;r';;;;;-r' w.ek, the l'ãsr-irainins Superrision is rernstated
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by a professional trainer in the chitd's home; by a professional trainer

in hospital; by the child's Parents at home; by the child's parents at

home but without the acijunct of a urine-alarm device' The remaining

treatment group underwent the standard urine-alarm conditioning procedure,

described in Experiment 2.1, while the sixth SrouP served as a non-treatment

control. Sample characteristics of the six grouPs are Presented in Table 2'4'

TABLE 2.4. E>çerimenl 2.2. Samp1e characteristics of subjects
assigned to treatment and control grouPs'

lfi¡mber of subjecÈs

Mean age (years
and months)

Ratio males to
females

I',lean bed-wetting
frequency per week
during four week
baseline

5.6 5.3 5.5 s.4 5.8 5.3

l-4z6 16¿413 :7 L4z6 L4z6 11:9

8-11 9-7 8-6 8-r0

20 20 20

9'3 8-8

20 20 20

Variables
Dry-Bed
procedure
without
nachine

Standard Control
urine-
alarm
procedure

GROUPS

DBT
(home)

DBT
(parents)

DBT
(hospital)

In all cases undertakin8 treatment the Parents presented at the hospital

for an initial interview with the author, at which time a detailed history

of the child's bedwetting was taken. They were then required to keeP

a record of the child's bedwetting frequency for the next month, after

which treatment began. Demonstration of the apparatus was the same

as for Experiment 2.I. The need to keep re8ular contact with the author

during treatment was emphasized and a sPecific time was arranged for

the parent or child to call weekly and report on Progress. Treatment
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continued until the child achieved l4 consecutive dry nights at which

point the apparatus was returned. Progress was monitored at three months,

six months, and 12 months after reaching the succeSs criterion, although

parents were advised to contact the author immediately if the child had

clearly relapsed beforehand.

- DBT a ln childts

After baseline data were obtained, the author visited the home,

arriving about two hours before the childts r¡sual bedtime' After explaining

the full procedure he conducted the initial atl-night training Programme'

The procedure calls for hourly awakening on the first night which the

trainer did until about 1.00 a.m. at which time the parents took over.

Detailed instructions were Ieft for the post-training supervision phase

of treatment which the parents conducted'

Group 2 - DBT administered by tr in hospitel

After establishing baseline bedwetting frequency, children in this

group were admitted to hospital overnight for the all-night training ProBramme'

children came into the hospital with their Parents after school, being

met by the author who explained the procedure in detail. After a brief

examination by the ward doctor, the children had a meal and played until

bedtime, At bedtime the author began the all-night procedure' continuing

the hourly awakenings until about l.0o a.m., at which point a nurse trained

in the procedure took over. The child was discharged the next morning

and progress was monitored weekly'

GrouÞ 3 - DBT bv the childts parents at home

Children in this grouP underwent DBT at home, with their parents

administering the initial all-night training schedule according to prior

instruction. This instruction took place after tlre preliminary interview
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and collection of baseline data, children and their Parents meeting with

the author to discuss the treatment. The urine-alarm apparatus was demon-

strated and the Dry-Bed procedure described in detail, including the rationale

for each step, Care was taken to ensure that the procedure was understood

by the Parent and child during this session. Thus, the room in which

instruction was given was equipped with a bed to enable the stePs involved

to be role played. subsequently parents were given an instruction sheet

outliningthesequenceofstePs'whichtheytookhomeforreference.

It was suggested that the training be commenced on a Friday or

Saturday nigfrt so that the parents and child had the following day to

recover from the all-night session. Both parents were encouraged to share

the responsibility of supervising training. The importance of following

the instructions closely was emphasized as was the need to maintain regular

contact with the first author durir.rg the post-training night phase of

treatment.

Gr 4-DBT without ofaur m dev

ThisgroupunderwentthesameprocedureasGroup3,exceptthat

noalarmwasusedatanystageandreferencetotheenuresismachine

was deleted from instructions. some modification of the original Dry-Bed

procedure was necessary in order to manage bedwetting accidents' without

the alarm parents could not know exactly when wettings occurred' Bedwetting

could only be detected in this grouP at the time of a scheduled awakening

bytheparentsorthenextmorning,orifthechildhappenedtowake

himself during the night. In these situations the procedure that followed

an accident was: (i) fully awakening the child to finish voiding in the

toilet; (ii) cleanliness training and positive practice trials as soon as

the wet bed was detected.
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Instructions for the four groups given variants of DBT appear in

Appendix 2.6.

Group 5 - Standard-c-o4d¡!þn¡n€.

Children in this group underwent the standard urine-alarm conditioning

treatment with supervision, described in Experiment 2.1. The parents

attended an initial interview, established a baseline for one month and

returned with the child for a detailed description of procedure' Regular

weekly contact was required until the success criterion had been reached'

Follow-up occurred at three months and six months intervals to monitor

relapse.

Group 6 - Control

children in this grouP received no treatment for their bedwetting

and were managed in the same way as described for Experiment 2,I.

2,9, RESULTS

AsummaryofthedataforallsubjectsaPPearSinAppendtx2.T.

Figure 2.2 shows the mean number of wet nights per week throughout

the 20 week experimental period for each grouP of children. Altogether,

!2 of the 20 children undergoing DBT without the adjunct of an enuresis

alarm discontinued treatment at the points indicated on curve (a) in

Figure 2.2. In curve (a) the average weekly bedwetting frequency of the

dropout subjects at the time of ceasing treatment has been retained when

calculating means for the remainder of the 20 week experimental period'

This was done because, as in Experiment 2.1, the dropouts tended to be

those children whose resPonse to treatment was Poorest. Curve (b)

excludes data from the dropouts from the calculation of mean weekly

t¡edwetting frequency after the point at which treatment was discontinued'



FIGURE 2.2.

Mean wet nights per week for six groups throughout

four weeks of baseline and 20 weeks of treatment:

(a) average bedwetting frequency for all dropout cases

retained: (b) dropout cases excluded.
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It can be seen from Figure L2' that DBT incorporating an enuresis

alarm was very effective in eliminating bedwetting, irrespective of whether

it was administered by parents, by a trainer in the child's home, or by

a trainer in hospital. The standard urine-alarm procedure was also effective

in reducing bedwetting frequency although not as successful as DBT.

on the other hand, the Dry-Bed procedure without a urine-alarm device

was markedly less effective than any form of nlachine-based treatment'

Thecontrolgroup'sbedwettingfrequencyremainedvirtuallyunchanged

throughout the 20 week experimental period'

DatafromthesixgrouPsattheendofeightweeksoftreatment

(i.e. before any subject had discontinued) were examined by planned comparisons

incorporated in analysis of covariance, with baseline wetting frequency

as the covariate. The Dry-Bed procedure without an alarm, and the control

group differed significantly in terms of the number of wet nights (t(lt3) =

2.67, p < .01), but not in terms of the number of days to dryness (t(113) =

.43, P > .05). Comparison between all four Sroups receiving alarm.based

treatments and the two no-alarm groups confirmed the effectiveness of

alarm treatment in respect of wet nights (t(ll3) = l).84¡ p < 
'001), and

days to dryness (t(ll3) = 6.47¡ P < .oot). The difference between the

standardconditiorrinssrouPandthesumoftheDBTsrouPsusinganalarm

was not statistically significant for either the wet nights factor or days

todrynessfactor.ThethreeDBTgroupswithalarmdidnotdiffer

significantly from one another on either factor (p ' .05 in all instances)'

Summary tables for these data appear in Appendix 2'8'

Attheendofeightweeksoftreatment,significantlymorechildren

in the DBT groups with alarm had achieved the criterion of 14 consecutive

dry nights when compared with the standard urine-alarm grouP (x2 = 3'89¡

P<.05)ortheErouPtreatedbytheDry-Bedprocedurewithoutanalarm
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(x, = L5.L7, p < .OOl). However, the success rate in the standard conditioning

group was higher than in the grouP trained by the Dry-Bed procedure without

an alarm (X 2 
= 5,50, p < .05). These results are summarised in Table 2.5.

TABLE 2.5. Ex¡rerinent 2.2. SuJrmar-y of results for six groups of
sr:-trjects attaining dryness at tÏ¡e end of eight weeks'
t*r"t.g. tíme taken to last wet night, and mean number

of wet nights.

Similar analyses of data were carried out at the end of the 2o-week

experimental period, but excluding the Dry-Bed procedure without an alarm

because of the large attrition rate in this group. The difference between

the alarm-based treatrnent SrouPs and the control was highly significant

.vith regard to wet nights (t(9a) = 19.08' P <'0Ot) and the number of days

taken to dryness (t(94) = 10.58¡ P < .001). Planned comparison of the three

DtsT by
therapist
in home

ÐBT by
therapist
in hospital
DBT bY
parents
at hsme

DBT procedure
without
alarm

Standard
urine-alarm

Control 20

20

20

20

20

20

40

13

13

l1

?')

l6IO 38

5I

L7 30

I3 31

53

4

I6 29

2

GRCTJP Cases reaching
dryness at the
end of eight weeks

Mean number
of days to
Iast wet night

Mean number
of wet
nights

N
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DBTgroupswiththestandardconditioninggrouPestablishedthatDBTwas

more effective in arresting bedwetting, both with respect to the number

of wet nights during 20 weeks of treatment and the number of days taken

to achieve dryness (t(94) = 2.29¡ P < '05; t(94) = 2'79' p < '01' for each

measure respectively). Summary tables for these data appear in Appendix

2.9.

ofthe60childrenconsignedtoDBTwithanalarm,allachievedthe

success criterion. The combined average number of wet nights was l3 and

the combined average time taken to the last wet night was 36' There was

atotalof15relapsesoveral2.monthfollow-upperiod.Theseresults

attest to the greater success of DBT with an alarm, when compared with

thealternativeproceduresexamined.Thus,onlyfiveofthe20children

trainedbytheDry-Bedmethodwithoutanalarmreachedthesuccess

criterion of 14 consecutive dry nights and 12 dropped out of treatment

during the experimental period. Of the five successful subjectst three

relapsedsubsequently.Sixteenofthe20childreninthestandard

conditioninsgrouPreachedcriterion,theaveragenumberofwetnights

being26.Theaveragenumberofdaystothelastwetnightwas63and

sixcasesrelapsedduringthet2monthsfollow-up.Twoofthe20

children in the control group were dry for 14 consecutive dry nights

during the course of recording. Both subsequently resumed wetting the

bed at about their initial frequency' A summary of these results is

presented in Table 2.6'

Attheendofthe20weekexperimentalperiodthethreeDBTwith-

alarm groups achieved significantly greater success with respect to arrests

of bedwetting than was the case in the standard urine-alarm group (x' =

8.77, P < .Ol) or in the grouP undergoing theDry-Bed procedure without
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2.10. DISCUSSION

2.l}.l. The effectiveness of DBT with alarm

Results of this experiment showed that DBT when used in conjunction

with a urine-alarm was consistently more effective than standard conditioning

in arresting bedwetting, both in terms of the ProPortion of children who can

be treated successfully and the overall speed of treatment' Furthermore DBT

appears to be equally effective, whether the initial all-night training programme

is administered by the childts parents or by a professional therapist in the

child's horne or in hospital. The group given DBT by Parents did not have more

therapist contact than the standard conditioning group.x The other two DBT

groups had significantly more therapist contact but did no better than the

parent-trained DBT group, results for all three DBT groups being very similar'

Thus, while a certain degree of patient/therapist contact seems to enhance

treatment by alarm-based methodsr increasing the amount of the therapist

time beyond the level in the parent trained grouP did not result in a commen-

surate improvement in the childrs resPonse. A more salient point, howevert

is that the success of the parent-administered grouP indicates that the improved

effectiveness of DBT over the standard urine-alarm procedure cannot simply be

attributed to the increased therapist time. Presumably the reasons for the

effectiveness of DBT are related to the additional training features, such as

the positive practice following accidents, the nightly waking schedule and

practice at withholding urination'
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The hospital trained DBT group was included because it seemed possible

that any placebo effects during the initiat training night might be maximized

in this condition However, the results for this grouP were not significantly

different from the other two DBT grouPs and indeed the response of children

in this group was marginally poorer. This may have been due to anxiety

evoking effects of hospitalization, as noted in several previous studies (Belmontt

1976i Fagin, 1969; Vernon 9I-9!, L965), since some of the children admitted

to hospital for training were observed to suffer mild anxiety reactions'

2.lO2. The effectiveness of DBT without alarm

The Dry-Bed procedure without an alarm was only partially effective

in reducing bedwetting frequency. While the reduction in the number of

bed wets was statistically significant after eight weeks of trainingt this

procedure resulted in only five out of 20 children attaining the success

criterion of l4 consecutive dry nights. If one accePts that the maior goal

of treatment is to achieve complete arrest of the symptoms then this outcome

is not satisfactory, Furthermore, 12 of the 20 children in this group dis-

continued treatment before the 20 week experimental period had expired'

The major reason given by parents for discontinuing was discoura8ement as

a consequence of the childts lack of Pro8ress, coupled with the demands of

the complicated procedure. Thus, the Dry-Bed schedule without an alarm

appears to be of limited practical use in the treatment of bedwetting'

There are several possible reasons for the difference between the DBT

with alarm and DBT without alarm Sroups. Firstly, the alarm enabled the

aversive consequences (e.8. positive practice, cleanliness training) to be

administered immediately following a bedwetting event' It is likely that the

negative reinforcement contingent uPon bedwetting may have lost its

reinforcing value for the no-alarm grouP because of the delay between the
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bedwetting act itself and the detection of the accident. Secondly, the aversive

consequences following bedwetting were probably more noxious for children

who were woken by the alarm and required to carry out the training at a

time when they would have preferred to be sleeping, than the no-alarm

situation in which children did not have to face the consequences of bed;'

wetting until they woke in the morning. Tffirdly, it is also possible that the

adjunct of the alarm enabled direct conditioning of the bladder sphincter'

While the design of the experiment permits speculation only on this pointt

it is reasonable to sug8est that the specific stimulus effects of the alarm

were involved since: (i) each of the alarm-based treatments were very

effective in arresting bedwetting whereas the Dry-Bed schedule without an

alarm was only marginally effective, and (ii) the diflerences between grouPs

attributable directly to the influence of the alarm (e.g' the difference between

standard conditioning and the control, and the difference between DBT with

and without the alarm) were far greater than the differences between grouPs

attributable to social reinforcement factors (e'g' the difference between the

no-alarm treatment and the control, and the difference between DBT with

alarm and the standard conditioning procedure)'

These results provide some supPort for the claim by Azrin 9l-91' $974)

that the additional training features of DBT, aimed at maximizing the social

consequences of bedwetting, contribute to this procedurers effectiveness in

arresting bedwetting. At the same time, however, the results question the

emphasis Azrin et al. $9741place on the relative contribution of the alarm

as opposed to social reinforcement factors. It would aPPear that the urine-

alarm,whateveritsactualrolemightbe,isofprimaryimportancein

account¡ng for the success of the DBT programme'
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2.L03. Practical problems associated with DBT

while the DBT procedure with the adjunct of the urine-alarm device

was found to be very effective in arresting nocturnal enuresis, it was readily

apparent to the author that there are two important drawbacks with this

form of therapy which would limit its widespread application' Firstly, the

programme involves a complicated schedule of tasks and is therefore time-

consuming to administer. The original procedure required a professional

trainer in the child's home to conduct the all-night session. This is not

only tirne consuming and therefore costly, but poses the additional problem

of getting trained people to work such hours on a regular basis. Results

of Experim ent 2.2, together with a previous study by Bollard and Woodroffe

(1977) have shown that the child's parents can be trained to administer the

entire programme without reducing its effectiveness' thereby removing the

need for an outside trainer in the childts home. However, training parents

is in itself time-consuming. Experience from Experiment 2.2 suggests that

instructing parents in DBT requires between an hour and one and a half

hours, which is considerably longer than the time required for commensurate

instruction of the standard conditioning procedure. Furthermore, it was

found that despite this careful initial explanation, backed uP by written

instructions for home reference, some Parents still found the DBT schedule

difficult to comPrehend, which required additional clarification by the

therapist during treatment in order to ensure that training was implemented

correctlY.

secondly, DBT requires that the enuretic child perform a demanding

schedule of exercises It was evident from weekly contact during treatn'ìentt

and from subseguent discussions with Parents and children, that many of

them had trouble coping with these exercises. Most children found it very

difficult to perform 20 positive practice trials following bedwetting
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accidents during the night Enforcement of this procedure often tended to

evoke hostility on the part of the child and to increase family tension'

The child sometimes manifested his/her anger by sabotaging the training

programme (e.g. refusing to carry out the 20 positive practice trialsr refusing

to drink extra fluids during the initial training night, and, on a few occasionst

by switching off the alarm or removing the pad from the bed during the

night. In addition many parents expressed concern about having to administer

such aversive procedures to their children. In cases where the demands of

training became excessive, the overall effect was to undermine both the

parents and the child's motivation to persist with the DBT programme'

These problems are addressed in Experiment 3.1 in the following chapter'
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CHAPTER 3.

A COMPARISON OF GROUP ['ITH INDIVIDUALLY

ADMINISTERED INSTRUCTION IN DRY-BED TRAINING

EXPERIMENT 3.I.

INTRODUCTION

Results of Experiment 2.2 suPPort the claim of Azrin 
"t-g!'(1974) 

that

DBT with an alarm is more effective in arresting bedwetting than the standard

conditioning procedure. However, there are two important limitations to the

large scale use of DBT in clinical practice that do not apply to the same

degree to the standard conditioning rnethodT viz. the time required for

instruction of the DBT, and the difficulty in maintaining both Parents' and

childrents motivation to persist with the demanding scheoule of exercises

involved in DBT.

Experiment 3.i was designed to address these limitations by instructing

parents within small trouP settings to administer the Dry-Bed procedure'

Group treatment is economical in terms of the time required to explain the

programme and for subsequent weekly follow-up of the childrs pro8ress'

Furthermore, the group situation provides an opportunity for people with a

common problem to share experiences and engage in ioint problem-solving'

so that such meetings might facilitate the motivation of Parents and children

to persist with the demands of the programme, thereby resulting in quicker

resPonse to treatment.

In addition to the above, both DBT and the standard conditioning method

rely on the use of a urine-alarm device to achieve maximum effectiveness'

This is a problem in clinics where the demand for such devices far outweighs

tl'.eir availability. An attempt to use the Dry-Bed procedure without an

alarm in Experim ent 2.2 did not meet with much success as was the case in
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previous studies by Bollard and Woodrof.f.e (1977) and Nettelbeck and

Langeluctdecke (1979). However, despite the unimpressive outcome of previous

research attempting DBT with the alarm omitted, and with the Parent as

therapist, it is possible that this version of treatment resulted in lower

motivation of parentst and child to persist than was the case with the alarm-

based programme. Reports from parents during Experiment 2.2 support this

suggestion, since Premature drop-outs from the no-alarm treatment grouP

were common, the major reason appearing to be discouragement about the

child's slow progress. Thus, it was considered possible that if Parentsl

motivation was enhanced by conducting parent instruction in small SrouP

settings, then the effectiveness of DBT without an alarm might be improved'

Furthermore, although past results from attempts to use DBT without an

alarm have indicated fewer complete cures than with the alarm-based Programmet

DBT without an alarm may still provide a worthwhile initial method of treatment,

reducing bedwetting somewhat and familiarizing Parents and children with

the training scheclule. If this were the caser then children having had the

benefit of this experience should progress quickiy if an alarm were subsequently

introduced into the Programme. Finally, experience with the DBT exercises

pr¡or to introducing the alarm might lead to a more permanent curet i'e' result

in fewer relapses.

73. METHOD

Subiectg

Subjects were 30 children (19 males and l2 females) referred for

treatment of nocturnal enuresis as outPatients of the Adelaide Childrenrs

Hospital. Ages ranged from 7 to L3 years (mean = 8 years 9 months). Two

children had significant psychological problems in addition to enuresis - one

had been diagnosed as autistic and the other as mildly mentally retarded

(WISC Ie = 67). All others appeared from observation and on the basis of
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parentsr reports to be within normal limits of inteltigence and mental health'

All subjects had a regular bedwetting frequency of at least one wet night

per week As in the previous two experimentsr each child had been examined

by a medical practitioner in order to rule out the possibility of underlying

organicpathology,andnoneofthectrildrenwasundergoinganyformof

enuresis-related drug or psychotheraPy at the time of the study'

atus

ApparatuswasthesameasthatdescribedforExperiments2.land2.2.

Procedure

Childrenwereselectedfromawaitinglistinthesamemanneras

forExperiments2.land2.2andthenassignedatrandomtooneofthree

groups. Two were treatment grouPs and the third served as a control group'

Sample characteristics of the three grouPs are Presented in Table 3'I'

TABLE 3.1. Experiment 3.I. Sample ct¡'aracteristics of subjects
assigned to treatment and control groups'

Mean wet nights Per
week d,uring 4-week
baseline

Nr¡nber

Mean age (years and
months)

5.0

8-5 9-4 9-5

10t0 10

5.0 4.8

VÀRTABLES 2: DBT witttout
alarm

TREATÌ4ENT GROUP

t: DBT wittt
alarm

Control
Group
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Treatment

The to children assigned to this condition were divided randomly into

twogroupsoffivesothatthegroupmeetingsduringtreatmentwereofa

manageable size.

Parentsweresentaletterrequestingthemtorecordtheirchild'sbed-

wetting frequency on an enclosed calendar, for four weeks' This constituted

the child's baseline. Parents were informed that during treatment they would

be meeting with a small grouP of children and Parents with similar problems'

ThefirstmeetingwasdesignedtofosteraErouPfeelinginawarmand

friendly atmosphere with Parents comparing experiences about their child's

bedwetting patterns and attemPts at management in the Past' The therapist

described and demonstrated DBT in detail, group members learning the various

steps of the procedure through role-play with the therapist' An instruction

sheetoutliningthesequenceofstepsintheprocedurewasgiventoParents

for home reference (as in Experimen t 2'2)' together with a calendar to continue

recordingbedwettingfrequency.[twassuggestedthattrainingcommence

onaFridayorSaturdaynight,leavingthefollowingdaytorecoverfromthe

all.nightsession.Theimportanceoffollowingtheinstructionscloselywas

emphasized, as was the need to attend the weekly follow-uP SrouP meetings

Weeklymeetingsduringthepost-trainingphaseoftreatmentinvolved

parentsonly.Inthesesessionseachchild|sprogressfortheweekwas

recorded and discussed. The group was encouraged to praise improvement

but care was also needed to SuPPort slower responders' Parents reported

on the performance of the apparatus and any malfunctions were dealt with

onthespoLAnygeneralproblemswerePuttothegroupfordiscussior¡.

The therapist encouraged all group members to persist with the Pro8'rammet

attendance at meetings being presented as an integral part of treatmenL

Where Parents were unable to attend they were exPected to telephone

DB wit m
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beforehand and relevant feedback from such contacts was Passed on to the

group. Parents continued attending the group meetings until their child had

reached the success criterion of l4 consecutive dry nights.

Both parents were encouraged to share the responsibility of training

and to attend meetings. Attendance by fathers was not always possible, since

some meetings were held during day-time working hours. However, rePorts

indicated that training responsibilities at home were shared

Treatment Group 2: DBT without alarm

The l0 children assigned to this condition were also divided into two

groups of five and under'ú/ent the same procedure as Treatment Group l,

except that no alarm was used for the initial eight weeks. Thus, parents

recorded baseline for four weeks and attended the initial meeting with their

children at the hospital. DBT was demonstrated but reference to the urine-

alarm was deleted from instructions.

After the initial session small groups met weekly, the same emphasis

being placed on group discussion and problem-solving as in Treatment Group l'

Parents were advised that treatment would continue until the child achieved

14 consecutive dry nights, or for a maximum of eight weeks' children still

wetting at that time were issued with an enuresis alarm to incorporate into

DBT. Attendance at weekly group meetings continued after the introduction

ofthemachineuntilthechildreachedthesuccesscriterion'

c Group: No Treatment

Parents of the t0 children assigned to this condition were sent a letter

requesting that they record their child's nightly bedwetting frequency on

an enclosed calendar for a 12 week period, mailing results to the hospital

byreturn.paidenvelopeeachmonthr"Parentswereinstructednottoalter

their method of managing the childts bedwetting in any way while recording'
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On completion of 12 weeks recording these children were treated by DBT

with an alarm, parent instruction being carrid out in small trouPs.

Figure 3.1 shows the design of the investigation, the arran8ement of

recording letters and instructions, and weekly SrouP meetings throughout

the course of the studY.

Assessment of the motivating effects of these small-group instruction

procedures comPared with individual instruction was based on the author's

clinical iudgement of subiectsrresponsiveness during treatment, and on

subsequent discussions with the parents and children involved about their

ability to cope with the training Prograrnme. A more obiective measure of

the rnotivating effects of small-group instruction could have been achieved

by the inclusion of an additional control grouP given individually administered

DBT and by requiring all subjects to rate, on pre-determined scales, the

degree of dífficulty they encountered on the various asPects of training'

This was not done hcwever, because of practical limitations at the timet not

the least of which included restrictions on the number of urine-alarm devices

available for treatment, which would have rendered the inclusion of an

additional group difficult, and the authorfs reluctance to place extra

requirements on subjects in addition to the'heavy demands of DBT, since

this might have interfered with their ability to implement the procedure

correctly.

3.t+, RESULTS

A.summary of the data for all subiects aPPears in Appendix 3'l'

Figure 3.2 shows the mean number of wet nights per week for each grouP

of children.

It can be seen that in Treatment Group I r DBT with the adjunct of

an alarm was very effective in eliminating bedwetting. DBT without an



FIGURE ).T.

Treatment scherne showing timing of letters, instruction

clinics, and weekly Broup meetings. A broken line

indicates that treatment would terminate once the

criterion for dryness was achieved.
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FIGURE ).2.

Mean wet nights per week for three groups throughout

four weeks of baseline, eight weeks of treatment, and

a subseguent treatment phase in the case of two groups.
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alarm (Treatment Group 2) also reduced bedwetting frequency but less

effectively than the alarm-based treatmenL The control groups bedwetting

frequency remained virtually unchanged throughout the initial eight week

experimental period. Planned comparisons with adiustment for baseline wetting

established that DBT without an alarm and the control grouP differed

significantly in terms of the number of wet nights (1(26) = 4'95¡ p < 0'001)

but not in respect of the number of days to dryness (t(26') = l')5¡ P > 0'05)'

Comparison of the alarm-based treatment with the no-alarm and control grouPs

combined, confirmed the effectiveness of the former treatment in respect of

wet nights (¡Q6) = 7.55¡ P < O.OOI) and days to dryness (t(26) = 4'251p < 0'001)'

[See Appendix 3.2.]

Attheendofeightweeksoftreatmentnineoutofl0childrenin

Treatment Group t had reached the dryness criterion compared with two out

of LO in Treatment Group 2 (P < o.oolr two-taited, Fisher Exact Probability

Test). Three children in Treatment Group I relapsed within a few weeks

after reaching the dryness criterion. (A relaPse was defined as at least one

bed-wet per week over a four week period') Both children who were

successful in Treatment Group 2 relapsed almost immediately after reaching

the drYness criterion.

Attheendoftheinitialeightweeksoftreatment'childreninthe

control Group and Treatment Group 2 who were all still wetting at that sta8et

underwentDBTwithanalarm.[tcanbeseenfromFigure3,2thatthe

introduction of the alarm quickly reduced bedwetting frequency in both SrouPst

therateofprogressbeingsimilartothatseeninTreatmentGroupl.

comparison by one-way analysis of variance of the response for all three

groups under DBT with an alarm, irrespective of when that treatment

commenced,foundnoevidenceforadifferenceintermsofthenumberof

wet nights (F(2r27) = I.63ror the number of days to dryness (F(2r27\ < l'0)'

[See Appendix 3'3.]
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Attogether, 30 children ultimately underwent DBT with an alarm and

29 achieved the success criterion of 14 consecr¡tive dry nights within 16 weeks

of starting treatment. The remaining child was still wetting the bed about

two nights per week after l8 weeks.x The combined average time taken

to the last wet night of the 29 successful children was 30 nights and the

combined average number of wet nights before achieving dryness was ll'

There was a total of lO relapses over a six month follow-up period.

Examination of the relapse rates revealed no significant differences between

any of the treatment ErouPs. A summary of these results is presented in

Table 7.2.

TABI.E 3.2. Sunnary of results from three grouPs in terms of su-bjects
attaining dryness, number of relapses during six-month
follow-up, average time to last wet night and mean nurnber
of wet nights.

* 1 case relapsed twice dr:ring the follow-up period

# mta are for ttre 9 cases reaching d:ryness. fhe
remaining case has continued to wet about 2 times
a week after 18 weeks of treatment;

IO 10 3 29

26

IO

10 s# 4 t2

10 10 2* 36 L2

DBT with alarm
following 4-week
baseline

DBT with alarm
folJ-<rvring I weeks
of no-alarm
treatment
DBT wittr alarm
following I2 weeks
without treatment
(Control Group)

N Cases
reaching
success
criÈerion

Relapses
at 3-mont]:
follow-up

Mean numb,er
of nights
to last wet

Mean
number
of wet
nights

GROUP

xThis child was not handicapped. The autistic child and

child achieved the success criterion in 23 and 87 nights
the mildlv retarded
respectively.
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3J+.1, Comparisons of results with Experiment 22

Subjects in the present experiment were selected according to the same

criteria and from the same hospital population as subjects in Experiment 2,2,

The respective sample characteristics are very similar, as can be seen from

Table 3.3. This permits comparison between DBT administered in small SrouPs

and on an individual basis.

TABLE 3.3. Sample characteristics of subjects in tJ:e present
study compared wittr tt¡ose from Experíment 2.2.

Two comparisons were made:

(i) The performance of the 30 children in this study treated by DBT with

an alarm where parents were instructed in the small SrouP situation,

with the 60 children from the previous study - i.e. treatment by the

same procedure, but with parent instruction administered individually¡

(ii) the performance of the l0 children in this study treated by DBT without

an alarm where parents were instructed in the small grouP situation,

with the 20 children from the previous study - i.e. treatment by the

same procedure, but with parent instructions administered individually.

Figure 3.3 shows the mean number of wet nights per week for each grouP

of children after eight weeks of treatment. Planned comparisons incorporated

30

9-1

18:12

4.9

60

9-3

43 ¿I7

5.5

Number

Mean age (years and mont]¡s)

Ratio ¡nales to females

Mean wet nights Per week
during 4-week baseline

Present StudY ExPerimenE 2.2VARTABLES



FIGURE 3.3

Mean wet nights per week for DBT with and without

alarm, and (a) supported by a group parent-training

scheme (present study)¡ compared with the same

procedures when (b) directecl by either a professional

therapist, or rhe childts parents following training on

an individual basis (Experiment z.z').

Note: Baseline for DBT with alarm from the present

study is omitted since l0 subjects had been

treated previously by DBT without alarm;

(refer to Figure 3.2, Initial Treatment Phase).
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in analysis of covariance, with average bed-wetting frequency over the four

weeks immediately prior to final treatment as the covariatex revealed that

for DBT with an alarm there was no difference between Parent ErouP

instruction and individual instruction in terms of the number of wet nights

(t(115) = 0.84¡ p > .05) or in terms of the number of nights to dryness

(t(ll5) = 0,?4¡ p > .05). However, for children undertaking DBT without an

alarm it was established that Parent grouP instruction resulted in significantly

fewer wet nights (t(115) = 2,93s P < O.0l) but no difference in the number

of nights to dryness (t(115) = 0.24ll, Comparison of both grouPs undertaking

DBT with alarm (i.e. group plus individual instruction) with the two no-alarm

groups confirmed the effectiveness of the former treatment in respect of

wet nights (t(tl¡) = 8.12¡ p < 0.001) and nights to dryness (t(115) = 5'14¡

p < 0,001). [see Appendix 1.4 for statistics summary tables).

Instruction of Parents within a SrouP and individual instruction, using

DBT with an alarm, produced similar results in terms of the total number

of subjects attaining dryness and the speed with which this was achieved'

Thus, all 60 children treated following initial individual instruction reached

the dryness criterion within 20 weeks. This compared with 29 out of 30

children treated over the same period in small SrouPS following instructions

to parents. The 29 successful children in the SrouP treatment Programme

were slightly quicker to reach criterion, taking an average of 30 nights to

the last wet night compared with an avera8e oL 36 nights for the group of

children followed individuallY.

*No baseLine is shown in Figure 3.3

by DBT with alarm in the Present
Treatment GrouP 2, which, as may

average of about 3 wet nights Per
average performance of this grouP
included in Figure 3.3.

for the 30 subjects ultimately treated
t*AV. This is'b"caus" the group includes
be éeen from Figure 3.2, achieved an

week during initial treatment' The
under ngt-without an alarm is also
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1.42. Attendance at trouP meetings

The overall attendance rate for Treatment Group I (DBT with alarm

from the outset) was 89 percent. This was markedly higher than attendance

when children in the Control Group twere treated with an alarm (65 percent),

or in either phases for Treatment Group 2 (60 percent and 55 Percent for

treatment without and with an alarm respectively). The reasons for the

low attendance rates in the latter two groups appeared to be related to the

requirement that parents record and communicate bedwetting frequency for

an extended period of time before entering treatment (Control Group) and

to parentstand childrenrs discouragement as a result of moderate gains achieved

by the no-alarm treatment (Treatment Group 2). The differences in attendance

rates cannot account for differences in progress during the treatment phaset

since the overall progress of the three groups was much the same once DBT

with an alarm had been introduced. However, when the data for all subjects

were combined, a weak association was found between attendance at BrouP

meetings and the effectiveness of treatment, sugtesting that attendance was

nevertheless an important factor. Thus, among all 30 subjects following the

introduction of DBT with an alarm, significantly more of the children of those

parents attending every meeting reached the dryness criterion in less than

the median number of nights (p < .05, two-tailed, Fisher Exact Probability

Test). An implication of this result is that it would seem highly desirable

to employ the urine-alarm with the DBT schedule from the outset and to

commence this treatment regimen immediately following establishment of

baseline.
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,,5. DISCUSSION

3,5,1. Group instruction in DBT \tüith alarm

Results of this experiment indicate that DBT with an alarm is at least

as effective when administered by parents who have been trained in small

groups, as it is when administered by parents trained individually. Indeedt

subjects who were given DBT with an alarm immediately following establishment

of baseline were slightly faster on average in achieving the dryness criterion

in this study, when compared with Experiment 2.2 in which either Parents

were trained individually beforehand, or initial training was done by a

professional therapist. It is suggested therefore that training Parents to

administer DBT in small groups is a more economical and efficient method

for large-scale clinical treatment of bedwetting, because of the reduced

therapist time required for instruction and supervision of the complicated

procedure. Thus, the primary aim of this study was achieved.

35.2. Group instruction in DBT without alarm

A second aim of the current study was to examine the effectiveness

of the parent-group training for DBT without the adjunct of a urine-alarm

device. Results showed that this method significantly reduced bedwetting

frequency, but it did not eliminate bedwetting symptoms completely. Although

the group DBT programme without an alarm was shown to be more effective

when compared with the outcome of Experiment 2.2, in which Parents were

individually trained in the DBT procedure, it was still less effective than

the alarm based Programme under either grouP or individual training

conditions. The suggestion that the no-alarm procedure might familiarize

families with the DBT schedule, thereby speeding uP the childts Progress

following introduction of the alarm, was not supported by the results.

Children who underwent DBT without an alarm for an initial eight week
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period took just as long to achieve dryness after the alarm was introduced,

with as many relapses, as the two troups having no previous experience with

the DBT exercises. Indeed, overall attendance at group meetings was lowest

in the no-alarm group and more effort was required by the therapist to

maintain the motivation of parents and children to persist with the training

schedule even after the alarm was introduced Thus, at least some parents

and children were discouraged by the moderate results after eight weeks

of considerable effort and they showed scepticism about the programme.

It was apparent to the author, who acted as therapist in all cases, that

instruction of DBT, both with and without an alarm, in the small grouP

setting increased parentsf and childrenrs motivation during treatment, compared

with the individual instruction procedure of Experiment 2.2, Parents and

children in the group training situation generally demonstrated more

compliance and a greater willingness to persist with the demands of treatment.

It seems reasonable to suggest that this motivational effect accounts for the

slightly improved response to treatment in the case of subjects given DBT

with an alarm and the significantly improved response for children given DBT

without an alarm, in this experiment compared with subjects in Experiment 2.2.

However, even with the increased motivational effects of small-group

instruction, and the possibility that other motivational stragegies would

further enhance the effectiveness of treatment, the overall results of this

study seriously question the practical efficacy of the DBT schedule when

the alarm is omitted.

These findings differ substantially from recent reports by Azrin and

his colleagues that bedwetting can be eliminated effectively by a training

programme similar to the original DBT schedule, but without the adjunct of

a urine-alarm device (Azrin & TNenes, 1978i Azrin *3!.' 1979i Besalel-

Azrin et al., 1980).
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The format of the programme described by Azrin and TNenes was similar

to the original DBT procedure, in that it involved one intensive day of training

followed by a regirnen of parental supervision. In addition, the major comPonents

of the original procedure such as, nighttime awakenings, retention control

training, positive practice and cleanliness training in resPose to bedwetting

accidents, were retained in the new programme. The principal modifications

to the original DBT procedure were to the intensive training session and they

included:

(i) omitting the urine-alarm device altogether;

(ii) beginning the initiat intensive training during the late

afternoon and extending this till 1.00 a.m. the following

morning rather than throughout the first night¡

(iii) the addition of a rrstrain-and-holdtt procedure whereby

the child was instructed ts try to inhibit urination but as

soon as he felt he was about to urinate, to hold it back;

(iv) training the chiid to inhibit urination until a large volume

had accumulated;

(v)havingthechildensageinbehaviouralandthought

rehearsal during the day, of the toileting action he would

take at night;

(vi) increased emphasis on encoura8ement and praise coupled

withtangiblerewardsforspecificperiodsofdryness.

The initial training session was conducted by an outside trainer with

the parents observing. The remainder of training was conducted by the

parents and this phase of treatment was very similar to that of the DBT

w¡thout alarm schedule described in the current experiments'

Azrin and Thienes (1978) claimed that the modified oPerant procedure

resulted in significantly fewer bedwetting accidents comPared with a ErouP
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which received standard conditioning, during the initial two weeks of treatment.

Ultimately 5l subjects were treated by the modified DBT programme without

an alarm and 92 percent of these achieved the initial success criterion of

l4 consecutive dry nights. The time taken to attain the dryness criterion

was not reported but there was an average of seven bedwetting accidents

before the criterion was reached. Over a l2-month follow-up period, l0 out

o1 47 children (21 percent) relapsed, this being defined as more than three

consecutive nights of bedwetting.

Two subsequent studies employed the same operant procedure with the

exception that the child's parents were instructed in an office interview to

conduct the intensive day of training rather than a special trainer (Azrin

9I_g!., L979, and eventually instruction of the complete procedure was done

with a training manual (Besalel-Azrin et al., 1980). In both casesr the

effectiveness of the operant training programme was found to be similar to

that in the Azrin and Thienes (1978) study. The authors did concede however,

that the new treatment method does not seem to be as effective as the

original DBT procedure (Azrin et al., 1974) which had included the urine-

alarm device but not the day time training.

The treatment outcomes of the above studies with the Ino-alarmt

training are generally much superior to the results of Experiment 2.2 and

the current experiment which employed the original DBT schedule without

an alarm. One explanation for this difference is likely to be that the various

additions to the original DBT schedule do in fact increase its effectiveness

although the basic training features of both programmes are much the same.

Another reason could be that the subjects treated by Azrin and Thienes

(1978), Azrin et al. (19791and Besalel-Azrin ggl. (tgSC) were generally

younger than subjects treated in Experiment 2.2 and this study. It was

apparent for example, that there was a high proportion of three year olds
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treated by the modified operant procedure and these children were likely

to have been more responsive to most forms of therapy. Nevertheless, the

impressive results reported by the above authors are difficult to reconcile

with the results of the current research. In the light of the present authorts

experience with the no-alarm schedule, it is felt that even though further

research might substantiate the effectiveness of the modified operant

programme, this procedure still has significant practical limitations since

it involves the addition of more procedures to an already complicated and

demanding training regimen.

Putting aside the practical considerations for the time being, the results

of the no-alarm treatment group in this experiment again raises interesting

theoretical issues in respect of the role of operant variables in reducing

bedwetting. Procedures such as training in rapid awakening, practice in

withholding urination, massed practice in correct nighttime toileting

behaviour, and differentlal social reinforcement for wet or dry nightsr apPear

to contribute to the overall effectiveness of the DBT Programme, in addition

to the specific stimulus effects of the urine-alarm. The effect of such

operant strategies may be increased by raising the subjects'motivation to

apply the various exercises more diligently, but this effort does not seem

sufficient to completely arrest bedwetting. The relative therapeutic value

of these training features is a topic for further examination in Experiment

4.1.
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1J.3, A note of caution about the overall effectiveness of

the DBT with alarm programme

While group instruction did appear to facilitate subjectsr motivation

to persist with the DBT programme, the problems with training observed in

the individual instruction situation in Fxperiment 2.2 were still evident, albeit

to a lesser extent. Most families still found the DBT procedure quite demanding,

and in some cases they experienced difficulty implementing the full training

regimen, the 20 positive practice trials being the specific exercise with which

most problems were encountered. Thus, it would appear that there is a need

to reduce the inherent demands of the DBT programme. This issue is also

addressed in the following chapter. Secondly, while DBT with an alarm is

highly effective in bringing about the initial arrest of bedwetting, the procedure

is apparently hampered by a significant relapse rate. At six-month follow-up,

the present study found that nine children relapsed out of 29 initially successful

treatments. Relapse following DBT is examined further in Chapter 5 of this

thesis.
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CHAPTER 4.

A COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF DRY-BED TRAINING

4.I. EXPERIMENT 4.I.

42 INTRODUCTION

DBT with the adjunct of a urine-alarm device is a complex training

programme and it is therefore difficult to assess which asPects contribute

most heavily to the success of the procedure. Differentiation of the thera-

peutic value of the various aspects of DBT would raise the possibility of

simplifying the procedure and this was the principal aim of Experiment 4.1.

In addition to the procedures involved in the standard urine-alarm

conditioning treatment, three major comPonents of the DBT schedule can

be identified - the nighttime waking schedule, retention control training,

and positive practice in response to bedwetting accidents. These training

features are the logical consequence of Aztin g$!.'t 0974) concePtion of

the nature and aetiology of nocturnal enuresis. According to Azrin 9L91"

bedwetting is a complex problem involving such diverse factors as ease of

arousability from steep, ability to inhibit urination, sc,cial motivation to

become continent, and the strength of alternative responses to bedwetting.

The various behavioural procedures uPon which DBT is based have been

used in other studies to treat bedwetting and to shape behaviour necessary

for correct nighttime toileting. A summary of evidence for the effectiveness

of these procedures (apart from the urine-alarm conditioning procedure)

f ollows.

hZ,L. Waking Schedules

Young (1g64, noted that it is common practice among parents during

the toilet-training period to awaken the child during the night and encourage

it to urinate in the toilet. He reasoned that this aids the training Process

because the association of a particular bladder pressure with awakening
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and a reward, such as parental approval, ensures that the desired stimulus-

response association is learned With the enuretic child however, this

procedure may not be adopted, or when it is no associated learning occurs

and the enures¡s persists. The rationale of a|tstaggered-wakeningil procedure

was therefore as follows: tflf children are wakened regularly at or about

the same time each night it is possible that they learn to relate only a small

range of bladder pressures with the wakening resPonse. If, however, a

wakening schedule could be devised to operate over a period of tir¡e it would

be feasible that a greater range of bladder pressures would be perceived by

the child, and these different bladder pressures would be associated with a

wakening response. By the principle of 'stimulus-generalization' this learning

pattern would summate, resulting in bladder Pressurer waking response, and

reflex inhibition of micturition becoming acquired or learned behaviour.'r

(p. la2). Young tested this theory, employing a staggered-waking procedure

over a four week period with 58 enuretic children. The ages of the subjects

ranged from four to l4 years with the majority falling between four and

eight years, The children were woken by the parents once each night

according to a pre-determined schedule. Results showed that 67 Percent

were rrimprovedrt (i.e. bedwetting frequency reduced by at least 50 percent)

during the period of the trial. Ten children became completely continent

after repeating the programme two or three times. Young concluded that

the staggered-waking schedule is not as successful for the treatment of

nocturnal enuresis as the urine-alarm conditioning method; however, he

considered it to be a useful and convenient method for health visitors to

recommend when they give advice for toilet-training young children, and

for clinics where there is a long waiting list for urine-alarm devices'

Creer and Davis Og75l used a variation of Young's (1964) staggered

awakening procedure with nine bedwetters (ages not given) in an
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institutionalized setting. Initially subjects were woken three times each

night according to a pre-determined variable interval schedule and allowed

to void in the toilet. Two weeks later a fading operation was initiated by

having attendants awaken subjects on a variable interval schedule only twice

per night for a two-week period, Following this, for the next two weeks,

subjects were woken once only each night and this stage was in turn

supplemented by a final one-month period when subjects were allowed to

sleep undisturbed at night. Results indicated a decrease in bedwetting

frequency in all subjects, although only three became continent, using the

criterion of l4 consecutive dry nights, by the end of the final no-awakening

period. No quantitative follow-up data were provided. Creer and Davis

(1975) speculated that it was the aversiveness of being woken regularly

at night which led to the improvement in nocturnal bladder control.

singh, Phillips and Fischer (19761 successfully treated a l3 year old

enuretic girl by waking her two hours after falling asleep. The interval

between falting asleep and awakening was reduced by )0 minutes each time

she achieved seven consecutive dry nights. At eight months follow-up no

instance of bedwetting had occurred but the total duration of treatment

was 15 months.

Samaan (1972) combined an oPerant conditioning programme with a

waking schedule for a seven year old child, eliminating bedwetting after

eight weeks of training. Initially the parents repeatedly awakened the child

at night, directed her to the toilet, and reinforced each correct voiding.

Nighttime awakening was gradually faded out and reinforcement delivered

on a gradually expanded schedule. The subject reportedly remained dry

at night during a two-year follow-up.

The authors in the latter two studies did not speculate on the reasons

for the effectiveness of the waking schedules. However, in each case the
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procedure appeared to be directed atrcatchingtthe child before voiding

at night, thereby increasing the opportunities for positive reinforcement

as a consequence of maintaining a dry bed.

Evidence for the effectiveness of waking Programmes as a therapeutic

strategy for bedwetting is limited by the small number of studies reported

and, with the exception of Young (1964)r by the small number of subiects

in each study. In addition, the procedures employed have differed in terms

of the scheduling of nighttime awakenings. Nevertheless, i.t does appear

from the above studies that bedwetting can be reduced by systematically

waking the child during the night for toileting. This finding is consistent

with evidence from several stucjies noted in Chapter l, section l'4.2 (iii)

which have highlighted an association between bedwetting and a disorder

of the enureticrs sleep-arousal system. However, these data are much less

impressive than the results usually achieved with the standard urine-alarm

conditioning procedure.

The waking schedule employed in DBT involves the enuretic child being

woken hourly for toileting during the intensive training night, and thereafter

being woken once only each night (at about the parents'bedtime) until seven

consecutive dry nights have been achieved. Azrin 9I-g!. (.l974) believe that

this procedure helps develop the enuretic child's ease of arousability from

sleep by providing regular practice at having to rouse quickly during the

night. The DBT schedule also includes a requirement that the Parents

progressively reduce the amount of prompting necessary to rouse the child,

thereby shaping self-initiated waking.

4ZL Retention Control Training

There is evidence that enuretic children have smaller functional

bladder capacities than non-enuretic children the same age (Esperanca &

Gerrard, 1969i Hallman, 1950i Starfield, 1967; Troup & Hodgson, L97li
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Zaleski g1.g!, 1973), Hallman (1950) for example, assessed the bladder capacity

of. L92 children by means of a water load test. He administered a large

quantity of water (5OO-IOOO ml.) to the children and urged them to refrain

from voiding for as long as possible. Each child's voidings in the ensuing

four to six hours were measured, the largest single measure serving as an

index of bladder capacity. Hallman found that the enuretic subjects generally

had smaller functional bladder capacities than the non-enuretic subjects.

In the Troup and Hodgson (1971) study, bladder capacity was gauged

by measuring the amount of urine Passed at each voiding, and from the

frequency of micturition over a 48-hour period. No difference was found

between enuretics and non-enuretics with respect to the total amount of

urine passed, either during the day or at night, for the entire 48-hour period'

However, among the enuretic children, the number of voidings per 24 hours

was significantly higher, and the average volume of urine at each voiding

therefore significantly lower. Troup and Hodgson also found that the bladder

volume of enuretic children under general anaesthetic was comparable to

that of normal children, so that while the enuretic children had smaller

functional bladder capacities, there was no intrinsic abnormality in the

bladder that prevented the accommodation of normal quantities of urine'

Increases in functional bladder capacity have been shown to correlate

positively with decreased bedwetting (Starfield & Mellits, 1968). That

increasing functional bladder capacity might be a useful treatment for

nocturnal enuresis appears to have been suggested initially by Highnam (1953)'

Vincent (Lg6q described a mechanical device to raise the neck of the bladdert

thereby improving bladder capacity, but most treatments have used increased

fluid intake to achieve this end. Muellnerrs method was to increase the

child's ftuid intake and then require the child to withhold voiding for as

long as possible (Muellner, 1960a, l96Ob). Kinrmel and Kimmel (1970)
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followed this procedure but in additionrrequiring that the withholding time

be increased gradually by two to three minutes daily untit a retention interval

before voiding of 30 to 45 minutes had been reached. Positive reinforcement

was given for increasing fluid intake and immediately following each successful

attempt at increasing the retention interval.

Several studies have shown a reduction in bedwetting following retention

control training procedures similar to that described by Kimmel and Kimmel.

Three children (two aged four years and one aged l0 years) were placed on

thisregimenbyKimmelandKimmel(1970).Bedwettingceasedwithinseven

days for two of the children and within 14 days for the third child. Nighttime

continence was maintained over a l2-month follow-up.

paschalis gl_e!. $972) replicated the above procedure with 35 enuretic

children for a ?}-day treatment period. Fourteen subjects (40 percent) were

reported to have reached the success criterion of seven consecutive dry

nights within the treatment periodr seven children (20 percent) showed

significant inrprovement (between two and six dry nights per week) and ten

(29 percent) showed no improvement. Four of the subjects were rePorted

as cured during the collection of baseline wetting frequency. Two who did

not respond initially were given intensive continuation treatment beyond

the 20-day treatment period, which resulted in one achieving the dryness

criterion and the other being significantly improved. No relapses occurred

over a 90-day follow-uP Period.

Stedman (1972) used retention control training to'treat a l3 year old

enuretic. In contrast with the previous two studies, no reinforcement was

provided following the retention interval, the subject was given total

responsibility for data collection, and bladder distention discrimination was

incorporated, this latter exercise requiring the subiect to discriminate

between weak, medium and strong cues associated with the desire to void.
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Bedwetting was arrested after 12 weeks of this treatment regimen and four

accidents were reported during a further three-month follow-up. P. Miller

(1971') treated two children (aged 13 years and 14 years) by retention control

training. Following Stedman (1972), the subjects recorded their own data

and no reinforcement was provided after retention intervals. However,

Miller did not use the bladder distention discrimination exercise. The two

subjects becarne dry after l4 and 16 weeks of treatment respectively and

remained dry over a seven-month follow-up for one subject and a four-month

post-treatment per¡od for the other.

Other studies however, have reported less favourable results than the

above. Rocklin and Tilker (1973) randomly assigned 22 enuretic subjects

aged between three years and 14 years to one of three SrouPs, the first of

which received retention control training for a 30 day period while the

remaining two groups served as rtime-contingentt and rbase-rate' controls.

Positive reinforcement was delivered at fixed three-hour intervals in the

time-contingent group to match the total number of reinforcers given to the

experimental group. In the base-rate grouP, the child's Parents recorded

bedwetting frequency. There were no statistically significant differences

among the groups in terms of decreased wetting at the end of treatment.

No remission rate or follow-uP \das reported.

Doleys and wells (197 5, demonstrated that the bladder capacity of

a 42 month old girl was improved by retention control training over a Zl-day

period. However, bedwetting frequency was not associated with the increase

in bladder capacity and dry nights occurred only aÍter the parents began

to awaken the child and place her on the toilet twice a night.

Doleys gl_g!. (j9771applied retention control training to nine children,

aged between four and l4 years, over a six week period. Forced fluids were

terminated after the first three weeks of treatment. During the final three
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weeks of treatment, the children were required to perform 10 trials of

positive practice (i.e. practice at going to the toilet in the correct manner)

at the end of each retention interval. No changes were noted in the frequency

of wet nights following treatment. Doleys gl_gl. 0977) also measured subjects'

functional bladder capacity before and after treatment. Four subjects showed

an increase in bladder capacity of. 25 ml, or more whereas two subjects showed

a decrease in bladder capacity of similar magnitude.

Harris and Purohit (1977) used a similar procedure to that of Kimmel

and Kimmel (1970) for nine enuretic children (mean ag€ = nine years) over a

period of 35 days. The retention control training in this case was found to

result in a significant increase in mean bladder capacity of the experimental

group, however, there was no significant reduction in bedwetting frequency.

Fielding (1980) randomly assigned 45 children with night wetting only

and 30 children with day and night wetting to two treatment groups: standard

conditioning with a urine-alarm, and urine-alarm treatment preceded by

four weeks of retention control training. The urine-alarm was far superior

to retention control training in reducing bedwetting in both enuretic groups.

Children who became dry in the night wetting group did not show changes in

functional bladder capacity. Although changes in functional bladder capacity

were seen in the day and night wetting grouP who became dry, changes

were only noticeable after dryness had been achieved.

Overall, these data provide only weak support for retention control

training as a treatment procedure for nocturnal enuresis.

The retention control training comPonent of DBT is similar to the

procedures used in the above studies, in that it involves increasing the

child's fluid intake, and giving positive reinforcement for holding on to

urine before voiding. However, an essential difference concerns the total

amount of retention control training given. In the DBT programme, retention
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control training is practised hourly, only during the initial intensive training

night, whereas in the above studies the procedure was Practised daily over

several weeks. Thus, on balance, the overall amount of training in retention

control during DBT would be considerably less than that usually given to

treat bedwetting.

4J*3, Positive Practice

The positive Practice comPonent of DBT is derived from a resPonse-

deceleration technique called overcorrection which is generally recognised as

having first been described in detail by Foxx and Azrin (1972'). The goal of

overcorrection is to punish an undesirable behaviour, while simultaneously

providing instruction in a more adaptive form of response. The rationale is

to educate the subject by way of 'restitutional procedures which require

that he/she restore the disturbed situation to a vastly improved state, atid

massed practice of appropriate modes of behaviour in the situations in which

the undesirable behaviour occurred. Comprel-rensive reviews by Marholin

"t ^i. 
(1980) and Murphy (1978) show that over the past decade numerous

studies employing overcorrection have appeared in the literature, and in

most of the published reports, the procedure has been highly effective in

modifying behaviour. The types of target behaviour studied have included

aggression, self-stimulation, self-injury, vomiting, public disrobing, stealin8t

nervous habits and tics, and encopresis. Overcorrection has also been used

successfully as part of daytime toilet-training programmes for profoundly

retarded adults (Azrin & Foxx, L97L; Foxx & Azrin, 1973a) and later, non-

retarded young children (Foxx ór Azrin, l973bi Azrin & Foxx, 19741.

Overcorrection in the DBT programme consists of 'cleanliness trainingr

(the requirement that the child change the wet sheets and deposit them

in the laundry, and re-make the bed, in resPonse to wetting accidents), and

'positive practicer (the requirement that the child practises going to the
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toilet 20 times once the cleanliness training has been performed). However,

since the standard urine-alarm conditioning treatment also involves cleanliness

training, and tils experiment was concerned with examining the training

features of DBT that are additional to standard conditioning, the third

identified component of DBT involved positive practice only.

The specific effects of positive practice on bedwetting have yet to be

established, since this procedure has to this time only been employed for the

management of bedwetting witiln programmes involving other training

strategies. Thus, it is included as part of DBT and the regimen described

earlier by Doleys gæ!. (1977), which combined positive practice with retention

control training. However, it has been argued by several authors (e.g.,

Marholin et al., 1980; Murphy, 1978) that positive practice is essentially a

punishment procedure. An indirect appraisal of the potential therapeutic

value of positive practice may therefore be made by consideration of studies

which have employed operant aversive contingencies for bedwetting. Only

a handful of such studies have been reported during the past decade, a

probable consequence of ethical objections to the use of punisirment in

therapy, given the option of highly effective treatment using the urine-alarm.

Tough g3_g!. 0971) has reported a punishment procedure following bed-

wetting accidents, combined with positive reinforcement for dry nights.

This method was found to be effective in arresting enuresis in an eight year

old multi-handicapped boy and his younger brother. The punishment consisted

of tdipping' the child into a tub of cold water immediately following each

wetting accidenL Suppression of wetting followed 22 and l6 nights of

treatment for the two children respectively. One child remained dry but

the other relapsed and did not respond to reinstatement of these

contingencies, due, according to the authors, to inconsistencies on the part

of the parents in implementing the procedure.
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Nordquist (1971) employed a behaviour modification procedure to reduce

non-compliant behaviour in a five year old child, and found that the child's

nocturnal enuresis was arrested as well. The child was placed in a rtime-outr

situation, following episodes of non-cornpliance and given increased parental

attention for compliant behaviour. The frequency of both non-compliant

behaviour and bedwetting decreased, the latter requiring l4 weeks (including

two weeks return to baseline conditions) to be eliminated. No bedwetting

accidents were reported during a l6-week follow-up. Nordquist claimed to

have demonstrated a response-response relationship between two classes of

behaviour (nocturnal enuresis and non-compliance).

Allgeier (I976) used a fresponse-costr procedure combined with fluid

restriction after 6.00 p.m. to eliminate bedwetting in two sisters aged eight

and ll years. Each morning the girls reported whether or not they had

wet the night before. They were penalised one tenth of their allowance if

they wet the bed and one half of the allowance if they did not tell the

truth, which could be determined by having the parents periodically check

the state of the children's bedding. The parents were instructed to enforce

strictly the record keeping but not to comment to the children whether the

beds were wet or not. After the first five weeks, any incontinence was

directly confronted by withdrawal of other privileges, the girls not being

allowed any liquid intake after 6.00 p.m. until they had been continent for

2l days. Treatment lasted f.or 20 weeks, at which time the eight year old

had been dry for 44 consecutive nights and her sister (ll years) had been

dry for 65 nights.

Lassen and Fluet (1979) combined a token economy and punishment

procedure with the urine-alarm device to treat bedwetting in a l0 year

old girl. The child earned points for dry nights, points being convertible

to tangible rewards according to a pre-determined schedule. Wetting
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accidents were followed by a requirement that the child wash her face with

cold water, void in the toilet and change the wet sheets. Bedwetting was

arrested witNn l3 weeks.

As is the case for waking schedules, an evaluation of the effectiveness

of negative reir¡forcement contingencies for bedwetting is limited by the

small number of studies reported to have used these procedures. Furthermore,

these studies have involved only one or two subjects and long-term follow-up

data are generally not available. Nevertheless, it would appear that punish-

ment for bedwetting accidents, when used in conjunction with positive

reinforcement for dry nights, can have a significant effect on arresting

nocturnal enuresis.

The aim of Experiment 4.1 was to examine the relative contribution

of the three identified components of DBT to the procedure's overall

effectiveness. This was done by comparing the effectiveness of each

component, and the various combinations of these, when used in conjunction

with the standard urine-alarm conditioning procedure. On the basis of the

literature reviewed, it was considered that there were insufficient grounds

to warrant specific predictions about the effectiveness of these components

and the experiment was therefore designed to enable post hoc examination

of differences between the respective groups. Nevertheless, a number of

general outcomes were anticipated. Firstly, it was anticipated that the

therapeutic contribution of the waking schedule should be substantial, this

procedure being likely to develop ease of arousal from sleep, thereby

facilitating responsiveness to the alarm. Secondly, a small gain was expected

from retention control training, since previous studies do not provide strong

suPPort for this procedure and in addition, the DBT schedule incorporates

only a limited amount of retention control training. Thirdly, it was
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Apparatus

The urine-alarm apparatus was the same as that described in Experiments

z.ln 2.2., 3.I.

Procedure

The various combinations of the three major components, viz. the waking

schedule, retention control training, and positive practice, yielded six groups

for comparison. Seventy-two subjects were selected from a waiting list in

accordance with the hospital pohcy that older children and those waiting

longest be given priority. Twelve subjects were assigned at random to one

of the six groups to be treated under a component or combination of

components from DBT.

Two groups from Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 were added for subsequent

comparisons; i,e. 35 subjects treated by the standard conditioning procedure

with close supervision and 20 subjects treated by the full DBT programme in

which parents were instructed to administer the initial all-night training

session in the childrs home. These groups were included as representing the

extreme ends of the spectrum of components which comprise DBT; i.e.,

standard conditioning represents the effectiveness of the urine-alarm alone

and DBT represents the complete integration of the alarm with all of the

training components designated above. Thus, to summarize, a total of eight

treatment groups participated in the study.

For each treatment procedure, the parents were contacted in the same

manner as described in previous chapters for Experiments 2.1,, 2.?., and 3.1.

After collecting baseline data for four weeks, the child attended the hospital

with the parent. The setting up and use of the urine-alarm apparatus to be

used in all subsequent treatment groups was demonstrated by the author.

The respective procedures were also described in detail and written

instructions (see Appendices 4.1 to 4.6) were supplied for home reference,
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The need to keep regular contact during treatment was emphasized and '

a specific time was arranged for the Parent or child to call weekly and

report on protress. Following the initial instruction, all treatment was

conducted at home by the parents. Treatment continued until the child

achieved l4 consecutive dry nights, at which time the aPParatus was returned.

The eight treatment SrouPs were:

Group l: Standard Conditionil8 (n = 35).

Subjects were treated by the standard conditioning (with supervision)

procedure, as described in Chapter 2 for Experiments 2.1 and 2.2.

Group 2: Standard Condi plus Wakine Schedule (n L2).

Treatment involved the urine-alarm device, in conjunction with the

night-time awakening schedule from DBT. This procedure was as follows:

Throughout the first night the child was woken each hour using minimal

prompts, and directed to void in the toilet. Immediately following urination'

the child was praised for having kept the sheets dry and encouraged to keep

them dry during the next hour. The following night the child was woken

once - about three hours after falling asleep - and again directed to the

toilet. After each dry night the parents awakened the child for toileting

a half-hour earlier on the following night, each time taking the opportunity

to praise the child for maintaining a dry bed. Night-time awakenings were

discontinued when the interval between going to sleep and a scheduled

awakening was one hour. Subsequently, if two bedwettings occurred within

one week, the waking schedule was re-introduced, beginning with the 3 hour

awakening and decreasing the interval between sleep and awakening by a

half hour following each dry night. This regimen continued until the child

recorded 14 consecutive dry nights. No other features of the DBT programme

were employed.
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Group 3: Standard Condltioning plus Retention Control Training (n = l2).

The urine-alarm apparatus was set up and bedwetting accidents manage

in the same manner as for Group l. However, children were given a large

drink of water or soft drink (at least 500 ml') immediately before retirinSt

according to the DBT schedule. Every hour thereafter the child was woken

by the parent and directed to the toilet. At the toilet door the child was

asked whether he/she could inhibit urination for another hour and, if so,

was praised for bladder control before returning to bed. If the child could

not inhibit urination for an hour, the parent encouraged him/her to hold on

for a few minutes, after which the child was praised for control and allowed

to void. Immediately following voiding the child was praised for correct

toileting and allowed to return to bed. At the bedside the child's attention

was drawn to the dry sheets, was again praised for this, and encouraged

to keep them dry. Finally the child was given another large drink and allowed

to return to sleep. This hoully procedure was discontinued after the first

night.

Group 4: Standard Conditioning plus Positive !ra-qt!çe (n = l2).

The urine-alarm apparatus was set up in the usual manner. About

a half-hour before the child's usual bed-time, the child was required to perform

the positive practice comPonent of ÞBT. For this, the child lay in bed with

the lights off and silently counted to 50, at which time he/she went to the

toilet and attempted to urinate. This prccerlure was repeated until 20 such

trips had been made. Children younger than l0 years counted to 20 and

repeated the proceduro I0 times. The parent remained out of the room

and counted the trips. The child then retired to bed.

Following the detection of every bedwetting accident the child was

reprimanded and sent to the toilet to finish voiding. Upon returning to the
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bed-side the child was required to change pyiamas, remove the wet sheets,

dry the detector pad and deposit the soiled linen in the laundry' The child

then had to re-make the bed with clean sheets and re-set the alarr¡r' Before

returning to bed the child was again required to perform the 20 positive

practice trials. On the night following an accident the child was required

to perform positive practice again before going to bed'

G 5z Standard w and Ret c

Training (n = I2).

children were treated by a combination of the procedures cescribed

for Groups 2 and 3.

6zS Condit w Posi tive Practice (n = t2).

Procedures for Groups 2 and 4 were combined. The treatment therefore

involved the complete DBT Programme, ''¡/ith the exception that no retention

control training was given.

7¿ Conditi Retention Control Tr

positive practice (n = t2).

Treatment procedures for Groups 3 and 4 were combined'

Group 8: DBT (n = I2).

The full DBT procedure was administered by the childts parents, as

ciescribed for Experiment 2,2 in Chapter 2'
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4.4. RESULTS

A summary of the data for all subiects is presented in Appendix 4.7.

Table 4.2 shows the number of children in each group who achieved

the dryness criterion, together with the mean number of wet nights during

the 2o-week experimental period. Data from the eight ErouPs at the end of

TABLE 4.2. Nu¡nbers of children (N) in the eight different treaÈment
groups, ttrose cases achíeving dryness criterion, and the
mean number of wet nights duríng the 2O-week treatment
period.

+A further Èhree children achieved the success
criterion within a few weeks afÈer the 2O-week
experimenÈal period expired, bringing the
eventual total nuuiber of initial cures i¡r this
group to 3 1.

Standard conditioning
Standard conditioning
plus waking schedule

Standard conditioning
plus retention control
training
Standard conditioning
plus positive practice
Star¡dard conditioning
plus waking and
retention control
training
Standard condiÈioning
plus waking, positive
practice
St¡ndard conditioning
plus retention control
training, positive
practice
DBTI

.7

6

5

4

3

T

¿

112020

2T1Il2

10L2T2

L2L2

23I2

tlL2

I2L2 r3

2728*

T4

10

24

35

GROUP l{umber of cases
becoming dry

Mean number of
wet nights during
treatment

N
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20 weeks of treatment were examined by one-way analysis of variance¡

Groups differed significantly with resPect to the number of wet nights[F(7'l19)

= 2.39¡ p < .05] DunCan Post hoc comParisons established that the standard

conditioning grouP resulted in significantly more wet nights than all other

groups (p < O5). Group 6 (Waking and Positive Practice) and Group S (DBT)

resulted in significantly fewer wet nights than the other grouPs (p < 0'05)'

No significant differences were found between any of the other grouPs'

[See Appendix 4.9.]

All four grouPs which had the waking schedule as Part of their treatment

regimen responded more quickly than those grouPs without the waking schedule'

Table 4.3 summarizes the frequency distribution of the number of wet nights

TABLE 4.3. Numbers of subjects categorized according to the number

of wet nights during treatment and whether treat¡nent
included the rr¡aking schedule or not.

*

o-24

25-49

50-74

75-99

3

0

0

I04 (828)

10 (sB)

9 (7+)

4 (3å)

5I53

7

9

4

lüuurlrer of wet
nights during
treatment

Treatments including
the waking schedule

fteatments excluding
tl¡e waking schedule

Totals
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for subjects witNn groups for which treatment included or excluded the

waking schedule. It can be seen from Table 4.3 that all 56 subjects in groups

which included the waking schedule had less than 50 wet nights, whereas 13

out of Zt subjects in the groups which did not include the waking schedule

had between 50 and 99 wet nights. Chi-squared analysis established that the

difference between groups including and excluding the waking schedule was

statistically significant (x 2 = l-3.04i df = 3¡ p < 0.01). Thus, the data

highlighted the effectiveness of the waking schedule as an important single

component of the DBT schedule, in addition to the urine-alarm. Howevert

it can also be seen from Tables 4.2 and 43 that all treatment regimes were

effective in arresting bedwetting for the vast maiority of children. Ninety

percent of subjects had fewer than 50 wet nights during treatment, irrespective

of the particular form of treatment. The remaining l0 percent who had more

than 50 wet nights all came from groups without the waking schedule' Thust

the significance of the waking schedule, appeared to be that it arrested the

bedwetting of subjects who were otherwise slow to respond to the forms of

treatment which did not contain the waking comPonent'

A weak association was found between baseline wetting frequency and

the number of wet nights recorded during treatment, for all grouPs combined

(Pearson r = 0.30; dL = 125; P < 0.001). However, although statistically

significant, this correlation was too small for baseline wetting frequency to

be regarded as a reliable predictor of response to treatment. It was apParent

that many subjects who were rheavyr bedwetters during baseline (i'e' wet

every night) responded rapidly to treatment; conversely many 'light' wetters

during baseline responded slowly to treatment'
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4,5, DISCUSSION

Results suggested that the effectiveness of the standard conditioning

(alarm-only) treatment of bedwetting could be increased to a slight degree

by the addition of any one of the three major comPonents of DBT (Le. the

waking schedule; retention control training; positive practice). However,

the reduction in bedwetting frequency following the acidition to the aiarm-

only treatment of any one of these components on its own was not sufficient

to reach statistical significance. In general, the effect of the comPonents

was cumulative - the more comPonents added to the alarm-only procedure,

the greater the therapeutic response. The combination of the waking

schedule and positive practice with the alarm, and the combination of all

three components with the alarm (i.e. the futl DBT procedure) did result

in significantly fewer wet nights during treatment than the standard

conditioning procedure WNte these differences were sufficient to achieve

statistical significance, the advantages of the full DBT Programmer or a

procedure that combines the waking schedule and positive practice with

the urine-alarm, do not appear to be marked from a practical point of view.

The standard conditioning method ultimately resulted in 3l out of 35

children successfully reaching the dryness criterion, compared with all 32

children becoming dry following the above two procedures. Thus, standard

conditioning was almost as effective in achieving complete arrest of bed-

wetting, the primary ainl of treatment. It is, moreoverr considerably less

complicated and demanding for both therapist and patient than the other

two procedures.

The advantage of DBT or the combination of waking, positive practice

and the alarm compared with standard conditioning, must be weighed against

the relative practical difficulties associated with the administration of these

treatment procedures. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 6, Section

6.2.
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The most effective single component of DBT appeared to be thê waking

schedule. Several explanations for the'role of the waking'schedule can be

offered. Firstly, it is possible that waking the child with minimal prompts

on a regular basis, increases ease of arousability from sleep, thereby

facilitating the development of nocturnal bladder control. The employment

of an independent measure of arousability from sleep in future studies would

help clarify the role of this aspect of DBT. Additionally, data on the number

of self-initiated awakenings and associated wet or dry nights would be

valuable.

Secondly, if one accepts that the waking schedule does have a general

effect by increasing the childrs readiness to rouse from sleep, it is possible

that this would facilitate waking in response to the alarm. Several authors

have noted an association between poor response to conditioning treatment

and the child's failure to awaken to the alarm (Browning, 1967; Taylor &

Turner, 1975; Turner g13!., l971i White, 1968; Young & Morgan, 1973).

Indeed, a variety of strategies have been employed to overcome this problem.

such as the use of central nervous system stimulant drugs to raise the level

of sleep (Young & Turner, 1965), pairing the alarm with faradic stimulation

(Crosby, l95O), increasing the intensity of the alarm (Finley & Wansley, L977),

and operantly conditioning subjects to awaken to the alarm as a Pre-requisite

to conditioning (Browning, 1967).

However, the necessity for the child to rygEg in response to the

alarm for conditioning to occur has been reiected by Lovibond and Coote

(L1ZO\. These authors have observed that in any series of enuretics treated

by the standard conditioning method, there are some who never at any stage

waken to urinate but go straight to sleeping dry. This observation has also

been made by Taylor and Turne¡ OglS'). Furthermore, Lovibond (1964) has

successfully treated some bedwetters by a brief auditory stimulus without

the child ever being awakened by the stimulus.
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While waking in response to the alarm is not essential to the success

of the conditioning procedure, presumably a certain degree of cortical arousal

by the alarm is necessary for conditioning to occur. To the extent that

the DBT waking schedule does lower the enuretic childts sleep arousal

threshold, it may facilitate responsiveness to the alarm.

A third possible reason for the effectiveness of the waking schedule

may be that it creates more opportunities for positive reinforcement as

a consequence of maintaining a dry bed. Positive reinforcement is given

at the time of each scheduled awakening when the child is required to feel

the sheets and praised for keeping them dry. In addition, requiring the child

to empty his bladder at each awakening increases the probability of his

remaining dry throughout the night, thereby receiving further reinforcement

on the following morning.

The effect of the waking schedule appeared to be that it prevented

treatment from becoming prolonged. Slow responders could not be predicted

reliably on the basis of baseline wetting frequency. In view of the results

of this experiment, however, it is speculated that a rcommon denominatorl

of the slow responders could be an elevated arousal threshold from sleep'

It was not possible to isolate retention control training completely

from the other comPonents, since so as to provide this training, subjects

were woken hourly during the initial night. In addition, the specific effects

of retention control training are not separable froni those of positive

reinforcement which was delivered following each attempt by the child to

inhibit urination. Thus, the stight benefits noted in this grouP rnight have

been due to the effects of a brief awakening schedule and positive

reinforcement, rather than retention control training.

Notwithstanding these problems, in the present study, the addition

of retention control training to the standard urine-alarm proceduret as
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antlcipated,resulted in only a very slight reduction in bedwetting frequency.

A possible reason for this result is that the amount of retention control

training given within the DBT schedule was insufficient to effect a change

in bladder control. Studies which have shown retention control training to

be effective have all involved training over a much longer period of time'

However, it is also possible that even over longer periods, retention control

training may be of limited therapeutic value since an overall appraisal of

the data from studies using retention control training does not provide strong

support for this procedure's effectiveness in arresting bedwetting'

Positive practice, according to Azrin 9I-g!. (L974) was included into

the DBT protramme because it has ttre dual effect of punishment for wet

nights while simt¡ltaneously being reducative' in the sense that it is said

to strengthen the appropriate toileting resPonse by rmassed practicer' There

are at least two possible explanations for the anticiPated finding that this

procedure did not singty add significantly to the effectiveness of the standard

urine-alarm procedure. Firstly, it is doubtful whether positive practice has

the same educative role in the treatment of bedwetting as it has in other

behaviour modification ProBrammes. In the daytime toilet training Programmes

developed by Azrin and his colleagues, for example, the subiects had not

previously acquired the response of using the toilet correctly for voiding,

whereas in the case of the nocturnally enuretic children treated in the present

series of studies, the appropriate use of the toilet was already Part of their

behavioural repertoires. In addition, the response to be learned in order to

achieve nocturnal continence is not so much going to the toilet during the

night, but rather it is acquiring the ability to hold on to urine sufficiently

in order to sleep dry through the night. Thus, in the case of nocturnal

enuresis, the educative function of positive Practice may be pointless since

it is aimed at teaching children a skitl they already have, and it is not one

they need to maintain a dry bed at night'
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Secondly, it is always possible that the positive practice exercise is

insufficiently aversive and that more than 20 trials are necessary to effect

significant improvement in nocturnal bladder control. However, this seems

unlikely and it is very doubtful whether more stringent requirements in

response to bedwetting would be tolerated by families. [t was clear from

subsequent discussions with parents and children that they found positive

practice to be the most tedious and demanding component of treatment.

Negative reactions to this requirement were common and were similar to

those encountered during Experiments 2.2 and 3.1. It is noteworthy that

difficulties associated with the administration of similar procedures outlined

by Azrin and Foxx (I9741 for daytime toilet-training of young children have

been reported by Butler (L976) and Matson (1975). The standard urine-alarm

conditioning method also involves aversive consequences for bedwetting

such as the noxious sound of the alarm, and being woken during the night

and required to change wet sheets and pyjamas. In the light of results from

the present study, it would appear that the addition of further negative

reinforcement, by way of positive practice, to that already provided in

standard conditioning, is of very limited therapeutic value.

In conclusion, results from this study suggest that a large ProPortion

of the DBT schedule, namely retention control training, positive practice

and cleanliness training can be eliminated from the programme without

sacrificing much of its overall effectiveness. A combination of the waking

schedule with the urine-alarm was almost as effective in arresting bedwetting

as the complete DBT programme. For practical purposes, this finding is

of considerable advantage because of the demands of the full DBT Protramme.

The waking schedule itself presents additional demands to the standard

conditioning method but this is only substantial on the initial training night

when the child is awakened hourly for toileting. Following the intensive
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all-night session, the child is awakened once only during the night and most

parents and children aPPear to coPe with this requirement. Indeedt prior

to treatment most parents reported that they had previously emPloyed the

practice of regular tifting during the night in an attemPt to manage the

child's bedwetting.

The relative success of the waking schedule combined with the alarm

points to a possible relationship between 'deep-sleep' and bedwetting' While

the topic of depth of sleep and enuresis has attracted considerable research

to date, it is felt that this is still a fruitful direction for further study'

This issue is pursued in Chapter 6, Section 6'4'l'
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CHAPTER 5.

A TWO YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF BEDWETTERS

TREATED BY DRY.BED TRAINING

AND STANDARD CONDITIONING

5.I. EXPERIMENT 5.I.

52. INTRODUCTION

This study was conducted in order to examine the outcome of subjects

treated by standard conditioning and DBT in Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 at two

years follow-up. A review of previous research into the long-term treatment

effects of these procedures is presented below.

52.1, Long-term effeqts of standard conditioning treatment

While the standard conditioning method is a well established

thereapeutic strategy for arresting nocturnal enuresis in childrenr the high

probability of subsequent relapse remains a fundamental shortcoming of this

procedure. Doleysr (1977) review of 12 studies since 1966 notes that relapse

rates following successful initial treatment by standard conditioning have

ranged from 13 Percent (Young ðc Turner, 1965) tct 69 Percent (Taylor &

Turner, 1975, with the average relapse rate from the 12 studies being in

the order of 40 percent. It is necessary to outline the reasons for the wide

variability of rePorted relapse rates.

(i) There is no general consensus as to what constitutes a relapse'

Young and Morgan (1972b), for example, have used the criterion of a return

to bedwetting sufficient to cause the parents to seek re-treatment, whereas

other definitions include more than one wet Per two weeks during follow-up'

or one wet in the final week of follow-up (Collins, Lg73), three or more wet

nights per week (Finley 1gl, 19731, one wet in each of two consecutive

two-week periods during follow-up (Turner 9l_9!., 1970\ and the occurrence
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of any renewed wetting (Novick, 1966r. Lovibond and Coote (1970, su8gested

that relapse should be defined as a renewal of wetting with a frequency

greater than once per week. This definition waó based on follow-up after

two years which revealed that when bedwetting recursr it is usually clear-cut.

Thus, the nrajority of children either experience only very occasional accidents

or resume wetting more than once per week In the present authorrs opiniont

the definition proposed by Lovibond and Coote is satisfactory because for

renewed bedwetting to be regarded as a relapse it should be regular and

of sufficient frequency to constitute a management problem.

(ii) The methods of collecting follow-up data in the studies reviewed

by Doleys varied from telephone contact (Novic\ 1966), mail (Young ðc Morgant

l972bi Young & Turner, 1965), and return visits to the therapist (Dischet

lg1 L). Allied to the diff erent methods of collecting data, was variation in

the percentage of subjects who were followed up, and indeed these figures

were not always given. De Leon and Sacks (1972) reported on ll of 2l

subjects (i,e, 52 percent) whose beclwetting was arrested during treatment.

Novick indicated he was able to follow-up 26 of. 32 successful patients (i.e.

80 percent). Thus, since incidence of relapse may on occasions be derived

on the basis of incomplete follow-up data, the figures quoted in some reports

may provide an over-optimistic representation of the outcome of treatment.

In the present authorrs experience, when attempts at mail and/or telephone

contact have failed to elicit a response, a home visit is necessary in order

to collect sufficient follow-up data.

(iii) In Doleysr review, follow-up periods ranged from three months

(Finley gl_tl., 1973) to three years (Turner È9!., 19701. Lovibond (1964)

reported a correlation of 0.7 between relapse and the duration of follow-up

with longer follow-ups being associated with higher rates of relapse'

Dische (¡-9731pointed out that if a child remained dry for six months then
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the probability of relapse was treatly reduced although some relapses do

occur as long as two years after treatment. For this reason it was suggested

that a two year follow-up would be necessary to declare a cNld rrcuredrr

(Dische, l97ll.

522 Prediction of relaPse

Various attemPts have been made to develop predictors of response

to conditioning therapy including subsequent relapse. Lovibond (1964) and

troung and Morgan (L97Ð have between them examined a variety of clinical

and treatment variables among successfully treated subjects but found none

to be significantly associated with probability of reiapse. Lovibond (1964)

did, however, suggest the possibility of a positive correlation between higher

relapse and faster conditioning. Evidence suPPorting this claim is found in

studies by Young and Turner (1965) and Turner and Young (1966). In the

Young and Turner (1965) study, central nervous system stimulants (Methedrine

and Dexedrine) were administered during conditioning treatment and results

showed that the initial arrest of bedwetting occurred significantly earlier

in the drugs plus conditioning SrouPs than conditioning alone. A long-term

follow-up by Turner and Young (1966) revealed that the frequency of relapse

was significantly higher for the subjects to whom Dexedrine had been

administered, compared with the conditioning-alone subjects' Whether the

higher relapse rate was a function sf the use of the drug or the facilitateci

conditioning is not clear but Turner and Young (19651 noted the parallei

between their own results and those of Lovibond (1964)'

Lovibond and Coote (o970) found that if the child wet the bed

frequently, and particularly if he also suffered from diurnal urgency and/or

frequency of micturition, he \vas more Prone to relapse. support for this

finding has been provided by Fielding (19s0) who noted that improvement

from nocturnal wetting associated with standard conditioning was slower
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among children who had diurnal symPtoms. In addition, there was some

indication that these children relapsed earlier than children with no day-time

problems (Fielding, 1980).

523, Countermeasures to relaPse

Countermeasures to relaPse have generally followed two strategies;

an intermittent schedule of alarm presentation (e.8. an alarm following 50

percent or 70 Percent of bedwets on a variable ratio schedule) and over-

learning (i.e. increasing the child's fluid intake towards the end of treatment).

(i) Interm¡ttent reinforcement

In accordance with his theoretical formulation of the standard

conditioning treatment followinB an avoidance learning paradigm, as opposed

to classical conditioning, Lovibond (1964) proposed that an intermittent

reinforcement Procedure be employed to reduce the tikelihood of the

extinction of thereapeutic resPonsesr which constitute relapse' Some studies

(Lovibond, 196?b; Taylor & Turner, 1975; Turner et al., 1970) have reported

a nonsignificant trend towards reduced relapse following an intermittent

reinforcement schedule. Others, (Abelew, 1972; Finley 9!3.r 1977; Finley

et al., 197Ð have shown intermittent Procedures to produce significantly

fewer relapses while at the same time being as effective as continuous

reinforcement (standard conditioning) in arresting bedwetting. For example,

Finley gl. $97)') found 4 out of 9 subjects successfully treated by

continuous alarm reinforcement subsequently relapsed compared with I out

of 8 treated by an intermittent schedule. Binomial test analysis revealed

that the relapse rate for these two grouPs differed significantty (p = '05)'

With larger subiect numbers (n = 8O), Finley gfj!' $977l. found that the

relapse rate following intermittent reinforcement to be 25 Percent -

significantly lower than the average relapse oL 47 Percent from eight studies

between 1966 and 1976. Finley 9Ig. 0973, 19771attributed some Part of
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their better results to a higher intermittent schedule of alarm presentation

(70 percent) compared with 50 percent used by Turner g!3!. (.1970) and Taylor

and Turner (197 51. They also used a more sophisticated programmable alarm

device which permitted the reinforcement schedule to be linked to individual

wetting accidents rather than a whole night being designated as a ;trial'.

(ii) Overlearning

The procedure adopted by Young and Morgan (1972c) to ensure ovêF-

learning is to request patients to drink a maximum of two pints of extra

fluid during the last hour before retiring for the night, once the initial

success criterion of l4 consecutive dry nights has been achieved Taylor

and Turner (1975) requested a similar fluid increase after seven consecutive

dry nights.

According to Morgan (197Ð there are probably several principles behind

overlearning. Firstly, it places increased demands upon newly acquired

responses underlying nocturnal enuresis and thus either demonstrates a 'rmargin

of errorfr in the learning already acquired (when no further wets occur) or

where wetting is renewed, affords further learning tri.als. Secondly, oVêF-

learning may increase the child's confidence to control the bladder at night

through successively testing out this ability (Taylor & Turner, 1965), although

simply extending the length of cure criterion without increasing fluids, which

might also be seen as increasing confidence, does not seem to be as effective

on its own (Lovibond & Coote, 1970; Taylor & Turner, 197 5r. Thirdly, over-

learning possibly increases functional bladder capacity, which some authors

(e.g. Zaleski glg., 197Ð have suggested is, a central factor in successful

treatment of bedwetting, and this may in turn reduce the likelihood of

subsequent relapse.

Morgan (197S) reviewed eight studies involving either intermittent

reinforcement schedules and/or overlearning. He concluded that both
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procedures are superior to standêrd conditioning with respect to reducing

subsequent relapse and that as a single procedure overlearning is superior

to intermittent reinforcement. However¡ both intermittent reinforcement

and overlearning increase time to attain the dryness criterior¡. Finley 9!-91'

(1977) claimed that the number of days to achieve dryness was not

signÍficantly longer with intermittent as opposed to continuous reinfôrcementt

although the trend was clearly in the direction of increased acquisition time

for the intermittent schedule. The only study to directly comPare the

standard conditioning w;th intermittent reinforcement and overlearning

(Taylor & Turner, Lg7Ð showed a clear difference in acquisition time, the

durations of treatment being 68, ll3 and 86 days respectively for each of

these Procedures.

Thus, intermittent reinforcement and overlearning may decrease relapse

but at the sacrifice of rapid treatment. This does not solve the problem

in a large enuresis clinic when the time sPent in treatment (and consequent

avaitability of alarms) is the critical factor. In addition, there are no

apparent advantages over standard conditioning from intermittent reinforce-

ment or overlearning in the initial arrest rate. From the results of Finley

gI-gI. $973), intermittent reinforcenrent and overlearning would appear' if

anything, to be stightly less effective in achieving initiat arrest of bedwetting'

52,4. Long-term effects of DBT

IthasbeendemonstratedinExperiment2.2thatDBTismoreeffective

in achieving the initial arrest of bedwetting than the standard conditioning

method.ThereissomereasontosuggestthatDBTmightalsoresultina

Iower rate of subsequent relaPse than standard conditioning since the various

training features of DBT, in addition to the urine-alarm, could operate in

combination with one another to facilitate a more permanent learned

response (i.e. nocturnal bladder control)'
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tn Experiment 4.1, three maior components of DBT were identified

- the waking schedule, retention control training, and positive Practicq

The waking schedule according to Azrin 9I-91. 09741was designed to increase

the enuretic child's readiness to rouse from sleep. It is plausible that the

development of this abitity would increase the probability of nocturnal

bladder control being maintained. Secondly, while the evidence relating to

the long-term effects of retention control training is limited by the small

number of subjects studied and short follow-up periods, studies by Doleys

and wells (19751, Kimmel and Kimmel (1970), Paschalis, Kimmel and Kimmel

(1972\, P. Miller Og7ì and Stedrnan (1972\ su8test that retention control

training where successful in arresting bedwetting could result in a lower

relapse rate than that commonly reported following standard conditioning'

For example, Kimmel and Kimmel (1970) successfully treated three bedwetters

by retention control training and reported that all three subiects remained

dry over a l2-month follow-up period. P. Miller (197?\ tre'ated two children

by the same method, reporting that nocturnal continence was maintained

after seven and four months respectively. In the Pashalis gl-gl' IglZl study'

l4 out of. 36 subjects reached the dryness criterion and no relapses were

recorded during a three-month follow-uP. Doleys and wells (197 5, successfully

treated one cNld with a combination of retention control training and night-

time awakenings after 50 days and reported no further accidents during a

l4-week follow-up period. The only subiect in the study by Stèdman 09721

achieved dryness following retention control training and then recorded

four wets in the next three months. some support for the notion that

retention control training might lead to a more permanent learned resPonse

can be found in a study by Fielding (t980) which employed this procedure

in conjunction with the standard conditioning method. Fielding (1980) showed

that of l4 children who were successfully treated by standard conditioning
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alone, eight relapsed within a l2-month follow-up period compared with

four relapses out of I I successful initial treatments using retention control

training in conjunction with the urine-alarm device.

The third component of DBT, namely positive practice, was claimed by

Azrin gI_gI. (o97Ð to help develop independent nighttime toileting behaviour.

It is possible therefore that this training strategy could also contribute

towards the maintenance of a dry bed at night.

To date, data on the long-term effects of DBT are limited to only

a small number of studies. In addition, some of these studies have relatively

short follow-up periods (up to six months) and have employed inadequate

follow-up procedures, such as not contacting the parents in any way, leaving

it to the parents to instigate further treatment.

Azrin gI_g!. $97Ð reported that none of the 24 children successfully

treated by DBT relapsed to their pre-training level of bedwetting during

a six-month follow-up period. However, following the initial arrest of bed-

wetting, there were seven instances (29 percent) in which children wet twice

within a week thereby necessitating reinstatement of treatment. In this

study the method of following up relapses was not reported.

Bollard and Woodr off.e (1977) defined relapse as more than one wet bed

per week after attainment of the initial dryness criterion (14 consecutive

dry nights) and reported two relapses from l4 subjects (14 Percent)

successfully treated by DBT. However, in this study it was left to the

parents to contact the authors regarding renewed bedwetting, so that the

reported relapse rate may have been over-optimistic Nettelbeck and

Langeluddecke (1979) employed the same method of follow-up and criterion

of relapse as that of Bollard and Woodroffe Q977) and they reported no

relapses from seven children successfully treated by DBT during a two month

follow-up period. In Experiment 2.2 of this thesis, relapse was defined as
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more than one bd-wet Per vteek over a one-month Period. Subiects were

contacted at three, six and 12 month intervals following treatment by DBT-

Fifteen cases of relapse were detected from amon8 60 children (25 percent)

who had successfully attained the dryness criterion at l2-month follow-up.

Relapse was detected in nine children from 29 (31 percent) successfully

treated by DBT in Experiment 4.1 at six-month follow-up, this study having

employed the same definition of relapse and follow-up procedt're as was

used in Experiment 2.2. Only Williams et al. (1978) have reported a two-year

follow-up of enuretic children treated by DBT. Of the eight children who

achieved continence and were able to be followed uP, five were found to

average less than one bed-wetting Per month. Of the other three, two were

wetting four times per month and one at a rate of about six times Per month'

In the four cases not reaching the initial dryness criterion, a mean of l4'5

wet nights per month was rePorted.

The data described above do not provide strong supPort for the

suggestion that DBT may result in a lower relapse rate than standard

conditioning. However, in the light of the small number of studies reported,

the relatively short follow-up periods in most instances and the variation

in follow-up procedures, it is not possible to accurately assess the long-term

effects of DBT other than to say that, as with standard conditioning, relapse

appears to be a significant Problem associated with DBT. The primary aim

of the present study was therefore to examine the two year follow-up data

on subjects in Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 of. this thesis, directly comparing

those children feated by DBT and those treated by the standard

conditioning procedure. A second aim of the study was to examine possible

predictors of relapse. A third aim was to provide data on the re-treatment

of children who had relaPsed.
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53, METHOD

Subiects

Subjects were 95 children (68 males and 27 females) selected from

Experiments 2.1 and 2,2. The sample was comprised of the 60 children treated

individually by DBT with the adjunct of an enuresis alarm and the 35 children

treated by the standard conditioning procedure with close supervision. Ages

ranged from five to 15 years (mean = 9 years 3 months). Further details of

the subjects, initial interview at the Hospital, placement on the waiting list

for treatment and criteria for selection from the waiting list are described

in Experiments 2.1 and 2,2.

Apparatus

The urine-sensitive recessed electrode pad and alarm device was that

used ir¡ Experiments 2.1 and 2.2.

Procedure

The follow-up data from the 95 children were collected by contacting

each child's parents at three month, six month, l2 month and 24 month

intervals after the child had successfully reached the dryness criterion

This was cíone by telephone where possible, those families without a telephone

being sent a questionnaire with a return paid envelope. If either of these

procedures failed to elicit a response, a home visit was made. In addition,

the parents were instructed at the time of each childrs discharge from

treatment to contact the author if relapse occurred in the interval between

scheduled follow-ups. In this way follow-up data were collected in 89 cases

(94 percent). Of the remainder, four had moved overseas to live and two

had changed address within Australia and could not be traced.

In all cases the parents were asked to state whether the childts

current bedwetting frequency was (a) Practically every night; (b) more
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than once per week on average; (c) iust occasional accidents; (d) not at

all. The criterion for relapse was defined as a renewal of bedwetting with

a frequency of greater than once Per week over a one mcnth period.

When a relapse was detecteci, parents were offered re-treatment. If

they accepted, they were asked to resume daily recording of the child's

bedwetting frequency for a four week period before the urine alarm was

again introduced. Children who had undergone DBT resumed this procedure

at the "post-training supervisionrr phase of treatment, i.e. the night immediately

following the intensive all-night training session. Children treated by standard

conditioning repeated this procedure once an alarm became available. For

both procedures, subiects were followed-up weekly until the success criterion

of 14 consecutive dry nights had again been reached. Subsequent relapses

were treated in the same way ie. collection of a four week baseline of

wetting frequency and resumption of the original treatment Programme until

again dry.

The data from the 95 subjects were divided into two grouPs for analysist

viz. DBT (n = 60) and Standard conditioning (n = 35).

Group l: DBT

This group comprised the three ErouPs of 20 children treated by DBT

with an alarm in Experim ent 2.2, In this study the treatment had varied

slightly for each SrouP in that the initial intensive training night was

administered by the child's parents at home, or by a professional trainer in

the childrs home, or by a professional trainer in hospital. The subsequent

training was conducted at home by the Parents and followed up individually

by the author. The data were combined into a composite SrouP for several

reasons. Firstly, the subjects in each experiment were selected according

to the same criteria and from the same hospital populatiorr. Secondly, while
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the administration of the initial treatment varied, all children underwent

the complete DBT programme with the adjunct of an alarm. Thirdlyr the

outcome of the DBT groups was very similar in respec't of the initial arrest

of bed-wetting. All 60 subjects treated by DBT attained the dryness

criterion. A summary of these characteristics is presented in Table 5.1,

TABLE 5.1. Summary of ttrree groups treated by DBT under
varying conditions of initial training, fron
Experiment 2.2.

20 20 20

9-7 9-3 8-11

L6z4 L4:6 L3 ¡7

5. 5 5.6 5.3

20 20 20

11 t4 15

Nr-mber of subjects

Mean age (years
and monttrs)

Ratio nales to
females

Mean hedwetting
frequency per week
during 4-week
baseline

Number reaching
d.ryness criterion
Mean nunber of
wet nights

DBT by
¡nrent
at home

DBT by
therapist
at home

DBT by
therapist
in hospital

Variables
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Grouo 2: Conditioning

Thisgroupof'S5comprisedthe15childrentreatedbystandard

conditioning with close supervision in Experiment 2.1 and the 20 children

treatedinthesamemannerinExperiment2.2.Thedatawerecombined

since the sample characteristics were very similar, the treatment procedures

in this case were identical and the outcome of standard conditioning treat-

ment was very similar in Experiments 2'l and 2'2'

It can be seen from Table 5.2 that from Experiments 2'l and 2'2' 3L

out of 35 children treated by standard conditioning attained the dryness

criterion. The failures to reach dryness have been excluded from subsequent

analysis of relaPse.

TABLE 5.2. Surunary of tlso groups treated by standard conditioning
in Experiments 2-L arÃ 2'2'

I5
9-10

II;4

20

8-8

L4z6

5.r 5.8

13*

29x

18*

28x

Number of subjects

Mean age (Years and months)

Ratio ¡nales to fernales

Mean bedwetting f requencY
per week during 4-week
baseline

Number reaching dryness
criterion
Mean number of wet nights

ExperimenÌ- 2.L ErçerimenL 2'2Variables

* These figures include one child in Experiment 2'l and

two children in Experiment 2'2 who achieved the

dryness criterion while still using tTre alarm'
soon after the 2o-week e:rperimental period expired'
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5.4. RESULTS

5.4.1. Comparison of relapse rates

Using the definition of relapse as more than one wet bed per week

over a four-week period, the total numbers of children who relapsed in each

group at three, six, l2 and 24 months follow-up are summarized in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3. llhe nr¡¡nbers of children (with percentages in
parenthesis) who rela.psed after attaining the
dryness criterion for both groups at 3, 6, L2
and 24 montt¡s follow-up, compared with ttrose
remaining dry.

Fifty-six out of the sixty children who had been successfully treated

by DBT were able to be followed-up over a two year period. It was found

that 22 (39 percent) of these children had relapsed during the two year

follow-up. Twenty-nine out of the 3l children who had been successfully

treated by the standard conditioning method were able to be followed-up

over two years. Twelve children (41 percent) in this group relapsed during

the same follow-up period. This difference was not statistically significant

(x2 = 0.04, df lr p > O.O5).

6(10)

13 (22)

ls ( 26)

22(39)

6 (re)

7 (23)

10 ( 34)

t2 (AL',,

53 (e0)

45 (78)

43(74)

34 (61)

2s (81)

22(77'.)

Ie (66)

17 (se)

3 months

6 montt¡s

12 months

24 monttrs

DBT

Relapsed

Standard
Condit.ioning

Renained Dry

StandardDÍBT conditioning

lime of

follow-up
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5.42. Comparison of children who relapsed with those who remained dry

Children who relapsed during the two-year follow-uP were compared

with those who remained dry for both ErouPS in respect of bedwetting

frequency prior to treatment and the acquisition of initial dryness following

treatment. A summary of the data for these children aPPears in Appendix

5.2, Figure 5.1 shows the mean number of wet nights per week for each

troup during four weeks of baseline and twenty weeks of subsequent

treatment.

It can be seen fronr Figure 5.1 that for both treatment groups (DBT

and standard conditioning)r children who subsequently relapsed wet the bed

more frequently on average during the baseline period than children who

remained dry. However, this difference was not statistically significant

(t = r.75rdf = 83¡ p > o.o5).

Children who relapsed differed little from those who remained dry

following the same treatment procedure, in respect of the initial acquisition

of dryness. In the DBT group, children who subsequently relapsed took an

average of 5l days and l4 bedw-ets before reaching the initial dryness

criterion, compared with 45 days and 12 bedwets for those who did not

relapse. In the standard conditioning grouPr children who subsequently

relapsed took an average of 70 days and 19 bedwets to reach the dryness

criterion, compared with 7l days and 2l bedwets for those who did not

relapse. A summary of these results is presented in Table 5.4.



FIGURE 5.1.

Mean wet nights per week for four groups throughout

four weeks of baseline and twenty weeks of initial

treatment.
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TâBLE 5.4. Sunmary of results for two groups in respect of ttre
nu¡nber of days to reach tJle drlzness criterion and
the number of bedvreLs for iniLial acquisiLÍon of
dryness.

Children were also compared in relation to a history of diurnal

micturitional difficulty, in addition to bedwetting. During the initial

interview, prior to placing the childts name on the waiting list for treatmentt

the parents were asked whether the child had exhibited difficulties with

frequency or urgency of urination or actual wetting accidents during the

day, beyond the age of four years. Children with a history of diurnal wetting

accidents were found to be more likely to suffer a relapse in bedwetting

following either DBT or standard conditioning that those who had established

diurnal urinary continence from an early age. Ten out of 15 children with

day and night wetting relapsed compared with 24 relapses out of 70 children

with night wetting only (x 2 
= 5,4¡ df = l¡ p < 0.01). A history of diurnal

frequency or urgency of urination (without actual wetting accidents) was

not found to be significantly associated with Proneness to relapse in bed-

wetting following treatment.

Other variables examined in relation to prediction of bedwetting

relapse included the child's age at commencement of treatment, sex of

Relapsed
Ramained Dry

51
45

14
L2

Relapsed
Remained Dry

70
7L

t9
2L

DtsT

St¿ndard
Conditioning

Relapse
status

Days to reach
dryness criterion:
Initial acquisition

Nu¡olcer of wet
nights: Initial
acguisition

Group
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subject and whether the child was a primary or secondary enuretic. None

of these was found to be associated with proneness to relapse.

5J+3. Re-treatment of relapses

A second treatment was offered to all children as soon as a relapse

was detected. This was accepted in 15 of the 22 cases who relapsed in

the DBT group and lO'of the 12 cases of relapse in the standard conditioning

group. The remaining children were either still awaiting re-treatment after

the two-year follow-up or their parents chose not to have further treatment

because the renewed bedwetting frequency was considered insufficient to

warrant attention. In two cases (one from each treatment group) the parents

were apparently disillusioned with the machine-based programmes and had

sought help from their family doctor.

Figure 5.2 shows the mean number of wet nights per week for each

group during the four weeks of recording renewed bedwetting and subsequent

re-treatment.

Comparison of renewed bedwetting frequency with baseline wetting

frequency prior to initial treatment (shown in Figure 5.1), was made for

both groups and results subjects to analysis of variance with repeated measures.

Results showed that renewed bedwetting frequency was significantly lower

than original baseline wetting frequency (F(l?3) = 30,4\ P < 0.01). There

was no difference between DBT and standard conditioning grouPs (F(1r23)

< 1.0) [see Appendix 5.3] The number of bedwets during initial treatment

was compared with the number of bedwets during subsequent treatment for

both groups. Analysis of variance with repeated measures showed that while

the number of bedwets during the second treatment tended to be lower than

the number of bedwets during the first treatment, this difference was not

sufficient to reach statistical significance (F(1r23) = 2.75¡ p > .05). Nor



FIGURE 5.2.

Mean wet nights per week for two groups throughout

four weeks of renewed bedwetting and fourteen weeks

of subsequent treatment.
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was there any difference between DBT and standard conditions groups (F(l?1')

< 1.0) lsee Appendix 5.4). Altogether, 14 of the 15 children re-treated by

DBT again reached the dryness criterion requiring an average of 39 days

and 9 bedwets. The unsuccessful child dropped out of treatment after 14

weeks, at which time she was still wetting three to four nights per week.

All l0 children re-treated by standard conditioning reached the dryness

criterion for the second time, taking an average of. 36 days and 8 bedwets.

Four children in the DBT group and two children in the standard

conditioning group relapsed a second time, while one child relapsed a third

time in the latter group. On each occasion, reinstatement of the original

treatment programme again arrested bedwetting but re-treatment of these

cases (i.e. more than one relapse) tended to take longer than initial treatment

or re-treatment of first relapses.

5J., DISCUSSION

The standard conditioning treatment of bedwetting since its introduction

by Mowrer and Mowrer (193S) has been plagued by the problem of relapse

following the initial acquisition of dryness. In this study, a two-year follow-

up of children successfully treated by the standard conditioning method

showed that some 4l percent subsequently relapsed. This is consistent with

other reports of relapse after standard conditioning with similar follow-up

periods (Lovibond & Coote, 1970; Doleys, 1977).

Attempts at curbing this problem (intermittent schedules of alarm

presentation and over-learning trials) have been shown to reduce the relapse

rate but apparently at the expense of increasing the time taken to attain

initial dryness. In this study it was speculated that DBT might result in

a lowered relapse rate because of the procedurers amalgamation of a

variety of training techniques, in addition to the bell-and-pad apParatus.
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This suggestion, hou'ever, was not supported by the data. Results showed

that 39 percent of children treated by DBT subsequently relapsed, an outcome

much the same as the relapse rate following standard conditioning.

It would seem that the training features of DBT, additional to the

urine-alarm result in more rapid acquisition of initial dryness rather than

permanence of cure. These results do not, however, preclude the possibility

that the relapse rate following standard conditioning may be reduced by

the adjunct of retention control training. It was predicted on the basis

of evidence from retention control training studies and overlearning trials,

that the requirement of DBT for children to drink large amounts of fluid

and practise inhibiting urination during the initial training night could lead

to a more permanent dryness resPonse¡ However, according to the DBT

schedule, this exercise is practised only on the initial training night and

the level of training may therefore be insufficient to effect a significant

change in bladder control. The evidence relating to the long-term effects

of retention control training is limited, but studies which have shown this

form of treatment to be effective have all involved training over a much

longer time period. Thus, the combination of more extensive retention

control training with the urine-alarm device, may yet be shown to reduce

subsequent relapse significantly. This issue is discussed further in the

following Chapter, Section 6.4.3.

In an attempt to delineate some predictors of relapse, children who

relapsed following DBT and standard conditioning were compared with

children who remained dry throughout the follow-up þeriod in relation to

a number of variables - age and sex of subjects, history of primary or

secondary enuresis, baseline wetting frequency, response to initial treatment

and history of diurnal micturitional difficulty in addition to bedwetting.

The only variable found to be associated significantly with Proneness to
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relapse was a history of day-time wetting accidents after the age of four

years. This is consistent with the findings of Lovibond and Coote (1970\.

Another aim of the study was to examine quantitatively, the re-treatment

of relapses. Fourteen out of 15 cases re-treated by DBTt and all l0 cases

re-treated by standing conditioning again reached the dryness criterion'

These figures are higher than those reported for other studies where specific

re-treatment data following standard conditioning are available' In Doleysr

(lg77i review of. 12 studies, re-treatment data were rePorted on 80 subjects

and results indicated 54 (68 percent) were successfully re-treated'

To date, there are insufficient long-term follow-up studies on DBT

with which to compare the current data although the results are fairly

similar to those obtained by williams *31. (l978) in a two-year follow-up

of enuretic children treated by DBT. Clearly, further studies with at least

a two-year follow-up are required. It would aPPear on the basis of the

present study that DBT does not result in significantly fewer relaPses than

have been found in most studies of standard conditioning with a

commensurate follow-up period. The main advantages of DBT over standard

conditioning seem to lie in the rate of acquisition of initial dryness and

the proportion of children who achieve initial dryness. Since the subsequent

relapse rate is no greaterr DBT therefore results in less overall time alarm

usage. This finding is of considerable practical value to enuresis clinics

where there are long waiting lists for alarms'
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CHAPTER 6,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.I. THE ROLE OF THE URINE.ALARM IN DRY-BED TRAINING

The theoretical explanation of conditioning treatments for nocturnal

enuresis has been a subiect of much debate. There has been a general move

away from the classical conditioning model proposed by Mowrer and Mowrer

(193S) to the theory that treatment involves an instrumental response (e'8'

Azrin g!4., 1974i Lovibond, 1964; Turner et al.r 19701. However, while

the consensus of opinion now suPPorts the notion that treatment with a

urine-alarm is best understood in terms of an operant conditioning paradigm,

a contemporary point of contention relates to the relative emphasis placed

on the role of the urine-alarm as opposed to the role of social reinforcement

response consequences. Azrin 9l-91. Gll3, 1974\ and Atthowe (1973) have

strongly emphasized the role of social and motivational events in response

to bedwetting accidents, whereas Yates (1975) has dismissed the need for

this type of reinforcement. Others, such as Lovibond (1964)' Turner !j-fl'

(lg7o) and Young and Morgan (1973), acknowledge the value of positive

reinforcement for dry nights in the administration of the conditioning

procedure, but emphasize an analysis based on aversive conditioning and

stress the role of the alarm.

According to Azrin gl_gl. Q9741, the role of the urine-alarm in

conditioning treatments is a very ¡¡i¡sr onê. These authors have claimed

that the alarm serves merely to ensure that the irtlportant social

consequences of bedwetting, like the annoyance of the parent and child

at being au,akened, the requirelnent to toilet during the night, and the

inconvenience of changing.wet sheets, occur as close as possible in time

to the bedwetting act.
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The work presented in this thesis has not provided a critical test of

Azrin gl_glr $97 4l position, since within the framework of both the

alarm-based treatment programmes examined (DBT and standard conditioning)

there is opportunity for social factors to operate. However, results from

the studies reported here do question the relative emphasis which Azrin

gl {. $974, have placed on the imPortance of social factors as opposed to

the urine-alarm. Results have shown a substantial difference between the

rate of arrest in bedwetting obtained v¿hen following the alarm-based DBT

and standard conditioning treatments, and that achieved when applying

the schedule of DBT exercises without the use of an alarm. The magnitude

of this difference is sufficient to suggest that the specific stimulus conditions

provided by the alarm are primarily responsible for the effectiveness of

treatments which employ this device.

At the same time, it is clear from the studies reported in this thesis

that social reinforcement factors do play a role in conditioning treatments

of bedwetting. DBT has a more intensive social reinforcement programme

than standard conditioning; thus, the greater effectiveness of DBT in

arresting bedwetting and the finding that the DBT exercises without the

adjunct of an alarm do reduce bedwetting frequency somewhat, together

demonstrate that social and motivational factors are significant thereapeutic

agents. The effect of such operant factors may be increased by raising the

motivation of the child and Parents to apply the DBT exercises more

diligently, for example, by way of small group instruction and regular

contact throughout treatment between the therapist and the farnily.

However, this effort on its own does not seem sufficient to arrest bed-

wetting completely. The actual conditioning paradigm underlying DBT is

complex, but it would apPear that the specific effects of the urine-alarm

remain the most essential component of this procedure'
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62. THE ROLE OF OPERANT FACTORS IN DBT

An attempt was made in Experiment 4.1 to delineate which specific

aspects of the DBT schedule contribute most to the procedurers overall

effectiveness. The three major components of DBT, in addition to the

alarm, were identified as (i) the waking schedule, (ii) retention control

training, and (iii) positive Practice following bedwetting accidents. Of

these, only the waking schedule was found to improve substantially the

standard urine-alarm procedure. Explanations for the role of the waking

schedule include the possibility that this procedure helps develop the

enuretic child's ease of arousability from sleep thereby facilitating

responsiveness to the alarm. In addition, requiring the chrld to emPty

his/her bladder in the toilet following nighttime awakenings increases the

likelihood of the child sleeping dry during the night, thereby enabling more

positive reinforcement to be delivered as a consequence of demonstrating

nocturnal continence.

The retention control training comPonent appeared to contribute

little to the effectiveness of the DBT schedule. The reduction in bed-

wetting frequency was only slight following the addition of the retention

control training compcnent to the urine-alarm procedure, and this effect

was confoundeci by the influence of the waking schedule, since retention

control training in the DBT programme involves waking the child hourly

during the intensive training night. A possible reason for the limited

effectiveness of this component could have been that the amount of

retention control training was insufficient to effect significant change

to the enuretic child's bladder capacity, since according to the DBT

schedule, this procedure is practised only during the intensive training

night. However, as noted in Section 4.I.2t the data from studies using
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retention control training over much longer periods of time do not provide

strong support for this procedurets effectiveness in arresting bedwetting.

The third major comPonent of DBT examined was positive practice.

According to Azrin 
"t.1.(J974), 

the role of this procedure is to strengthen

the nighttime toilcting response by massed practice and to provide additional

negative reinforcement for bedwettint accidents. Results of Experiment 4.1

showed that the positive practice exercise, when combined with the urine-

alarm procedure, led to only a small addition reduction in bedwetting

frequency. A possible explanation for this finding is that correct toileting

behaviour is usualiy well established in nocturnally enuretic children, and

in any case, going to the toilet at rúight is not a necessary resPonse in order

to maintain a dry bed. Secondly, the additlon of further negative reinforce-

ment to that already provided in the standard urine-alarm conditioning method

may be redundant.

Although the role of positive reinforcement in the DBT schedule was

not examined as a specific component in Experiment 4.1, this aspect of the

training procedure should also be acknowledged. Positive reinforcement is

delivered at each awakening, following attemPts by the child to inhibit

urination during the intensive training night. Emphasis is placed on the

parents praising the child during the day following any ciry nightr and

relatives and friends are asked to add their support and encouragement'

However, it is difficult tc evaluate the contribution of positive reinforce-

ment as a separate comPonent of DBT since it overlaps other aspects of

training, such as the waking schedule and retention control training. In

addition, it is difficult to estimate whether the amount of positive

reinforcement delivered during DBT is significantly greater than that which

presumably accompanies treatment by the standard conditioning procedure
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since it is highly likely that parents and others heavily re'¡.'ard children for

correct toileting during the night and for the achievement of a dry night,

whether or not this is specifically stressed in any particular treatment

programme. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that positive

reinforcement plays an important role in the DBT programme.

63. SUMMARY OF THE PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Results of the present series of studies clearly demonstrate that DBT

with the adjunct of a urine-alarm device is a very effective treatment for

nocturnal enuresis. The results support the claim by Azrin 9I3. 0974)

that DBT is more effective in achieving the initial arrest of bedwetting

than standard conditioning, the latter treatment having been shown previously

to be superior to other modern day treatments such as medication and psycho-

therapy. However, while the difference between the effectiveness of DBT

and standard conditioning has been shown to be sufficient to achieve

statistical significance, the advantages of DBT do not appear to be as

great from the practical point of view. The fact remains that standard

conditioning is also very effective in eliminating bedwetting in the vast

majority of cases and this procedure is considerably less complicated and

demarrding for both the therapist and patient than DBT. In addition,

experience with DBT in these stuciies does not reflect the full extent of

the practical difficulties likely to be associated with the widespread use

of this form of therapy, since the sample did not represent the complete

spectrum of enuretic children seen in normal clinical practice. All subjects

were seen for an initial interview by the author, upon receipt of referal

from a medical practitioner, and their names were subsequently placed on

a waiting list for treatment. Subiects were then selected from the waiting
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tist in accordance with the hospital policy that those waiting longest be

treated first, and that older children be given priority. However, in some

cases, children who were referred had other problems in addition to enuresist

which required more urgent and additional forms of psychological management'

and such children were not therefore included in the sample. It is likely that

parents and children in these situations would have had even greater

difficulty implementing DBT than the less demanding standard conditioning

procedure. Such multi-problem children do, nevertheless, constitute a small

but significant proportion of the overall enuretic population requiring treat-

ment. Thus, the advantage of DBT compared with standard conditioning, in

terms of the speed with which dryness is achieved, must be weighed against

the relative practical difficulties associated with the administration of these

two procedures.

One of the major practical problems encountered with the original

DBT procedure was the reliance on a professional trainer in the child's home

to conduct the intensive all-night training. It has been demonstrated in

Experiment 2.2 that this problem can be overcome by instructing the

enuretic child's parents to conduct the all-night training session without

sacrificing the procedurers overall effectiveness. The time and expense

involved in placing a professional trainer ih the child's home can therefore

be eliminated. However, instructing Parents to administer the full DBT

schedule on an individual basis is in itself quite time-consuming because

of the complicated nature of the Programme. Another problem with DBT

is the requirement that the child perform a demanding and unpleasant

schedule of exercises which many families found difficult to implement.

Results of Experiment 3.1 showed that demands on therapist time can be

reduced by training Parents to administer DBT and for the therapist to
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follow up progress in small group settings, rather than on an individual

basis. Furthermore, groLlp instruction appeared to facilitate parentsf and

children's motivation to persist with the demanding schedule of exercises.

However, even with the advantages of small group instruction, significant

practical difficulties in terms of parents' comprehension of the Programme

and the effort required to maintain compliance from children were still

evident, From the therapist's point of view, instruction of DBT on a

regular basis became very tedious indeed.

Analysis of the major comPonents of DBT in Experiment 4.1 showed

that a combination of the waking schedule with the standard conditioning

procedure was about as effective in arresting bedwetting as the complete

DBT progran¡me. For practical purposes, this finding is of considerable

advantage, the elimination of retention control training and the positive

practice exercise simplifying the procedure substantially. For parents and

children positive Practice is by far the most demanding aspect of DBT'

The waking schedule, on the other hand, presents little additional demand

to the urine-alarm procedure, and in many cases Parents were already

regularly employing similar Procedures to manage the child's bedwetting.

Thus, it is conclucied that a treatment regimen of the urine-alarm in

combination with the DBT waking schedule, preferably administered in smàll

groups, is a more efficient method for the large-scale treatment of bed-

wetting than the complete DBT programme.

There are still many strategies which might be employed to further

improve the practical efficacy of bedwetting treatment. Firstly, the methods

of instructing parents and children could be improved. In the experiments

reported here, training was done by verbal instruction backed up by role-

playing features of the programme, and written instructions for home
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relerence. [n future, these procedures might be supplemented by other

training devices such as video-taped demonstrations of the various

procedures and/or illustrated training manuals. Separate manuals could be

developed for parents and children. For parents the manual could involve

a detailed outline of the treatment protocol together with the rationale

for each step while for children a simplified description of the programme

could be presented in cartoon form.

Secondly, there are many avenues for the delivery of positive

reinforcement for dry nights apart from social rewards. For example, at

the commencement of training, a tangible reward for ultimate dryness could

be negotiated between the parents and the child. In the meantime, the use

of tokens such as stars on a specially prepared calendar and rewards for

intermediate goals could be employed. There is a reiated issue of

developing strategies for rreinforcing the reinforcersr, i.e. rewardirrg the

efforts of the parents for their efforts in the training Programme. Here

the support of the therapist is crucial.

Results of attempts to utilize the DBT schedule without the adjunct

of an alarm have demonstrated that this is not a viable treatment procedure.

The reason for persevering with this form of treatment was related to the

desirability of a method not reliant on the use of a urine-alarm, the reduced

availability of this device often leading to long waiting times for treatment

in enuresis clinics. However, the DBT procedure without an alarm was not

only markedly less effective than any of the alarm-based conditionsr but

alsc resulted in the greatest problems with families' motivation to persist

with training. Furthermore, experience with the DBT exercises did not

facilitate subsequent response to treatrnent when an alarm was eventually

introduced into the programme.
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It was noted that Azrin and his colleagues have claimed that with

some modification and additions to the original Dry-Bed procedure bedwetting

can be eliminated without the use of the urine-alarm. However, even if

further research were to confirm this claim, the modified 'no-alarmr rnethod

would likely be of limited practical value because it appears to add more

burden to an already demanding and complicated procedure.

DBT with an alarm did not reduce the likelihood of relapse, comPared

with the standard conditioning procedure. The high relapse rate associated

with treatment by conditioning methods remains a fundamental problem,

and it is possibly the most pressing issue to be investigated in future

research on enuresis. This issue is discussed further in Section 6.4.3 below.

6,4, IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The following suggestions concern the areas indicated by the present

series of studies to warrant further investigation.

6.4.1. The sleep-arousal system and enuresis

It was noted in Section 1,4.2 (LiL) that there have been frequent

anecdotal reports of bedwetters sleeping more deeply than non-enuretics

and that there is a substantial body of empirical evidence for an association

between enuresis and an impairment of the sleep-arousal system. In addition

to these findings, the present authorrs attention is drawn to the notion of

an association between bedwetting and arousal from sleep for essentially

two reasons. Firstly, during the course of the present studies, it was

observed that the majority of the subjectsrparerìts reported their children

to be very difficult to arouse from sleep prior to treatment; in fact, the

children were generally reported to have had a life-long history of deep
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sleep. Ivlost parents reported a tendenry for their children to arouse more

quickly from sleep as treatment progressed, and for this ability to remain

after continence had been achieved. While it is recognised that parental

reports may be biased by the parentsrpreconceived ideas about the aetiology

of enuresis, it is noteworthy that such observation of the sleep characteristics

of children who wet the bed are very frequent. Secondly, there is the finding

from Experiment 4.1 that the inclusion of the DBT waking schedule to the

standard urine-alarm conditioning procedure, facilitated resPonse to treatmentt

presumabiy by helping develop ease of arousability from sleep.

In order to explore further the sleep-arousal issue, sleep Patterns might

be monitored electroenephalographically under the following conditions:

(a) just prior to and during the act of bedwetting; (b) throughout the course

of treatment, comparing various adjuvant therapies to standard conditioning

aimed at facilitating arousal from sleep; (c) following the achievement of

nocturnal urinary continence; and (d) at the time of relapse, should this

occur, EEG monitoring of sleep patterns could be supplemented by other

measures of arousability from sleep, such as the degree of auditory stimulus

required to achieve wakefulness, a Procedure suggested by Finley (1971)'

In this way it would be possible to observe whether the developrnent of

bladder control is related to changes within the sleep-arousal system and,

if so, whether such changes need to be Permanent for sustained continence

to be achieved. Such observations would also permit determination of the

degree of cortical arousal caused by the alarm or other stimulus which was

necessary for effective conditioning treatment.

Related issues are whether adiuvant therapies to the urine-alarm would

facilitate necessary cortical arousal, and the relative effectiveness of such

additional procedures. One of the more obvious possible adjuvant therapies
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r¡/ould seem to be the use of drugs. Lovibond (L964) noted that stimulant

drugs such as arnphetamine sulphate have been used in clinical practice as

an adiunct to conditioning treatment of enuresis in difficult cases. Young

and Turner (1965) found that CNS stimulant drugs (Methedrine and Dexedrine)

administered during conditioning treatment resulted in more rapid initial

arrest of bedwetting, although the frequency of relapse was particularly

high for subjects to whom Dexedrine had been administered. However, to

this date there has been very little systematic study of drug effectiveness

as an adjunct to standard conditioning and further research of this kind

is warranted.

Further research into the use of waking schedules as an adjuvant

therapy is also necessary. In Experiment 4.1, it was assumed that the

facilitatory effect of the DBT waking schedule was due to this procedure

enhancing the enuretic childrs ease of arousability from sleep, but this

factor was not specifically tested. In addition, it may be possible to improve

the effectiveness of the DBT waking schedule by staggering the time of

the awakenings throughout the night as was done by creer and Davis $97 5)

and Young (1964) and/or by the use of an intermittent schedule of

awakenings (i.e. waking on some nights but not others).

Oswald gL-gI. (1960) found that sleeping subjects can make discrimi-

nations between incoming stimuli on the basis of their meaningfulness (e.g.

the sound of the subject's own name) compared with non-meaningful material'

Furthermore, the possibitity of a subject making such a discriminative

response can be raised by contingent reinforcement such as monetary reward

(Zung 6r Wilson, l96l). Thus, it might be possible to enhance the effectiveness

of conditioning treatment when the chitd is difficult to arouse from sleep,

by the use of a signal more meaningful than the alarm, such as the child's
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name, and to reinforce arousal positively in response to the signal, as well

as rewarding the attainment of a dry night.

6l+2. Matching particular treatment procedures with the

enuretic childts individual needs

The tendency of research into the treatment of bedwetting has been

to develop procedures and to apply these routinely to all enuretic chidlren.

However, in any large group of enuretic children one finds considerable

variability in terms of bedwetting frequency, funcrional bladder capacity,

the presence of diurnal symptoms, ease of arousability from sleep, motivation

to become dry, and so on. Thus, if a singie treatment programme is to

accommodate these individual differences, it must combine a variety of

training strategies. Essentially this is what has been attempted by Azrin

ggt $973, 1974) when developing DBT and the data show that this

composite treatment rpackagef approach is highly successful. A problem

with sucn a comprehensive training Programme however, is that the

treatment becomes excessively burdensome. Furthermorer if the full

'package' is used routinely for all children treated, some of the training

for some of the individuals will be unnecessary as shown by studies

reported here to have been the case with the retention control training

and positive practice comPonents of DBT.

An alternative, and more efficient approach would be to comPre-

hensively assess the enuretic child beforehand in terms of such charac-

teristics as functional bladder capacityr ease of arousability from sleept

motivation to become dry, etc., and to match particular procedures with

those training needs In this way the complexities of treatment might be

reduced to a minimum.
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On the basis of the research described in this thesis, the standard

urine-alarm procedure provides the most suitable tcorer treatment for bed-

wetting. However, comprehensive assessment prior to treatment could

indicate that in some cases additional forms of therapy would be beneficial.

For example, childrenrs functional bladder capacity could be measured quite

easily by the water load technique described by Harris and Purohit (1977)rx

and where this was found to be significantly low, the conditioning procedure

could be supplemented by daily retention control training. Ease of

arousability from sleep could be assesseci before treatment by having the

parent measure the degree of auditory stimulus necessary to awaken the

child from sleep, or by timing the interval between presentation of an

auditory stimulus and the child awakening. It might not even be necessary

to measure arousability from sleep beforehand, but rather make this

assessment based on the childts response to the urine-alarm during the first

few days of treatment. In any case, if the child was particularly difficult

to rouse from sleep, the standard conditioning procedure could be

supplemented by an adjuvant therapy such as a nightly waking schedule or

even an appropriate drug as discussed in Section 6.4.1. Indeed the outcome

of Experiment 4.1 suggests that a combination of the standard urine-alarm

procedure with the DBT waking schedule is sufficient to meet the needs

which the vast majority of bedwetters presumably have in commorL If poor

motivation was a feature before treatment, then the urine-alarm programme

could be supplemented by more intensive differentiai reinforcement for wet

or dry nights.

* This procedure involves the child refraining from drinking any fluid for
a period of two hours. At the end of this period the child is required
to void and is then administered an oral water load according to the
following specifications: (i) Children weighing 25 kg receive 30 ml of
water per kg of body weight to a maximum of 500 ml; (ii) Those weighing
more than 25 kg receive 20 mi of water per kg of body weight to a
maximum of 1000 ml. The children are urged to refrain from voiding as
long as possible, and, when they can hoid no longer, the resulting voided
specimen is measured and serves as the index of bladder capacity.
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Furthermore, as pointed out by Doleys and Ciminero (1976), a thorough

behavioural history may also uncover other behaviours such as fear of the

dark and toilet phobia, that may be related functionally to bedwetting, and

that should be eliminated prior to commencing treatment of the bedwetting

itself. Information relating to parental attitudes and the ability of parents

to conduct the training would also be worthwhile.

6.4,3. The problem of relapse

In the clinical setting, there are at least two issues of concern in

relation to the problem of relapse following conditioning treatments. One

issue is the total amount of time required for alarm usage (i.e. time taken

to achieve initial arrest of bedwetting plus the time for treatment of

relapse) especially when urine-alarm devices are in short supply. The other

problem concerns the possibility that Parents and children will become

disillusioned with the training programme following relapse and therefore

be less motivated to seek re-treatment.

In addressing the first issue, one could adopt the view that the

possibility of relapse is a shortcoming of conditioning treatments that will

necessitate further therapy, and that the major aim is to achieve initial

dryness as quickly as possible thereby minimizing the total tirne for alarm

usage. From this viewpoint, DBT has advantages over the standard

conditioning method. The initial arrest of bedwetting has been shown to

be quicker following DBT than standard conditioning and there is little

difference between the two methods in terms of subsequent relaPse rate

or re-treatment of renewed bedwetting. However, it has been noted

throughout the course of the Present series of investigations that DBT

has a number of practical problems which limit its large-scale application

Furthermore, simply minimizing the total time for alarm-usage does not
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overcome the significant problem that some parents and children will become

disillusioned with the programme and therefore will not seek re-treatment.

Thus, there is still a need to develop a treatment that arrests bedwetting

quickly and has a lower relapse rate.

A starting point could be the incorporation of an intermittent schedule

of alarm presentation and/or the introduct¡on of overlearning trials into

the standard conditioning procedure with the adjunct of the DBT waking

schedule. Any decline in relapse rate resulting from these procedures would

have to be weighed up against any increase in the initial treatment time.

A second possible strategy for reducing the relapse problem could be

the combination of retention control training with the urine-alarm and waking

procedure. The only factor found to reliably predict Proneness to relapse

following conditioning treatment is a child's history of diurnal micturutional

difficulty. These proglems of diurnal urgency, frequency and wetting

accidents are most likely explained by severely low levels of functional

bladder capacity. The overall data from studies which have employed

retention control training suggest that while this procedure is of limited

value in arresting bedwetting, it can be quite effective in increasing

functional bladder capacity. Thus, retention control training, when used

in conjunction with the urine-alarm device may lead to a more Permanent

dryness response. It is likely that retention control training would need

to be practised daily over several months in order for it to have a

therapeutic effect and this would doubtless increase the demands of

treatment. However, this problem could be attenuated by giving retention

control training to only those children who have severely low functional

bladder capacities as indicated by a pre-treatment water load test and/or

a history of diurnal mictur¡tional difficulty'
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Until an effective method of significantly reducing relapse rate

following conditioning treatment is achieved, it would seem desirable to

warn parents and children beforehand, that there is a high likelihood of

another period on the alarm some time in the future, being necessary to

effect a complete cure.
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APPENDIX 2.1. Instructions for use of the urine-ala¡:m device.

lftre bedwetting alarm is run on a large torch batÈery and is electrícally
quite harmless et¡en if the child touches contacts etc.

If the alarm is to work properly, however, you trerst follow tl¡e
instructions caref ully.

SIEP I.

Place alarm unit in firm ¡nsition near head of bed. It is important
to trave the unit as near as practicable to the child's ear. Do not
put the unit on a soft surface as this m¡ffles the sourd of the alarm.

STEP 2.

Make up ttre bed in thís order:-
(a) Rr:bber sheet to protect mattJess

(b)R¡¡bberelectrodePad-wireendpointingto*ards
head of bed. lltre pad should co\¡er the area
where the child will wet. It'lake sure ttre pad is
the right way up - the grooved side faces upwards'

(c) Bottom sheet. A draw sheet ray be more
convenient as it is more easily changed.

STEP 3.

PIug the wire leads into the front of the buzzer unit. It does not
¡natter which lead goes in which hole; however iÈ will help the pad

Iast longer if the leads are switched over every two or so days.

STEP 4.

Tr:rn the alarm switch on (red dot shows on switch) ' fhis means that
the alarm is now ready - if it goes off at this point, the alarm
is not working properly (see below) -

STEP 5.

The child should sleep without pyjama pants - if he objects to ttris'
try removing them after he is asleep-

STEP 6.

when the alarm goes off it me¡.ns tl.e child has r'ret the bed. The

procedure that follows bedlvetting is contained in the accompanying

inst¡uction sheet.

Cleaninq the Pad

the pad is sterilized before it is loaned to parents, and no cleaning
agent should be used on it. Before returning it, however, please
wipe it over with warm water and soap. After ttrying it, please ro11

it up and pack it away according to ttre instructions printed on the

underside of the ¡nd.
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APPEIIDIX 2.1. cont.

A1arm not working properly.

If the alar:n does not sound follcrring a bedwetting accident, or if
it sounds w"ithout a bedwetting accident having occurred please
contact !!r. J. Bollard (PsychoLogist) as soon as possÍble on 2674999

extension 227.
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APPE!{DIX 2.2. Instructions for the standard conditioning t¡eatment
of bedwetting.

SIEP 1.

Set up the urine-alarnt device on the childrs bed as described in
the accom¡nnying instruction sheet.

slEP 2.

Encourage the child to go to bed at a regular time and avoid letting
him,/her geÈ too tired or o<cited. Íhe best attitude to have during
treatment is one of sympathetic help, that is, try to give ttre child
ttre impression tllat you see tt¡e bedv¡etting as a problem tlnt you
are both going to work on.

S1EP 3.

!{hen t}re alarm is triggered in response to a bedwetting accident,
go to the child and see that he/she is properly awake before
switching off the a]arn. Send the child to the toilet to finish
urirrating.

STEP 4.

ûpon returning from the toilet, encourage ttre child to wipe tJ:e
nlbber electrode pad dry wittr the dry ¡nrt of tÌ¡e drawsheet, and to
replace tt¡e soiled drawsheet with a clean one. (Have clean sheets
ready so you donrt have to go looking for them during the night) .

STEP 5.

Switch on the alarm again (if the alarm sourds it means ttnt the
electrode pad needs furttrer drying) and allow the child to go back
to sleep.

SIEP 6.

Each morning note on the calendar whether the child was wet or dry
tlre previous night. Please contact l'lr. J. Bollard (Psychotogist)
on 2674999 extension 227 each week at the pre-arranged time in order
to report on the child's progress-l

fhis procedure has to be repeated each night until the child reaches
ttre target of 14 dry nights in a row. The child should.be encouraqed

to take responsibility for the procedural steps outlined above.
After ttre first few nights, older children will probably to able to
rarìage the progranne on their own, howe\ler, younger children nay

require assistance from the ¡nrents ttrroughout the course of treatÎent'

The requirement for weekly contact was deleted fror the instructions
gÍven to parents of children in the standard conditioning wíttrout
supenrision grouP.
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APPENDIX 2.3.

Group 1. Standard conditíoning with close supenrision-

* relapse

Experiment 2.L.: Stmrary of data fæ subjects
in each group.
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APPENDIX 2.3. cont.

Group 2. St¿ndard condiLioning witbout srç>ervision.
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APPENDIX 2.3. cont.

Group 3. Cont¡ol
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APPEIIDIX 2.4. Experiment 2.1: Summary of covariate analysis of
variance with planned comparisons of groups after
20 weeks of treat¡nent when data from children who
dropped out were excluded.
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APPE¡{DIX 2.5. Ex¡rerimenL 2.I: Su¡n¡nary of covariate analysis of
variance wÍth planned comparisons of groups after 20
weeks of treatnent when data from chíIdren who
dropped out were included.
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APPENDIX 2.6. Instructions for dry bed traíning.*

This traíning ín in 3 stages:-

Part I # i" the All night training.
onlv.

I

Part 2 starts the following nÍght and tells how to wake the
child on a special schedule.

Part 3 begins when the childhas reached 7 consecutive dry
nights.

PART 1: ALL NIGHT TRÄINI}TG

STEP A: l: Hour Before Bedtime.

Explain to child what witl be happening, that is, that
tonÍght she will be woken every hour to practise goÍng
to the toilet and that if she wets, she will have to
change her bedsheets and practise going to the toilet
several times.

Give child her favourite drink.

Place bedwetting alarm on bed according to instructions
on enclosed sheet (see Appendix 2.1).

4 Positive Practise Traininq -

This is done on one niqht

child lies in bed with light off'
child counts up to 50 slowly and silently'
child gets up and goes to the toilet and tries
to urinate,
child returns to bed,

child repeats setps a), b), c) and d) until she has
done this 20 times.

¿

3

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

During this, the parent stays out of the room, but keeps
a check of the number of trips to the toilet.

At Bedtime

I

2

Child drinks as much as she can of her favourite drink.

Chitd repeats training instructions, i.e. that she v¡iII
be woken hourly to practise going to the toilet and if
she wets, she wiII have to change her sheets and practise
going to the toilet several times.

STEP B:
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APPENDIX 2.6 cont.

3. Child norr goes to bed.

!i4: HourIy Awakenings

I. I{ake child, using as little pronpting as possíble' that is
if you need, the first time, to sit the child up Ín bed
and gently shake her; next Èíne try just shaking her
gentty on the shoulder without sitting her up. The
idea is to reduce each tine the things you do to wake
her up so that she will learn to get up by herself. Do

not turn on the bedroom líght unless this is really
necessary. If the child does not go straight to the
toilet on wakening, point towards the toilet and ask
"vùhere do you go when I wake you up?" If the child still
does not walk towards the toilet, take her quickly into
the toilet saying, "You have to hurrv to the toilet if
you dontt want to rt'et your bed".

2. Child walks to the toilet.

3 At the toilet door (before child goes in to urinate),
ask child if she can go for one hour without urinating.

a) if child could not do this -
(i) see Íf child can hold back for a few minutes,

(Íi) chiid urinates in toilet,
(iii) parent praises child for correct toileting'
(iv) child returns to bed.

b) if child says she can hold in urine for one hour -
(í) parent praises child for good control,
(íi) child returns to bed.

At bedside, ask child if her bedsheets are dry and get
her to feel them and teII you that they are dry.

5. Parent praises child for having a dry bed and encourages
her tc keep it drY for the next hour.

6. Get child to repeat training instructions for the next
hourly toileting and give her another drink

4

7 Child returns to sleeP.
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APPENDIX 2.6 cont.

STEP D: Vühen Child Wets the Bed

1. Wake child and give brief reprimand.

2. Turn off bedwettÍng alarm.

3 Send child to toílet to finish urinatíng.

4 child is given cleanliness training -

a) child has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheetr' wipes rubber sheet
and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet,
d)' parent switches bedwêtting alarm on again.

TeII the child she needs more practise to stay dry.
Child then immediateLy given Posítive Practise in
correct toileting (20 trials of lying on bed then
going to the: toilet as in A4).

6. The following evening before bedtime, the child is
given another 20 trials of Positive Practise.

PART 2 - NIGHT AFTER INITIAL TRAINING

STEP A: Before Bedtime

3

4

STEP B¡ Niqht Toileting

5

I

2

Bedwetting alarm set.

Give child Positive Practise training if she wet the
bed the previous night.

Remind child of need to remain dry and tell her that if
she wets she will have to go through cleanlíness training
(remaking bed) and Positive Practise (20 trials).

Ask child to repeat your instructions so that you are
sure she knows them.

I

2

Awaken child about 3 hours after she has gone to bed
and send her to the toilet.

After each dry night, awaken the child 30 minutes earlier
than on the previous nÍght.
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3 Stop waking the child when you are down to within
one hour frorn her bedtime.

STEP C: Accidents

If the child wets the bed, give her the cleanliness
training and Positíve Practise immediately after wetting
and give her Positive Practise again at bedÈime the
next night.

STEP D: After a Dry Níqht

t. Farnily praÍses the child for not wetting her bed.

2. Family praises her again at least 5 times during the
day, e.g. during mea1s, just before bedtime, etc.

3. Parents encourage other relatives to praise the child
for not wetting.

PART3-NORMALROUTINE

1 After seven consecutive dry nights, stop using the
bedwetting alarm.

2 Inspect child's bed each morning. If bed is wet,
have child remake it immediately and before bedtime the
same day, give her another 20 trials of Positive Practise.

If the child wets on 2 nights in one week, go back to
II (Night After Initial Training) until the child again
has 7 consecutive dry nights and then return to III
(Normal Routine).

Treatment is regarded as conpleted when the child reaches
14 consecutive dry nights.

P1ease contact Mr. J. Bollard (Psychologist) each week at pre-arranged
time in order to report on progress. (Phone 267 4999, Ext. 227')

For the DBT withor:t alarm group, reference to the urine-alarm
device was deleted.

Part I of these instructions hras deleted for groups receiving
DBT administered by the therapistr (a) in hospital, and (b) in
the childrs home.

3

4

#

*
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APPENDIX 2.7 cont. Group 6 - Control

Subj ect
number

Mean

Age
(trtear s

and
months)

8-1

8-8

6-8

11-Ir
8-6

7-4

8-11

5-10

8-4

8-0

8-4

8-11

8-7

4-9

7-7

7-6

II-10
8-8

9-7

11-3

8-10

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

TO

1I
T2

I3

I4

15

I6

L7

18

I9
20

1s

23

24

2B

15

23

24

25

28

1B

I
22

23

L7

28

26

6

28

28

13

32

37

44

54

n.,

44

42

39

55

28

9

34

54

39

53

54

9

53

54

45

76

94

108

L32

47

98

II5
r01

L25

69

38

84

1r3

80

13r

L24

39

L26

t24
88

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

20

56

56

56

56

56

42

56

56

56

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

20

140

140

140

140

140

42

140

140

140

Sex Baseline
wetÈing
frequency

2L.L

* relapse

Number of set
nights

After After
8 weeks 20 weeks

40.1 95 .6

Number of days to
last wet night
After After
I weeks 20 weeks

Follow-up
36L2
months

*

M

F

lt'I

M

F

F

M

F

M

M

M

M

F

M

F

F

M

M

F

F

*

52.5 L29 .L
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ÀPPENDIX 2.8. ExperimenL 2.2: Summary of covariate analysÍs of
variance with planned comparÍsons of groups after
eight weeks of treatment.

ÐBT without alarm versus Control .43group.
Conbination of four groups having
alarm-based treatment versus
conbination of the two no-ararm 6'47

9roups.
Combination of DBT with alarm
groups versus standard conditioning 1.51
9roup.
DBT (parents) versus conbination of
the DBT (hospital) and DBT .37
(therapist) groups.
DBT (hospital) versus co¡nbination
of the DBT (parents) and DBT 1.20
(therapist) groups.

.001

5

4

3

2

NSI

NS

NS

NS

t value
(113 df)

PPLANNED COMPARISONS

Group

Regression

Error
TotaI

10691.35

L296.3L

26354 .7 4

38342.40

2138.27

L296.3t

233.23

5

I
TI3

r19

< .001

< .05

9.17

s.55

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

SOURCE SS F RATIO pMSdf

t. DBT without alarm versus Control 2.67
9rouP

2. Conbínation of four groups having
alarm-based treatment versus
conbination of the two ,ro-ur-r* 13'84

grouPs.
3. Combination of DBT with alarm i

groups versus standard conditioning I.3I
9roup

4. DBT (parents) versus combÍnation
of Èhe DBT (hospital) and DBT 1.06
(therapist) groups.

5. DBT (hospital) versus combination
of the ÐBT (Parents) and DBT .84
(therapist) groups.

.001

NS

NS

NS

< .01

t value
(r13 df)

pPLANNED COMPARISONS

Wet
nights

Group

Regression

Error
Total

16240.05

4348.43

9L00.22

29688.70

324 8. 0I
4348.43

80 .53

5

t
r13

1r9

40.33

54.44

< .001

< .001

VÀRIABI,E df F RATIO prqsSSSOURCE
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APPENDIX 2.9. Experiment 2.2: Summary of covariate analysis
of variance with planned comparisons of groups
after 20 weeks of treatment.

I Control group versus combination
of the four groups having alarm-
based treatment.

10.58 < .00I

2 Standard conditioning versus
combination of the three DBT
with-alarm groups.

2.79 < .01

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

PLANNED COI,IPARISONS t value p

Group

Regression

Error
TotaI

134891. 70

10218.78

104934.52

250045.00

4

I
94

99

33722.93

10218.78

1116.32

30.2L

9.I5
< .001

< .0I

SOURCE SS df MS F RATIO p

1 Control group versus combination
of the four groups having alarm-
based treaÈment.

19 .08 < .001_

2 Standard conditioning versus
combination of the three DBT with- 2.29
alarm group.

< .05

Wet
nights

PLANNED COMPARISONS t value
94 dft

p

Group

Regression

Error
TotaL

105843.36 4

83I7.23 1

2682s.02 94

140985.61 99

26460.84

8317 .23

285.37

92.72

29.L5

< .001

< .001

SOURCE ss df lts F RATIO PVARIABLE



GrouP

DBT with
alarm
following
4-week
baseline

Initial 8 weeks
of treatment

Subsequent 14 weeks
of treatment

Age
(years

and
nonÈhs)

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

Percentage
of group
meetings
attended

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

Percentage
of group
meetíngs
attended

Subj ect
number

Sex Baseline
wetting
frequencY

Number
of wet
nights

Number
of wet
ní9hts

6-nonÈh
follow-up

Mean 8-5 19 .8 9.0 29.3 89.0

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

8-10

10'11

7-L

8-4

6-1r
9-11

9-10

7-5

7-0

8-4

M

M

M

F

¡4

F

M

M

F

M

I3
L4

24

20

20

2T

6

28

28

24

5

9

9

6

7

11

0

29

14

2l

34

36

32

18

20

30

0

29

42

52

85

100

100

100

100

3s

r00

100

70

r0010

*

*

*

NOT

APPLICABI,E

APPENDIX 3.I. Experiment 3.1: Summary of data for subjects in each grouP'

-Jf\)

* Relapse



APPENDIX 3.I CONT.

Group

DBT wiÈh
alarm
following
I weeks of
no-alarn
treatment

Initial 8 weeks
of treatment

Subseguent 14 weeks
of treatment

Age
(years

and
months)

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

Percentage
of group
meetings
attended

Number
of days
to last
wet
nighÈ

PercenÈage
of group
meeÈings
attended

SubjecÈ
number

Sex Baseline
weÈting
frequency

Number
of wet
nights

Number
of wet
nights

6-month
follow-up

I
2

3

4#

5

6#

7

8

9

10

7-10

7-10

r0-5

10-7

L2-6

8-0

9-5

r0-10

7-6

8-4

F

F

M

F

M

F

F

M

F

F

24

16

23

13

23

22

6

20

23

20

24

20

34

I
30

7

10

23

40

22

56

56

56

0

s6

24

56

56

56

56

88

75

25

88

75

100

63

25

40

25

2

30

20

4

63
.|

5

9

24

26

5

67

27

T2

98

5

25

15

50

45

30

100

20

100

60

100

25

33

63

20

*

*

*

*

19.0 5s. IMean 9-4 2r.8 47.2 60.4 I8.5 34.9

* Relapse

# Subjects relapsed after achieving dryness criterion
during no-alarm treatment phase. {(,



APPENDIX 3.1 cont.

Group

DBT with
alarm
following
12 weeks
without
treatment
(ControI
Group)

Initial 8 weeks
of treatment

Subsequent 14 weeks
of treatment

Age
(years

and
nonths)

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

Percentage
of group
meetings
attended

Number
of days
to last
wet
night

Percentage
of group
meetings
attended

Subj ecÈ
number

Sex Baseline
wetting
frequency

Number
of wet
nights

Number
of wet
nights

6-nonth
foIlow-up

Mean 9-5 20.L 40. s 56 .0 11.6 35.6 64.0

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

t0

7-3

9-7

7-6

l0-1
1r-3

8-6

TL-2

8-1

r1-5
9-8

M

M

M

F

M

M

¡rI

F

M

lrl

26

28

2B

27

25

28

18

6

l0
5

55

s6

55

55

53

56

35

L2

19

9

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

7

19

29

I4
L2

9

6

5

IO

5

9

73

93

31

32

14

25

16

44

19

100

70

20

30

40

100

100

6s

l5
100

**

*

'Not
Applicable

{
È

* relapse



ÀPPENDIX 3.2. Experiment 3.I: Summary of covaríate analysÍs
of variance with Planned comparisons of grouPs
after eight weeks of treatment.

DBT without alarm versus
Control group.

DBT with alarm versus no-
alarm groups combined.

1.35

4.25

175.

NS

< .001

I

2

PLANNED COMPARISONS t value
(26 df)

p
Number
of days
to last
wet
night

Group 3692.86

Regression 386.99

Error 4822.7L

Total 8902.56

2

I
26

29

t846 .42

386.99

I85.49

9.95

2.09

< .001

NS

SOURCE SS df I\4S F RATIO p

I

2

DBT without alarm versus
Control group.

DBT hrÍth alarm versus no-
alarm groups combined.

4.95 < .001

7. 55 < .001

VARIABLE

Vfet
nights

PIÀNNED COMPARISONS t value
(26 df)

P

SOURCE SS df MS F R.ATIO P

Group 4836.87

Regression 3413.76

Error 1540.34

Total 9790.97

2

I
26

29

24L8.34

3413.76

59.24

40.82

57.62

< .001

< .00I



APPENDIX 3.3.

L76.

Experiment 3.I: Summary tables of oneway analysis
of variance for three groups treated by DBT with alarm.

Group

Er ror

TotaI

238.47

L6779.40

t70l-7.87

2 1r9.23

62I.46

< L.0 NS

27

29

Number
of days
to last
wet night

Group

Error
482.07

4024.90

4506.97

a 24L.03

L49.O7

r.62 NS

27

Total 29

!{et
nights

SOURCE SS df Ir{S F R,ATIO pVARIABLE



APPENDIX 3.4.

r77 .

Experiment 3.1: Sunmary tables of covariate analysÍs
of variance with planned comparisons of groups treated
by DBT with and without a urine-alarm device.

I. Group DBT with alarm versus
individual DBT with alarm.

2. Group DBT without alarm versus
individual DBT without alarm.

3. Combination of DBT with alarm
groups versus conbination of
DBT without alarm groups.

24 NS

NS.24

5 .14 < .001

Number
of days
to last
wet night

PLANNED COMPARISONS t value
(11s df)

p

Group 7949.7L

Regression 1355.19

Error 2891I.73

Total 38216.63

3

1

r15

II9

2649.90

r35s.19

I0.54
5 .39

<.001
< .05

SOURCE Þ df MS F RATIO p

I Group DBT with alarn versus
individual DBT wÍth alar¡n.
Group DBT without alarm versus
individual DBT without a1arm.
ConbinaÈion of DBT with alarm
groups versus combination of
DBT without alarm groups.

.84 NS

2 2.93 < .01

3
8.L2 < .00I

Wet
nights

PLANNED COMPARISONS t value
(Irs df)

p

Group 7269.83

Regression 2266.74

Error 8121.60

Total 17658. 17

3

t
115

r19

2423.28

2266.7 4

70.62

34.31

32.LO

< .001

< .001

SOURCE ss df lrs F RÀTIO pVARIABLE



APPENDIX 4.I. Experiment 4.I: Instructions for standard
conditioning plus waking schedule.

This training is in 3 stages:-

Part I is the AIl night training. This is done on one night onlv.

Part 2 starts the following night and tells how to wake the child on
a specÍal schedule.

Part 3 begins when the chÍId has reached 7 consecutive dry nights.

PART I:- ATL NIGHT TRA]NING

STEP A: At Bedtime

178 .

Set up bedwetting alarm according to the enclosed
instruction sheet (see Appendix 2.1).
Explain to child what wÍIl be happening' that is,
that tonight she will be woken every hour to practise
going to the toilet and that if she wets, she will
have to change her bedsheets and go to the toilet again.

Chitd now goes to sleep.

I

2

3

STEP B: Hour1y Awakenings

3

4

1

2

Every hour thereafter on the first nÍght wake the
child and send her off to the toilet.
Vüake child, usíng as little prompting as possible'
that is if you need, the first time, to sit the child
up in bed and gently shake her; next tirne try just
shaking her gently on the shoulder without sitting her up.
The idea is to reduce each Èime the things you do to wake
her up so that she will learn to get uP by herself.
Do not turn on the bedroom light unless this is really
necessary. If the child does not go straight to the
toilet on wakening, point towards the toilet and ask
"Where do you go when I wake you up?" If the child
still does not walk towards the toilet, take her quickly
into the toilet saying, "You have to hurrv to the
toilet if you don't want to wet your bed."

Chitd goes to the toilet and returns to bed.

At bedtime, ask child if her bedsheets are dry and get
her to feel them and tell you that they are dry.
Parent praises child for having a dry bed and encourages
her to keep it dry for the next hour.

5.
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APPEIÍDIX 4.1 cont.

6. Get child to repeat trainíng instructions for the
next hourly toileting.

7. Child returns to sleeP.

STEP C: l{hen Child Wets Èhe Bed

Wake child and give brief reprimand.

Turn off bedwetting alarn.
Send child to toilet to finish urinating.
Child is g iven c1eanlÍness traÍning -
a) child has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheet' wipes rubber
sheet and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet'

d) parent switches bedwetting alarm on again,

e) child returns to sleeP.

PART 2:. NIGHT AFTER INITIAI TRAINING

STEP A: Before Bedtime

3.

Bedwetting alarm set.
Remind child of need to remain dry and teII her that
if she vrets she will have to go through cleanliness
training.
Ask child to repeat your instructions so that you
are sure she knows them.

STEP B: Niqht Toiletinq

I
a

3

4

I
2

I

2

Awaken chil-d about 3 hours after she has gone to bed
and send her to the toilet.
After each dry night, awaken the child 30 minutes
earlier than on the previous night.
Stop waking the child when you are down to within
one hour from her bedtime.

3

STEP C; Àccidents

If the chitd wets the bed, give her the cleanliness training
immediately.
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STEP D: After a Dry Niqht

1.

2.

3

Farnily praises the chÍId for not wetting her bed.

Fanily praises her again at least 5 times during the
day, e.g. duríng meals, just before bedtime, etc.
Parents encourage other relatÍves to praise the child
for not wetting.

PART 3: - NORMAL ROTITINE

Begins when the child has had 7 dry nights in a row.

1. Take the alarm off the bed.

Inspect childts bed each morning and record whether it is
wet or dry.
If a child wets on two nights in one week, go back to
PART 2 (night after initial trainíng) until the child
again has 7 consecutive dry nÍghts and then return to
PART 3 (normal routine).
Treatment is regarded as completed when the child
reaches 14 consecutive dry nights.

2

3

4

please contact Mr. J. Bollard (Psychologist) each week at the
pïe-arranged time in order to report on progress (Telephone
2674999, ext 227'l .
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APPENDIX 4.2. Experiment 4.1: Instructions for standard
conditioning plus retention control traíning.

This training is ín 3 stages:-

Part I is the AIt night training. This is done on one niqht only.

Part 2 starts the following night and describes the procedure to
follow each time the child wets the bed.

Part 3 begins when the child has reached seven consecutive dry
nights.

PART I:- ALL NIGHT TRAINING

STEP A: AL Bedtime

I.

2.

3

4

STEP B: HourIy Awakenings

I

Set up bedwetting alarm according to the enclosed
instruction sheet (see Appendix 2.1).
Child drinks as much as she can of her favourite
drink.
Explain to chitd what witl be happening, i.e. that
she will be woken hourly to practise going to the
toilet.
Child now goes to bed.

2

3

Wake child, using as little prompting as possible,
that is if you need, the first tinne, to sit the child
up in bed and gently shake her; next time try jusÈ
shaking her gently on the shoulder without sitting her
up. The idea is to reduce each time the things you do
to wake her up so that she will Iearn to get up by
herself. Do not turn on the bedroon light unless this
is really necessary. If thechild does not go straight
to the toilet on wakening, point towards the toilet and
ask "Where do you go when I wake you up?'r If the
child stitl does not walk towards the toilet' take her
quickly into the toilet saying. "You have to hurry to the
toitet if you donrt want to wet your bed".

child walks to the toilet.
At the toilet door (before child goes in to urinate),
ask child if she can go for one hour without urinating.
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4

5.

6.

7

(a) If child could not do this -

i) see if child can hold back for a few
mÍnutes,

ii) child urinates in toilet,
iii) parent praises child for correct toiletíng,
iv) child returns to bed.

(b) If child says she can hold in urine for one hour -

i) parenÈ praises child for good control,
ii) child returns to bed.

At bedside, ask child if her bedsheets are dry and get
her to feel them and teII you that they are dry.
Parent praises child for having a dry bed and encourages
her to keep it dry for the next hour.

Get child to repeat training instructions for the next
hourly toileting and give her another drink.
Chíld returns to s1eep.

STEP C: Vlhen Child !{ets the Bed

Vüake the child and give brief reprimand.

Turn off bedwetting alarm.

Send child to toil-et to finÍsh urinating.
4. Child is g iven cleanliness training -

a) child has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheet, wipes rubber sheet
and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet,

d) parent switches bedwetting alarm on again,

e) child returns to s1eep.

PART 2:. NIGHT AFTER INITIAI TRÀTNING

Before Bedtime

Bedwetting alarm set.
Remind child of need to remain dry and tell her that
if she wets she will have to go through cleanliness
training.

I
z

3

1

2

STEP A:
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APPEITDIX 4.2 cont

STEP B:

SÎEP C:

3

3. Ask chitd to repeat your instructions so that you
are sure she knows them.

Accidents

If the child wets the bed, gÍve her the cleanliness trainíng
immediately.

After a Dry l¡iSht

1

2

Fanity praises the child for not wetting the bed.

Family praises the child agaín at least five times
during the dayr e.9. during meals' just before
bedtime, etc.
Parents encourage other relatives to praise the child
for not wetting.

1

2

PART 3:- NORI{AL ROUTf!{E

Begins when the child has had seven dry nights in a row.

3

Take the alarm off the bed.

Inspect the childrs bed each morning and record when
it is wet or dry.
If the child vrets on two or more nights in one week,
go back to PART 2 (night after initial training) until
the child again has seven consecutive dry nights and then
return to PART 3 (normal routine).
Treatment is regarded as completed when the child reaches
14 consecutive dry nights.

J. BoIIard (Psychologist) each week at the
in order to report on progress (Telephone 2674999t

4

Please contact Mr.
pre-arranged time
Ext. 2271.
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APPENDIX 4.3. Experiment 4.1: Instructions for standard
conditioning plus ¡rositive practice.

This training is done in three stages -

PART I descríbes the initial training night.

PART 2 describes the procedure on each subsequent night until the
child achieves seven consecutive dry nights.

PART 3 begins when the child has reached seven consecutive dry
nights.

PART 1:. INITIAL TRAINING NIGHT

ITEP A: HaIf Hour Before Bedtine

Set up bedwetÈing alarm according to the enclosed
instruction sheet (see Appendix 2.I).
Positive Practice Training

child lies in bed with light off,
chitd counts up to 50 slowly and silently'
child gets up and goes to the toilet and tries
to urinate,
child returns to bed'

child repeats steps â, br c, and d, until she has
done this 20 times.

1

2

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

During this, the parent stays out of the room, but keeps a

check on the number of trips to the toilet.

3. Explain to the child that if he/she wets the bed, the
positive practice procedure will follow imnediately together
with the reguirement that he,/she changes the wet sheets,
deposits them in the laundry and re-makes the bed.

STEP B: At Bedtime

1. Child repeats training instructions.
2. Child now goes to sleep.

vfhen Child Wets the Bed

I $rake child and give brief reprimand.

Turn off the bedwetting alarm.

STEP C:

2
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3. Send child to toilet to finish urinating.
4. Child is 9 iven cleanliness training -

a) chiLd has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheet, wÍpes rubber
sheet and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet,
d) parent switches bedwetting alarm on again.

6.

TeIl the child she needs more practise to stay dry.
Child then immediately given Positive Practise in
correct Èoileting (20 trials of lying on bed then
going to the toilet as in A2).
The followinq evening before bedtime, the child is
given another 20 trials of Positive Practise.

PART 2:. NIGHTS AFTER INITIAT TRAINING

STEP A: Before Bedtime

4.

STEP B: Accidents

5

I
2

BedwettÍng alarm set.
Give child Positive Practise training Íf she wets the
bed the previous night.
Remind child of need to remain dry and tell her that if
she wets she wiII have to go through cleanliness training
(remaking bed) and Positive Practise (20 trials).
Ask child to repeat your instructions so that you are
sure she knows them.

3

If the child wets the bed, give her the cleanliness training
and PositÍve Practise immediately after wetting and give her
Positive Practise again at bedtime the next night.

STEP C: After a Dry NiSht

Farnily praises the child for not wetting her bed.

Family praises her again at least five times duríng the
day, e.g. during mealsr just before bedtime, etc.
Parents encourage oÈher relatives to praise Èhe chitd
for not wetting.

I
2

3
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PART 3:- NORMAL ROTITINE

1. After seven consecutive dry nights, stop using the
bedwetting alarm.

Inspect child's bed each morning. If bed is wet' have
child remake it immediately and before bedtime the same
day, give her another 20 trials of Posítive Practise.
If the child vrets on 2 nights in one week, go back to
II (night after initial training) until the child again
has 7 consecutive dry nights and then return to III
(normal routíne).
Treatment Ís regarded as completed when the child reaches
14 consecutive dry nights.

4.

2

3

Please contact I'{r. J. Bollard (Psychologist) each week at the
pre-arranged time in order to report on progress (Telephone 2674999,
Ext. 227).
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APPEÑDIX 4.4. Experiment 4.1: Instructions for standard
conditioning plus waking schedule and retention
control training.

This Èraining is in 3 stages:-

Part I is the All night training. This is done on one niqht only.

starts the foltowing night and tells how to wake the child
on a special schedule.

begins when the child has reached seven consecutive dry
nights.

PART I:- ALL NIGHT TRAINING

STEP A: At Bedtime

I

2

Set up bedwetting alarm according to the enclosed
instruction sheet (see Appendix 2.1).
Child drinks as much as she can of her favourite
dr ink .

Explaín to child what will be happening, i.e. that she
wilt be woken hourly to practise going to the toilet
and that if she wets she will have to change her
bedsheets and go to the toilet again.

Child now goes to sleep.

3.

4

STEP B: Hourly Awakenings

1.

2

Wake child, using as little prompting as possible' that
is if you need, the first time, to sit the child up in
bed and gently shake her; next tirne try just shaking her
gently on the shoulder without sitting her up. The idea
is to reduce each time the things you do to wake her up
so that she will learn to geÈ up by herself. Do not
turn on the bedroom light unless this is really necessary.
If Èhe child does not go straight to the toilet on
wakening, point towards the toilet and ask, "Where do you
go when I wake you up?n If the child still does not
walk towards the toileÈ, take her quickly into the
toilet saying, "You have to hurry to the toilet if you
dontt want to wet your bed".

Child walks to the toilet.
At the toilet door (before child goes in to urinate) 'ask child if she can go for one hour without urinating.

3
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4

a) If child could not do thís -

i) see if child can hold back for a few
minutes,
child urinates in toilet'
parent praises child for correct toileting,
child returns to bed.

ii)
iii)
iv)

b) If child says she can hold ín urine for one hour -

í) parent praises child for good control,
ii) chitd returns to bed.

At bedside, ask child if her bedsheets are dry and get
her to feel then and tell you that they are dry.

Parent praises child for having a dry bed and
encourages her to keep it dry for the next hour.

Get child to repeat training instructions for the next
hourly toileting and give her another drink.
Child returns to sleep.

STEP C: Vlhen Child $lets the Bed

5

6

7

I.
¿-

3.

4.

Wake child and give brief reprimand.

Turn off bedwetting alarm.

Send child to toilet to finish urinating.
Child is 9 iven cleanliness training -

a) child has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheet, wÍpes rubber
sheet and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet,

d) parent switches bedwetting alarm on againt

e) child returns to sleep.

PART 2:- NIGHT AFTER INITIAL TRAINING

STEP A: Before Bedtine

I. Bedwetting alarm set.
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E@p: Niqht Toiletinq

STEP C: Accidents

3

2

3

Renind child of need to remain dry and teII her that
if she wets she wil-I have to go through cleanliness
training.
Ask child to repeat your instructions so that you are
sure she knows them.

1

2

3

Awaken child about 3 hours after she has gone to bed
and send her to the Èoilet.
After each dry night, awaken the child 30 minutes earlier
than on the previous night.
Stop waking the child when you are down to within one
hour from her bedtime.

If the child wets the bed, give her the cleanliness training
immediately.

STEP D: After a Dry Nisht

I
2

Fanily praises the childfor not wetting her bed.

Family praises her again at least 5 times during the
day, e.g. during meals, just before bedtime, etc.
Parents encourage other relatives to praise the child
for not wetting.

PART 3:- NORMAL ROUTINE

BegÍns when the child has had 7 dry nights in a row.

1. Take Èhe alarm off the bed.

2. Inspect childrs bed each morning and record whether
it is wet or dry.

3. If a child wets on two nights in one week, go back to
PART 2 (night after initail training) until the child
again has 7 consecutive dry nights and then return to
PART 3 (normal routine).

4. Treatment is regarded as completed when the child
reaches 14 consecutive dry nights.

Please contact I'1r. J. Bollard (Psychologist) each week at the pre-
arranged time in order to re¡rcrt on progress. (Telephone 2674999' Ext.
2271.
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APPENDIX 4.5. Experiment 4.1: Instructions for standard
conditioning plus retention control training and
positive practice.

This training is in three stages:-

Part I is the all night training.
only.

This is done on the first nÍqht

Part 2 starts the fotlowíng night, and describes the procedure to
follow each time the child wets the bed.

Part 3 begins when the child has reached seven consecutive dry nights.

PART 1:- ALL NIGHT TRATNTNG

STEP A: Half Hour Before Bedtime

1. Set up bedwetting alarm according to the enclosed
instruction sheet (see Appendix 2.1).
Explain to child what will be happening, that is, that
tonight she will be woken every hour to practise going
to the toilet and that if she wets, she will have to
change her bedsheets and practise going to the toilet
several times.

2.

Give child her favourite drink.
Positive Practise Training

chitd lies in bed with light off,
child counts up to 50 slowly and silently'
child gets up and goes to the toilet and tries
to urinate,
child returns to bed,

child repeats steps â, b, c, and d, until she has
done this 20 tines.

3

4

a)

b)

c)

¿l)

e)

During this, Èhe parents stay out of the room, but keeps
a check of the number of trips to the toilet.

STEP B: At Bedtime

I

2

Child drinks as much as she can of her favourite
dr ink

Child repeats training instructions, i.e. that she wil-I
be woken hourly to practise going to the toilet and if
she wets, she will have to change her sheeÈs and practise
going to the toilet several times.
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3. Child novú goes to sleeP.

STEP C: Hourlv Awakenings

I

i)
íi)
iii)
iv)

-l

2

3

!{ake child, using as tittle prompting as possible, that
Ís if you need, the first time, to sit the child up in
bed and gently shake her; next tine try just shaking her
gently on the shoulder without sitting her up. the idea
is to reduce each time the things you do to wake her up
so that she will learn to get uP by herself. Do not
turn on the bedroom light unless this is rea1ly necessary.
If the ehilddoes not go straight to the toilet on
wakening, point towards the toilet and ask, "lrlhere do you
go when I wake you up?" If the child still does not
walk towards the toilet, take her quickly into the
toilet saying, "You have to hurry to the toÍlet if you
don't want to wet your bed".

Child walks to the toilet.
At the toilet door (before child goes Ín to urinate) ask
child if she can 90 for one hour without urinatíng.

a) If chilil could not do this -

see if child can hold back for a few minutes,

child urinates in toilet,
parent praises child for correct toíIeting,
child returns to bed.

b) If chitd says she can hold urine for one hour -

i) parent praises child for good control'
ii) child returns to bed.

At bedside, ask chíId if her bedsheets are dry and get
her to feel them and tell you that they are dry.

Parent praises child for having a dry bed and encourages
her to keep it dry for the next hour.

Get child to repeat training Ínstructions for the next
hourly toileting and give her anoÈher drink.
ChiId returns to s1eep.

STEP D: !,lhen Child !,lets the Bed

Vùake child and give brief reprimand.

Turn off the bedwetting alarm.

4

5

6

I
2
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3. Send child to toilet to finish urinatíng.
4. chíld is 9 iven cleanliness training -

a) child has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheet, wipes rubber sheet
and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet,
d) parent swítches bedwetting alarm on again.

TeIl the child she needs more practise to stay dry.
Child then imnediately given PosÍtive Practise in
correct toíleting (20 trials of lying on bed then
going to the toilet as in A4).

6. The followinq evening before bedtime, the child is given
another 20 trials of Positive Practise.

PART 2: . NIGHT AflIER INITIAL TRAINING

STEP A: Before Bedtime

1. Bedwetting alarm set.
Give child Positive Practise training íf she wet the
bed the previous night.
Remind child of need to remain dry and tell her that if
she wets she will have to go through cleanliness training
(remaking bed) and Positive Practise (20 trails).
Ask child Lo repeat your instructions so that you are
sure he/she knows them.

¿

4

STEP B: Accidents

If the child wets the bed, give her the cleanliness training
and Positive Practise immediately after wetting and give her
Positive Practise again at bedtime the next night.

STEP C: After a Dry Niqht

Family praises the child for not wetting the bed.

Family praises her again at leasÈ five times during the
day, e.g. during meals, just before bedtime, etc.
Parents encourage other relatives to praise the child
for not wetting.

5

?

I
2

3
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Please contact Mr. ,I. Bollard (Psychologist) each week at the
pre-arranged time in order to report on progress. (Telephone
2674999 r Ext. 227).

PARI 3:- NORMAL ROUTINE

Begins when the child has had seven dry nights in a row.

1. Take the alarm off the bed.

2. Inspect childrs bed each morníng and record whether
it is wet or dry.

3. If a child wets on two nights in one week, go baek to
PART 2 (night after Èraining) until the child agaín
has seven consecutíve dry nights and then return to
PART 3 (normal routine).

4. Treatment is regarded as completed when the child reaches
14 consecutive dry nights.
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APPENDIX 4.6. Experiment 4.I: Instructions for standard
conditioning plus waking schedule and positive
practice.

This training is in three stages'

is the AII night training. This is done on one níght onIY.

Part 3

starts the following night and teLls how to wake the child
on a special schedule.

begins when the child has reached seven consecutive dry nights.

PART 1:- ALL NIGHT TRAINING

STEP A: HaIf Hour Before Bedtime

Set up bedwetting alarrn according to the enclosed
instruction sheet (see Appendix 2.1).
Explain to the child what will be happening, that is, that
tonight she will be woken every hour to practise going
to the toilet and that if she wets, she wiII have to
change her bedsheets and practise going to the loilet
several tirnes.

3. Positive Practise TraÍning

T

)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

child lies in bed with light off'
child counts up to 50 slowly and silently'
child gets up and goes to the toilet and tries
to urinate,
child returns to bed,

child repeats steps â, br c, and d, until she
has done this 20 times.

During this, the parent stays out of the room, but keeps
a check of the number of trips to the toilet.

SsL Ët At Bedtime

I Child repeats training instructions, i.e. that she wiII
be woken hourly to practise going to the toilet and if
she wets, she witl have to change her sheets and practise
going to the toilet several times.

Child no$¡ goes to sleeP.2.
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STEP C: Hourlv Awakeninqs

4.

5

6.

Wake child, using as litt1e prompting as possible, that
is if you need, the first time, to sit the chilQ Up in
bed and gently shake her; next time try just shaking her
gently on the shoulder without sitting her up. The idea
is to reduce each time the things you do to wake her up
so that she r¡iII learn to get up by herself. Do not
turn on the bedroom light unless this is really
necessary. If the child does not go straight to the
toilet on wakening, point towards the toilet and ask
"v'Ihere do you go when I wake you up?r! rf the child
still does not walk towards the toilet, take her quickly
into the toíIet saying, "You have to hurry to the toilet
if you bonrt want to wet your bedn.

Child goes to the toilet and returns to bed.

At bedside, ask child if her bedsheets are dry and get
her to feel them and tell you that they are dry.
Parent praises child for having a dry bed and encourages
her to keep it dry for the next hour.
Get child to repeat training instructions for the next
hourly toileting.
Chitd returns to sleep.

STEP D: When Child Wets the Bed

flake child and give brief reprimand.

Turn off bedwetting alarm.

Send child to toilet to finísh urinating.
Child is g iven cleanliness training -

a) child has to change pyjamas,

b) child takes off wet draw sheet, wipes rubber sheet
and puts wet sheet into laundry,

c) child puts on dry draw sheet,
d) parenÈ switches bedwetting alarm on again.

TeIl the child she needs more practise to stay dry.
Chitd then immediaÈely given Positive Practíse in correct
toileting (20 trials of lying on bed then going to the
toiÌet as in A3).

The following evening before bedtime, the child is
given another 20 trÍals of Positive Practise.

I

2

3

I
2

3

4

5

6
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PART 2 : - NIGI-IT AFTER TNTTIAI, TRÀINING

STEP A: Before Bedti¡ne

3

EJ: Niqht Toiletinq

3.

STEP C: Aceidents

3

I

2

Gíve chíld Positive Practise training if she wets
the bed the previous night.
Remind child of need to remain dry and tell her that if
she wets she will have to go through cleanliness
training (remaking bed) and Positive Practise (20 trials).
Àsk child to repeat yout instructions so that you are
sure she knows them.

t

2

Awaken child about 3 hours after she has gone to bed
and send her to the toilet.
After each dry níght, awaken the child 30 minutes
earlier than on tbe prevÍous night.
Stop waking the child when you are down to within one
hour from her bedtime.

If the child wets the bed, give her the cleanliness training
and Positive Practise im¡nediately after wetting and give her
Positive Practise again at bedtime the next night.

STEP D: After a Dry l¡iqht

I
2

Family praises the child for not wetting her bed.

Family praises her again at least 5 times during the
day, e.g. during neals, just before bedtime, etc.
Parents encourage other relatives to praise the child
for not wetting.

PART 3:- NORMÀL ROUTINE

Begins when the child has had seven dry nights in a row.

I. Take the alarm off the bed.

2. Inspect child's bed each morning. If bed is wet, have
child remake Ít ímmediately and before bedtime the same
day, give her another ten tría1s of PosÍtive Practise.
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3.

4

If the child wets on two nights in one weekr go back to
PART 2 (night after initial training) until the child
agaín has 7 consecutive dry nights and then return to
PART 3 (normal routine).
Treatment is regarded as completed when the ehild reaches
14 consecutive drY nights.

Please contact Mr. J. Bollard (Psychologist) each week at the pre-
arranged tine in order to report on Progress (Telephone 26?4999,
Ext-. 2271.
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APPENDIX 4.7. Experiment 4.1: Sumrnary of data for children
in each group.
Group 1 - Standard conditioning (see Appendíx 2.7,
group 1 and Appendix 2.7, group 5).
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Group 2 - Standard conditíoníng plus waking schedule.

I{ean t0-0 20.4 13.1 40 .4

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

1I
T2

7-7

17-0

L2-3

6-4

9-8

6-10

5-6

]-2-4

tr-1
13-4

9-2

7-0

M

M

M

F

M

F

F

M

M

M

M

M

28

L2

I6
27

24

10

28

I8
20

6

28

2g

4

4

L2

t9
24

5

47

7

10

2

8

15

24

8

50

40

l.02

19

95

54

19

23

24

27

Subject
number

Age
(years

and
nonths)

Sex Baseline
wetting
frequency

Number of
wet nights
after 20
weeks

Number of
days to last
wet night
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Group 3 - Standard conditioning plus retention control
training.

Mean 7-L 22.7 23.8 56.7

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

I1
L2

8-4

6-r
7-r0
9-3

r0-3
9-8

10-8

7-TI
7-0

t2-6
I0-2
9-1r

F

F

M

F

M

M

M

¡1

M

M

F

M

23

20

27

L7

24

I4
28

28

28

28

I
27

23

I9
45

13

L7

26

I3
29

26

62

3

10

3t
46

140

30

36

6s

27

48

83

136

7

31

Subject
number

Age
(years

and
nonths)

Sex Baseline
wetting
freguency

Number of
wet nights
after 20
weeks

Number of
days to last
wet night

-- : .
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Group 4 - Standard conditíoning plus positive practice.

Mean 9-4 22.8 23.L 47.6

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

I3-8
6-8

7-O

8-2

7-L
I0-3

5-8

t1-4
10-6

8-0

9-I0
13-I0

M

F

F

M

M

F

F

M

F

M

M

M

TT

27

28

27

I8
24

28

28

28

24

24

6

3

15

10

13

13

6

79

88

t4

22

10

4

I9
22

37

29

32

I8
140

140

44

5I
19

20

Subj ect
number

Age
(years

and
months)

Sex Baseline
wetting
frequency

Number of
wet nights
after 20
weeks

Number of
days to last
wet night
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Group 5 - Standard conditioning plus waking and
retention control training

Mean 9-10 22.8 14. 0 40.6

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

6-r
8-0

10-7

L3-2

10-8

8-7

7-11

13-9

6-9

10-r
L3-2

8-9

F

M

14

M

F

M

M

Iq

T1

M

F

M

28

27

15

L2

28

28

28

t4
25

28

I6
24

7

27

L7

4

22

T2

t0
9

18

IO

I8
I

9

34

45

25

75

19

2I
70

72

38

57

22

10

II
12

Subject
number

Age
(years

and
nonths)

Sex Baseline
wetting
freguency

Nurnber of
wet nights
after 20
weeks

Number of
days to last
wet night
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Group 6 - Standard conditioning plus waking and positive
practice.

10-5Mean 9.520.9 32.5

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

1I
L2

9-3

LL-2

9-9

1l-7
7-6

11-5

l0-2
13-s

8-9

14-I0
6-2

r1-l

F

F

M

F

M

M

F

M

DI

F

l,t

M

9

t2
16

28

10

24

24

28

28

16

28

28

0

7

IO

L7

7

23

15

5

I
8

I
6

0

42

30

33

49

85

33

25

22

43

20

I

Age
(years

and
nonths)

Baseline
wetting
freguency

Nunber of
wet nights
after 20
weeks

Number of
days to last
wet night

SexSubject
number
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Group 7 - Standard conditioning plus retention control
training and positive practice.

Mean 10-6 23.8 2r.t 50.6

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

I1
12

10-l
9-6

9-5

7-6

9-10

t2-0
7-6

10-3

6-9

9-2

8-Il
13-3

F

M

M

M

M

F

M

F

M

M

F

F

28

24

28

27

24

24

25

25

25

28

20

I

t2

I
82

I5
16

t4
22

7

I8
47

5

7

27

I1
140

28

43

26

49

18

72

t26
I3
54

Subject
number

Age
(years

and
months)

Sex Baseline
wetting
freguency

Number of
wet nights
after 20
weeks

Number of
days to last
wet night
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APPE¡IDIX 4.8. ExperÍment 4.1: Regression of baseline weÈting
frequency against number of wet níghts during 20
weeks of treatment for eight grouPs.

Pearson r = 0.30' df = L25,

Regression slope = 0.I

P < .05

The dependent varÍable (number of wet nights duri
was then adjusted for subseguent analysis accordi
formula

ng tr
ng to

eatment
the

new dependent variable = wets durÍng treatnent - (0.I x baselíne).
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APPENDIX 4.9. E:çeriment 4.1: Analysis of variance of adjusted
number of wet nights during treatment.

5867.07

4L759.37

47626.44

7

r19

L26

838.15

350.92

2.39 < .05Between groups

Vlithin groups

TotaI

SS df MS F RATTO PSOURCE
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APPENDIX 5.T conL.

DBT

Group

Subjects who relapsed

Mean 9-4 23.4 L3.5 37.4 15.6 8.7 25.3

I
2

3

4

5

6
7

I
9

10
l1
L2
13
14
I5
16
L7
I8
t9
20
2L
22

9-4
tr-8
10-5
9-8

L2-7
8-1
7-r0
9-3
6-3
8-5
7-4
8-7
9-9
8-10
9-10
7-9

10-t
8-6

12-I
6-10

1r-4
10-7

!4

M

M

M

M

F
M

F
M

M

M

F
M

M

F
M

M

F
M

F
M

F

28
25
28
23
24
20
27
26
27
22
15
27
24
15
26
28
2L
27
I8
27
26
t1

10
IO
14
L2
16
IO
29
14
I5
15
IO

7

I6
6
9

4I
13

9

7

t7
7

10

I6
38
65
47
34
22

103
24
40
47
25
26
47
39
16
84
28
I7
23
38
I3
31

6

6
24
24

6

3

12 r24
6,24

6

24
6 r24

P
p
S

p
p
c

p
p
p
p
p
p

P
p
p
p
p
p
p
S

p
p

20 3

re-treated
10
19
I

re-Èreated
re-treated

2
re-treated

I
DhI not

not
not

not

L2
10
11

37
59
t8

L2 3

T2
3

3

3

3,
24

3

L2
24
24
24

24

D¡I
DI^f

DVt

DVt

DW

D!{

15
20
20

8

27
6

16
l7
T2

not re-treated
T7

6

4

3

I
I3

8

36
22
L2
23
L7
79
23

28

dropped out
624

not re-treated
15 23

not re-treated

Subject
number

Age
(years

and
months)

Sex Baseline
wetting
frequency

Number
of wet
nights
during
ínitial
treatment

Number
of days
to last
wet night
during
initial
treatment

Tine of
relapse
(months)

Primary
versus
secondary
eauresis

History
of
diurnal
wetting
(Dw)

Renewed
wetting
freguency

Nu¡nber
of wet
nighÈs
during
second
treatment

Number
of days
to last
wet night
during
second
treatment

N)

O
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Group Number
of wet
níghts
during
initial
treatment

Number
of days
to last
wet night
during
initíal
treatment

History Renewed
of wetting
diurinal frequency
wetting
(DW)

Number
of wet
nights
during
second
treatment

Number
of days
to last
wet night
dur ing
second
treatment

Subject
number

Age
(years

and
months)

Sex Baseline
wetting
freguency

Time of
relapse
(months)

Primary
versus
secondary
enuresís

I
2

3

4

5

6
7

I
9

IO
t1
L2

5-7
7-7
6-1

L2-5
5'10
9-7

10-0
s-6
7-6
8-4

r4-0
9-7

M

M

F
M

M

M

Iìi

M

F
M

M

F

23
26
25
23
23
25
27
28

9

L7
l0
28

IO
27

4

9
l5
56
23
1I
16
18
22
18

32
78

4

9

52
160
8I
45
sl
B1
34
42

3 r24
3

12
3,24

3

6 rL2 r24
24
L2
24

3

12
3

p
p
s
p
p
S

p
p
p

P
p
p

DW

D!{

DVü

11¿z
l2
10

6

3

5

not re-treated
0

7

not re-treated
8

7

6I
22
29
1l
IO
16

0

16

Standard
condition

ing

I3
I3

10
19

24
I

20
18

8

I

30
28

t"lean 8-6 22.8 19.1 55.8 14.1 22.38.0

N)
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ÀPPENDIX 5.2. Experinent 5.I: Sunnary table of analysis of
variance: Treatment method x Wetting freguency
prior to treatnent.

2456.22 49Total

726.27

.40

725.87

L729.95

985.68

24

I .40 < 1.0 NS

23 31.56

ttr

1 985.68 30.48 <.01

.40 I .40 < 1.0 NS

7 43 .87 23 32.34

Between subjects

Treatment nethod

Error

Withín subjects

VüettÍng frequency
prior to treatment

Treatment method x
wetting frequency prior
to treatment

Error

SS df ljls F RATIO PsouRcE
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APPENDIX 5.3. Experiment 5.I: Sununary table of analysis of
variance: Treatment method x Number of wet
níghts during treatment.

s583.28 49Total

2457.90

34.23

2423.67

3125.38

24

I 34.23 < 1.0 NS

23 105.38

25

327.68 I 2.75 NS

55.23 I 55.23 < 1.0 NS

2742.41 23

Between subjects

Treatment ¡nethod

Error

l{Íthin subjects

Number of wet nights
during treatment

Treatment method x
number of wet nights
during treatment

Error

SS df MS F RÀTIO pSOURCE
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